CURRENT MODE CARRIES ANALOG MULTIPLIER TO 200 MHZ
OrCAD has introduced the greatest product upgrade in its history. Memory limits, design restrictions, even boundaries between products are all disappearing.

For years, OrCAD’s competitors have been playing a game of catch-up. With the introduction of Release IV, the race is over. No one will match our price/performance ratio on these features:

- Schematic Parts Library has been increased to over 20,000 unique library parts
- Digital Simulation process has been speeded up by an order of magnitude
- Printed Circuit Board Layout package offers autoplacement and autorouting at no extra charge
- Expanded memory capabilities

Best of all, OrCAD introduces ESP

ESP is a graphical environment designed specifically for the electronic designer. Software tools appropriate for different stages in the design process are now linked together to form a seamless flow of information. This easy-to-use framework relieves the designer of time consuming tasks and the inconvenience of moving from one tool set to another. You can now spend more time productively designing.

For more information . . .

You need to know more about Release IV and all of the benefits OrCAD has to offer. Call the telephone number below and we’ll send you a free demonstration disk.

For more information, call (503) 690-9881

or write to OrCAD Sales Department, 3175 N.W. Aloclek Drive, Hillsboro, Oregon, 97124

CIRCLE 111
Create test programs, run them, analyze data, then go to lunch. That's WaveTest® on a DEC system.

WaveTest XTM (Extended Test Manager) is the software solution test designers have dreamed about, when they had time to sleep. It combines the fun and efficiency of iconic test generation with the power of VMS and ULTRIX workstation environments. You can collect, analyze and distribute test data with the flick of a mouse.

WaveTest XTM provides graphics, plotting, FFT's, power spectral density analysis, statistical analysis and much more. It also links seamlessly with thousands of third party software application packages.

WaveTest XTM operates in the industry standard X-Windows environment. If you've worked in DOS Windows, you'll be in familiar territory.

To create your specific automated testing and reporting program, just drag and connect icons from our Libraries. The icons represent subroutines which can control instruments or systems, run tests, or access network resources and data management tools. WaveTest XTM automatically ties it all together, even generates the test documentation.

For more information about WaveTest XTM on Digital workstations, call Wavetek San Diego, Toll Free, today at 1-800-874-4835.
Did you hear about the 74-pounder they caught in the Columbia River?
It worked without a snag.

This is a story about the one that got away. And then came back as reliably as ever.

In 1987, bandits stole four HP signal generators from a truck in Spokane, Washington. Luckily, police managed to recover three of them. But the last one disappeared without a trace.

Six months later, a man fishing the Columbia River hauled in a heavy metal box. Well, within a few days, we had the missing signal generator back. There was mud in every nook and cranny.

But rather than clean this catch, one of our Service Engineers decided to plug it in. To his surprise, the instrument emitted a signal. Even more remarkable, it met specifications.

Stories like this underscore why HP rates highest for reliability among engineering managers. We're still not satisfied. In fact, in 1979 we started a Total Quality Control program to increase quality ten-fold in 10 years. We'll reach that goal this year.

It just goes to show you that when design and manufacturing productivity are at stake, there is no reliable substitute for HP. And that sometimes the best fish stories are actually true.

There is a better way.
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Now you can really stick it to 'em. And you can be sure they'll get the point. Because our two new MAX parts will make your next design unbeatable. And get it to market faster.

Introducing Altera's 100-pin EPM5130 and 7500-gate EPM5192. Both packed with I/O and logic unheard of in a CMOS EPLD.

In fact, they're your best programmable alternative to gate arrays yet. Because MAX delivers high logic density and superior 50 MHz in-system speed. All thanks to our innovative MAX architecture.

Even design is faster. That's because our new MAX+PLUS II software takes full advantage of the enhanced memory management and multi-tasking capabilities of Windows™ 3.0.

MAX+PLUS II can also automatically partition large logic designs into a set of EPLDs. In minutes. So you can deliver your finished design while
S EPLD WITH 100 PINS
UR COMPETITION.

Your competition's stuck manually partitioning his schematics.

You can even choose from a wide variety of erasable windowed and OTP packages. Including pin grid array, quad flat pack and PLCC package options. Which makes them perfect for full production or gate array prototyping.

Of course, the EPM5130 and EPM5192 are just two members of the modular MAX family. Devices range from 20 to 100 pins, 16 to 192 macrocells. In fact, there's an EPLD for every logic design task. Because we make the industry's broadest line of CMOS PLDs.

So if you're looking for devices with high density, high I/O and high speed, talk to the people who invented the EPLD. Call Altera today at (408) 984-2800.

We'll help you keep your competition pinned down.

ALTEA

2610 Orchard Pkwy. San Jose, CA 95134-2020/(408) 984-2800/Fax: (408) 248-6924

MAX and MAX+ PLUS are registered trademarks of Altera Corporation. Windows is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. © 1991, Altera Corporation.

CIRCLE 103
For The Health Of Your Monitoring Systems, Burr-Brown Prescribes PWR13XX.

The DIP DC/DC Converter For Ultra High Isolation: 4000V.
Medical grade isolation is yours with a dose of 1.5 watts of unregulated output power from the PWR13XX. Its dual-in-line package uses only 1 inch² of PC Board space and comes in low prices that are easy to swallow. Use as needed for applications where system integrity and reliability are critical. No external parts required. Contact your salesperson for quick delivery.

CALL 1-800-548-6132 ext. 532
Fax 1-602-741-3895
Write P.O. Box 11400 - Tucson, Arizona 85734

$ 21 OEM

BURR-BROWN®
Your Partner in Quality

CIRCLE 82

ANCOT's SCSI instruments are powerful, easier to use, and cost less. Proven in use worldwide, Ancot’s portable equipment travels from bench to field and back again without ever slowing down. They are time and labor saving instruments, for design, manufacturing, repairing, and inspection applications. Call today for product data sheets, demo disc, or to make arrangements for a free evaluation unit in your facility.

ANCOT CORPORATION
[415] 322-5322
fax: (415) 322-0455
115 Constitution Drive
Menlo Park, CA 94025

CIRCLE 137

ELECTRONIC DESIGN
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How To Avoid Losing Face On Your Color LCD Display.

Face it. The first thing everybody notices about your newest laptop is the display quality. Is it bright? Are the images clear and well modeled? Are the colors vivid?

With Cirrus Logic LCD VGA controllers, your answer is yes. Which is why we’re the leading supplier of display controller chips in the laptop and notebook market.

For life-like 3-dimensional imaging, Cirrus Logic color LCD controllers offer technology leadership for your color products. With direct support for the latest active-matrix color LCD panels. Our controller chips do more than support your panel’s color capabilities — they enhance it with full VGA color support and a fuller color palette. To give you color so good it competes with CRT quality.

Our monochrome solutions give you displays that PC Magazine called “the stars of our VGA color-mapping tests”* with up to 64 shades of gray. And with a lower dot clock rate, your power consumption is lower than other solutions for longer battery operation.

Cirrus Logic LCD controllers are fully compatible with the popular PC video standards and will work with LCD, plasma, or electroluminescent displays.

Simplify your design job. A higher level of integration gives you all this in the smallest form factor available. We also supply software and hardware design notes and full design support. You get the results you want quickly and easily.

Design a more competitive product. One that looks better — and makes you look better. That lasts longer on a battery. Use the display solutions from a proven technology leader in laptop and motherboard VGA: LCD controller chips from Cirrus Logic.

Get the picture. Get more information on LCD controllers. Call 1-800-952-6300, ask for dept. LL34.

Cirrus Logic monochrome LCD controllers will also make everything from realistic scanned images to business charts look tastier.
Plastic disc (not this one) achieves velocity of 335,000 mph at Naval Research Lab in Washington D.C.


1978

IBM® introduces its PC and creates a new universal language—hacker, database, floppydisk, i.e.: Silicon Val Speak.

1979

Space shuttle Columbia is launched.

1980

IBM® Testarosa spotted. Menlo Park police recalibrate radar.

1981

AMD ships the first 50ns PAL device

1982

AMD ships the 35ns PAL device

1983

AMD ships the 25ns PAL device

19

TWELVE YEARS TO FIVE NANOSECONDS.

Here's a quick message from the people who invented the first PAL® device a dozen years ago:

"Five nanoseconds." The fastest TTL logic in the world.

16R8-5 and 20R8-5 families on the shelf now, in 20 and 24 pin configurations.

At 117MHz, these puppies run rings around 40 to 60MHz CISC and RISC processors.

For you critical pathfinders, we have a
16R8-4 family that moves at a crisp 45 nanoseconds. And for the fastest version of the standard in field programmable logic, ask for our 10ns 22V10.

**Big Cache Savings.** This kind of super fast logic is the smart, cost-effective solution for increased performance and lower cost cache memory.

**Big Comfort Zone.** AMD® has the best programming and design software support in the industry. And a veritable army of career-crazed FAE's. No wonder we sell more PAL devices than all our competitors combined.

Do something nice for your whole system. Write Advanced Micro Devices today.

**Advanced Micro Devices**

901 Thompson Place, P.O. Box 3453, Sunnyvale, CA 94088.

For more information call (800) 222-9823.

©1990 Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.
IN THE ERA OF MegaChip™ TECHNOLOGIES

A lot has been said about company is doing a lot about...
testability, but only one it. Texas Instruments.

You've seen the headlines and read the stories. Design-for-test (DFT) is a challenge but one that's now easier to live with. The reason: Texas Instruments is the first to develop products for implementing the JTAG/IEEE 1149.1 testability standard quickly and effectively.

To market faster at lower cost
By implementing testability into your system from the outset, you can create one that uses high-performance circuits and is readily manufacturable, one that is lower in total cost and on the market faster. You can expect:

- Test integration — from silicon to system — that reduces debug and test time
- Reduced test software development time — generating test vectors is greatly simplified
- Reduced capital investment in test equipment
- Increased system fault coverage and reliability

SCOPE, our broad-based solution
To simplify and speed your design task, TI has developed its SCOPE™ (System Controllability/Observability Partitioning Environment) family. It is a coordinated, broad-choice set of commercial and military products compatible with the IEEE 1149.1 standard.

Included are bus-interface devices, standard cells, gate arrays, and digital signal processors, as well as our ASSET™ (Advanced Support System for Emulation and Test) diagnostics software.

On the way are diurnal memories, a series of IEEE 1149.1 stand-alone controllers, and microprocessors with boundary-scan and built-in self-test features.

We are in for the long haul
As a member of the Joint Test Action Group (JTAG), we contributed to the formulation of the IEEE 1149.1 standard and wholeheartedly support it. We are committed to growing our SCOPE family of products so that designing to the IEEE 1149.1 standard will be like second nature.

Your future competitiveness depends upon an engineering methodology where design teams bear the burden of testability, manufacturability, and reliability. The demands of concurrent engineering will be met in part by the extended capabilities accessed via the IEEE standard — from embedded system information that allows realtime availability of data throughout the design cycle to emulation and realtime system analyses capabilities built right into the silicon.

Get our floppy free, and learn more
Call 1-800-336-5236, ext. 3909, and we'll send you our unique floppy disk presentation. Just pop it into any MS-DOS™-compatible PC to find out more about DFT and TI's SCOPE testability family. What's more, the disk features a formula that allows you to calculate the cost-effectiveness of implementing testability in your system.

You will continue to read headlines about DFT. We intend to make many of them.
Low Cost 8051 Tools

**dICE-51** $1250
This Real-Time emulator is low cost and smallest sized full speed 8051 in-circuit emulator. Full access to hardware I/O. Includes all debugging features of Sim and dICE below. Fits in shirt pocket. Cross Assembler incl.

**dICE-51** $495
This reduced-speed in-circuit 8051 debugger provides full access to I/O but will not run real-time. With the same user interface features as Sim8051 below, dICE-51 generates execution profiles during reduced speed execution. (CMOS and MIL also available.)

**Sim8051** $395
This software Simulator/debugger allows 'no-circuit', debugging of 8051 code on IBM-PCs. All Cybernetics 8051 debug tools offer multi-window source code displays, symbolic access to data, single key commands, breakpoints, trace, full speed and single step execution, execution profiler, and more.

Other 8051 tools include:
- Cross Assembler $195
- 8751 Programmer $195-$345
- Debugger Demo Disk $39

Cybernetics Micro Systems
PO Box 3000 • San Gregorio CA 94074
Ph: (415) 726-3000 • Fax: (415) 726-3003

EDITORIAL

**KEEPING ENGINEERS ON THE BALL**

To those of us who are strictly baseball fans, late February and early March is a special period. First, it means that we have survived another winter, sustained only by television images of collisions between behemoths in shoulder pads and helmets. Second, it means that once again, the sound of bat striking ball is heard in the land: Spring training has begun. And like spring training seasons past, we read in the sports pages that team managers again intend to stress "fundamentals" during this spring training. An interesting concept, spring training. Every year, professional practitioners are subjected to analyses of their past season's performance and given additional training in the basics of their craft to achieve higher levels of athletic quality.

In a way, the same is true for engineering. Training and education have been cited as key parts of the quality programs instituted throughout today's electronics industry. Why not an engineering equivalent to spring training? Engineers could periodically revisit the ever-changing fundamental devices and techniques of electronics technology. Certainly, technology advances are frequent enough to make this worthwhile. After every project's release to manufacturing, the design team should be given the time to look back and analyze its performance. Then, individual members could receive intensive training to help them improve on the next project.

Continually upgrading an engineer's skills also would help allay one of the biggest fears of engineers—almost inevitable, job-imposed obsolescence. This is because they were too deeply involved in finalizing the last details of the current project to keep up with the latest technology changes. It's Electronic Design's purpose to inform our readers of such changes, but we can't do this by ourselves. Employers should let their engineers take a breath between projects to refresh their knowledge before taking on the next project.

It takes skilled people with the latest knowledge to make technology work.

...Now, about the New York Mets this year...

Stephen E. Scrupski
Editor-in-Chief
Tough enough to pass stringent MIL-STD-883 vibration, shock, thermal shock, fine and gross leak tests... useable to 6GHz... smaller than most RF switches... Mini-Circuits’ hermetically-sealed (reflective) KSW-2-46 and (absorptive) KSWA-2-46 offer a new, unexplored horizon of applications. Unlike pin diode switches that become ineffective below 1MHz, these GaAs switches can operate down to dc with control voltage as low as -5V, at a blinding 2ns switching speed.

Despite its extremely tiny size, only 0.185 by 0.185 by 0.06 in., these switches provide 50dB isolation (considerably higher than many larger units) and insertion loss of only 1dB. The absorptive model KSWA-2-46 exhibits a typical VSWR of 1.5 in its “OFF” state over the entire frequency range. These surface-mount units can be soldered to pc boards using conventional assembly techniques. The KSW-2-46, priced at only $32.95, and the KSWA-2-46, at $48.95, are the latest examples of components from Mini-Circuits with unbeatable price/performance.

Connector versions, packaged in a 1.25 x 1.25 x 0.75 in. metal case, contain five SMA connectors, including one at each control port to maintain 3ns switching speed.

Switch fast... to Mini-Circuits’ GaAs switches.
You're looking at the biggest news in signal sources in years: two new families of pulse generators from Tektronix.

You can already see one reason why Tek's new pulse generators are stirring up so much interest: their what-you-see-is-what-you-get user interface vastly simplifies your life.

Now you can stop piecing the big picture together from one-line LEDs, blinking error lights and trial-and-error iteration. Tek's new scope-like display lets you set up and modify a whole set of parameters at once, with a true representation of your pulses and instant, visual feedback.

You name your application and logic technology: Tek has a signal source to match. For the first time, you can choose channel capacities from one to six channels, or rep rates from 50 MHz to a remarkable 600 MHz. Choose tools designed for logic, fast logic, or mixed technologies. Vary transition times from 200 ps to 10 ms. Test complex timing relationships with ease.

Add to all this our popular pulse generator plug-ins from Tek TM500/
5000 modular instrumentation, and you can see why we're making waves!

Easier to use, more precise and more expandable, Tek's new pulse generators are doing for signal sources what DSOs have done for measurements.

Contact your Tek sales office for a demonstration, or call for more information.

1-800-426-2200

One company measures up.
The stage is set for concurrent engineering (CE) to be the design methodology of the 1990s. It's becoming obvious that with today's complex systems, creating a testable, manufacturable product requires that engineering teams move away from the traditional sequential design cycle to a more parallel process. Faced with this change, a project manager may wonder what type of sophisticated tools are needed for such a change. The answer? None.

The simple reason is design tools aren't the most important aspect of a successful concurrent-engineering environment, according to David Smith, vice president of engineering at Analogy Inc., Beaverton, Ore. Smith contends that "in a concurrent-engineering environment, the tools are secondary." He explains that concurrent design can be done with today's tools or with tools that existed ten years ago. The tools only increase the efficiency of the concurrent process. Engineers interacting constructively is what really makes concurrent engineering work.

Smith uses an example to illustrate his point. While working in a research and development group, he discovered three types of engineers: the very innovative and creative, the traditionalists who worked to meet specifications, and those who had actually spent some time out on the fabrication line. The group that really knew how to do a good design was the third group. They had spent some time in production and experienced firsthand the requirements of a successful design.

Similarly, says Smith, the engineers in a concurrent-design team must learn each other's jobs to understand the needs of the whole design process. Simply assembling a team of engineers won't change their views. A good IC designer should know the fabrication process and realize that how the chip is designed will affect yield. True concurrent engineering will bring together such disciplines as testing, manufacturing, reliability, design, and software. Each engineer must know enough about all of the other disciplines to recognize that the issues brought up by each team member is important.

In that situation, design tools become a facilitator to give them a common ground of communication. Therefore, they can each perform their own analysis and share results. Tools can also enable team managers to translate their own experience into the language of the people that are working for him. For instance, Analogy is involved in the VHDL and analog HDL efforts because the company sees them as common high-level description methods. Such tools as VHDL can help speed the overall process once the design group decides that they need to communicate and how to communicate.

To be useful, CE tools must provide designers with a way to envision the systems they're designing. Schematics work well at a low level of detail. However, they're effectiveness diminishes at the system level. One major reason schematics don't work very well is that engineers can't visualize the problem in the domain they perceive it in. Most schematic systems are set up as a documentation media and not as a design media. For example, once an engineer conceives an idea, he can use schematics to capture the idea and perform further analysis. However, it's difficult to manipulate the idea to improve it. The concurrent environment must have built-in malleability.

CE also demands tools that produce understandable, visual analyses. Tools must show users where problems exist. Based on that information, they can determine where they need to spend engineering time to make the necessary changes. Present visualization processes involve charts and tables. But the end result is 100 pages of a printed report. What's needed is a way to see where the problems are graphically or in a way that's easy to understand.
Introducing DrawingMaster Plus

DirectWrite premium paper and film are "archive" quality.

Integral multiplexer connects up to 4 PCs, workstations or mainframes.

Awarded "Highly Recommended" rating by CADalyst Magazine.

Embedded RISC-based rasterizer for "screaming hot" throughput.

No toner, ribbons, pens or chemicals.

Automatic Media Cutter

One or two color output.

High contrast plots ideal for diazo or photo reproduction.

1990

While DrawingMaster Plus is hot, complicated it's not.
There are no pens, no toner and no chemicals involved. You simply load a roll of paper or film and plot – more than 50 E-sized plots completely unattended.

DrawingMaster Plus is exceptionally reliable too. Plus it's backed by a standard one year on-site warranty.

And no other 406 dpi plotter comes close to DrawingMaster Plus in price.

DrawingMaster® Plus is hot to plot.

In fact, it was specifically designed to run with the fastest CAD systems – taking just minutes to do jobs that take pen plotters hours.

And high throughput doesn’t mean low resolution. At 406 X 406 dpi, you get exceptionally clean lines that rival laser and electrostatic plotters.

For fast checkplots, select QuikPlot® mode and cut plotting time almost in half.

Warming up to our new hot plotter?
For more information, call us at 800-CALCOMP today. In Canada, 416-635-9010. Or write: CalComp, P.O. Box 3250, Anaheim, CA 92803.
Over 50 off-the-shelf models...

Having difficulty locating RF or pulse transformers with low droop, fast risetime or a particular impedance ratio over a specific frequency range? ... Mini-Circuits offers a solution.

Choose impedance ratios from 1:1 to 36:1, connector or pin versions (plastic or metal case built to meet MIL-T-21038 and MIL-T-55831 requirements*). Ultra-wideband response achieves low droop and fast risetime for pulse applications. Ratings up to 1000M ohms insulation resistance and up to 1000V dielectric voltage. For wide dynamic range applications involving up to 100 mA DC primary current, use the T-H series. Coaxial connector models are offered with 50 and 75 ohm impedance; BNC standard; request other types. Available for immediate delivery with one-year guarantee.

Call or write for 68-page catalog or see our catalog in EEM, or Microwaves Product Data Directory.

*units are not QPL listed
## FORMERS

### 3KHz-800MHz from $3.25

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Style Number</th>
<th>Model No.</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Insertion Loss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3dB MHz</td>
<td>2dB MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.01-125</td>
<td>0.02-125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.1-40</td>
<td>0.2-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.15-20</td>
<td>0.25-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.3-90</td>
<td>0.5-50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.5-150</td>
<td>1.0-150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.7-200</td>
<td>1.0-200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.0-300</td>
<td>1.0-300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Denotes 75 ohm models
- For A and B configurations
  - Maximum Amplitude Unbalance: 0.1 dB over 1 dB frequency range
  - 0.5 dB over entire frequency range
  - Maximum Phase Unbalance: 1.0° over 1 dB frequency range
  - 5.0° over entire frequency range

### CIRCLE 110
IR announces Ultra Fast IGBTs: our 600V power transistors that switch faster and run cooler than any you've ever used. Forget about bipolar. Put these breakthrough devices in your high-voltage, high-current, medium-frequency applications and get performance unparalleled for the price.

Which should come as no surprise. IR IGBTs build on the same proprietary technology that made IR's HEXFETs® world leaders.

Call (213) 640-6534 and ask about Standard, Fast or Ultra-Fast IGBTs, optimized for your operating frequency. And available from 10A to 70A, in commercial or hi-rel packages.

We'll be happy to arrange a screening.
Zinc-air Cells Tried In Laptops

A battery chemistry with five to eight times the energy density of NiCds is being tried in laptop computers. According to their makers, the zinc-air rechargeable batteries have energy densities of up to 300 Wh/kg compared with 35 Wh/kg for NiCds. The cells have superior energy-to-weight ratio because they use available oxygen from the air to fuel the chemical reaction that releases energy. Other chemistries rely on a heavy, bulky oxidizer within the cell's case. According to Aerobic Power Systems Inc., Atlanta, Ga., two pounds of NiCds will power a typical laptop for 2.4 hours, but three pounds of the company's zinc-air cells will run the same laptop for at least 11.5 hours. Toshiba America Information Systems Inc., Irvine, Calif., is now running beta trials on the zinc-air cells. Call David Dorheim at (404) 952-3375. DM

Real-Time OS Now Runs On 24-Bit DSP Chips

The first real-time operating system for integer digital-signal processors allows the DSP chips to perform multitasking operations—a key function in most real-time control systems. Jointly developed by Motorola Inc., Austin, Texas, and Ready Systems Corp., Sunnyvale, Calif., the real-time software runs on the 24-bit DSP56000 DSP chips offered by Motorola. It is a derivative of the popular VRTX32 real-time operating system. The active kernel of the VRTX32/DSP56000 software only requires about 3 kbytes of memory, leaving most of the DSP56000's 64-kword memory available for application software. The operating-system kernel takes advantage of the 56000 architecture and performs priority-based scheduling. Built-in intertask communication and synchronization mechanisms free programmers from the problems of synchronizing multiple real-time tasks and enables them to focus development efforts on their application. One of the first cards to implement the real-time operating system is the S-56 from Ariel Corp., Highland Park, N.J. The DSP56000-based card is designed to plug into the one of the S-Bus connectors in a Sun Sparestation workstation. Contact Jim Ready at (408) 736-2600 regarding the software, and Tim Andre at (201) 249-2900 about the card. DB

Tiny Package Holds 20-NS, 1-MBit SRAM

A leadless chip carrier package measuring just 450 by 550 mils holds the PDM41024L32 static RAM from Paradigm Technology Inc., San Jose, Calif. The package that surrounds the 128-kword-by-8-bit, 20-ns chip is claimed to be about 30% smaller than any other megabit SRAM package available. Thanks to the memory's high speed, high density, and small footprint, it's now easier to design cache memories for compact systems based on the new generation of 30-to-50-MHz RISC processors. Commercial- and military-rated versions are offered with 20-, 25-, and 35-ns speeds. In lots of 100, the 25-ns chip costs $146 for the commercial version and $829 for the military version. Delivery is from stock. Call Steven Taylor at (408) 954-0500. DM

Transputer Kit Teaches Parallel Processing

The Transputer Education Kit is designed for engineers who can program serial machines and want to go on to explore the techniques associated with multiple processing and parallel computing. The kit is the result of cooperative agreements between Computer System Architects (CSA), Provo, Utah; SGS-Thomson's Innos division, Phoenix, Ariz.; and Logical Systems, Corvallis, Ore. By using the kit, multiple transputers can be cabled together to form arbitrarily large networks of processors. Before the Transputer Education Kit, entry-level transputer development systems were in the $2000 price range. This kit sells for $236. It comes with a 20-MHz T400 transputer mounted on a 3/4-size PC add-in board. Also included are an 8-bit PC-bus interface; a T400 C cross compiler; a T400 Occam compiler; example, demonstration, and diagnostic programs; and more than 1500 pages of documentation. The entry-level board comes equipped with 1 or 4 Mbytes of local DRAM. Additional processors can be purchased for $150 each. For more information, call CSA at (800) 753-4722. RN

MCC Contracts Vendor To Create MCM Tool Suite

The Microelectronics and Computer Technology Corp. (MCC), Austin, Texas, has awarded a $1.3 million contract to Valid Logic Systems Inc., San Jose, Calif., to develop a suite of tools for multichip-module (MCM) design. Under the two-year agreement, Valid will enhance its Allegro-MCM product in accordance with specifications set forth by MCC's Open Systems Project. Valid was chosen for its strength in high-speed design capabilities, including rules-driven design and floor planning. The company
How to get a high-frequency product to market before the competition has a chance to develop.

To launch a successful new product, you have to get a jump on your competition. That means exploring new designs with higher frequencies, broader spectrums and lower unit costs.

Avantek has a wide range of low cost, off-the-shelf solutions. Almost any broadband component you need to achieve your vision is available now, at Avantek. Discrete devices, ICs, hybrids, system subassemblies—Avantek has literally thousands of standard components for kilohertz to gigahertz applications, as well as new lightwave components.

For over 25 years, Avantek has been a pioneer of new semiconductor technologies and new levels of circuit performance. We offer the world's most complete line of active and passive RF/microwave components. From surface-mount plastic MMICs to high power amplifiers, mixers, oscillators and control devices. We've developed a full range of both Si and GaAs components. So we can help you get the best performance for the price.

Avantek engineers work with you. Avantek also has the engineering support staff you need to find and integrate the right solution. Our sales engineers really are engineers. They can handle any technical question or design challenge you give them. And they can deliver detailed product specs, CAD modeling software, product prototypes—almost anything you need. You'll also get the support of Avantek's application engineering teams, who make sure the design-in process goes smoothly.

Through our world class manufacturing facilities and more than 20 stocking locations, Avantek delivers millions of RF/microwave and semiconductor components each month. We can keep pace with the most demanding JIT program. Or supply critical components for a single prototype. Or deliver a wide range of off-the-shelf components, often within 24 hours.

Your local Avantek sales engineer can help you get the jump on the market today. Call 1-800-AVANTEK.
is required to add timing-driven and thermal-driven autoplacement, enhancements to transmission-line modeling and Spice-model extraction, expanded rules-driven routing, and new manufacturing interfaces. Technology developed under the contract will be made available to Open Systems participants. Valid can also sell the new products outside of MCC. For more information, contact Valid Logic at (408) 432-9430 or MCC at (512) 343-0978. LM

**MULTICHP MODULES**

**SHRINK TELECOM CIRCUITS**

Thanks to a new multichip-module packaging technology, wafer-scale integration has come to telecommunication-system design. The module’s high-density interconnections deliver short delays, controlled impedances, low crosstalk levels, excellent thermal conductivity, lower power consumption, and high reliability compared with printed-wiring-board or hybrid-circuit implementations. The PM100 technology, developed by Pacific Microelectronics Centre (PMC), Burnaby, B.C., Canada, can accommodate up to 25 ICs alongside discrete resistors and capacitors. It can also integrate several technologies, including CMOS, GaAs, and bipolar, onto one substrate. Significant benefits have been achieved in transmission-line interfaces, such as T3 and SONET. Multiple channels, complete interfaces requiring a mix of technologies, or fiber-optic interfaces with data rates up to 650 MHz can be implemented in one module. Among the techniques used by PMC to build the modules are wire bonding, multilayer-metal interconnections, polyimide dielectrics, silicon substrates, and advanced design tools. Call Al Kozak at (604) 293-5738. DM

**20,000 LASERS SQUEEZED**

**ONTO A 2-IN. WAFER**

Scientists can now mass-produce and test a “semiconductor laser” on a wafer constructed of aluminum gallium arsenide. The researchers, from IBM’s Zurich Research Laboratory in Switzerland, have developed a way to build as many as 20,000 tiny lasers on a round semiconductor wafer that’s just 2-in. in diameter. Such lasers are now used to read music on compact disks, print output in laser printers, store and retrieve data on computer disks, and transmit information along fiber-optic networks. The IBM scientists expect the new method of laser fabrication to be faster and more effective than conventional methods, while costing about 50% less. They also feel the lasers can be integrated with other electronic components to form optoelectronic chips that use both light and electric current to carry information. The key to the fabrication is the etching process that forms laser mirrors coated with a semireflective material. The mirrors direct the path of light that’s emitted when current travels through the chip. The mirrors can be formed in either straight, concave, or convex shapes to bend the path of light. RN

**SBus Extension Boosts**

**SYSTEM-I/O PERFORMANCE**

The industry’s first 64-bit specification for a desktop input/output interconnection has been finalized. The extension of the SBus architecture will help system and add-in card developers improve the performance of SBus-based systems. The SBus specification revision B.0 features a 64-bit transfer protocol which, in anticipation of higher bandwidth requirements from I/O devices, will permit 64 bits of data to be transferred with each clock cycle. This results in a peak bandwidth of 160 to 200 Mbytes/s. The architecture extension is the first modification of the original SBus specification to be released by the Public SBus Specification Committee, which was formed in September 1990 by Sun Microsystems, Mountain View, Calif., and several third-party SBus vendors. Contact the SBus Technical Support Group at (415) 336-3558. DM

**POLYMER CIRCUITRY**

**SOLVES DESIGN PROBLEM**

In the course of designing its next generation of powerful, compact 80386-based laptop computers, Compaq Computer Corp., Houston, Texas, had problems working out the space and positioning for the computer’s LED disk-drive indicator. Initially, the indicator had to be attached to the pc board with an awkward arrangement of cables and connectors and a discrete-wiring package. But by using flexible polymer circuitry from Poly-Flex Circuits, Cranston, R.I., Compaq’s engineers eliminated the discrete wiring, connectors, and all but one cable. Poly-Flex’s additive-polymer-circuitry technology enables the conductors to be screen-printed directly onto the polymer substrate and the components to be surface mounted to the substrate as well. Compaq’s costs fell to $0.50 per unit compared with $2 for the discrete alternative. The resulting unit was also lighter and easier to position and assemble. Call David Viera at (401) 463-3180. DM
Time is finally on your side. Our new GAL20RA10-15, with ten individually programmable clocks and a 15ns propagation delay, offers the world's fastest performance. A combination that delivers the ultimate in design flexibility and speed, all in a 24-pin E²CMOS™ GAL device.

For example, design engineers can independently clock, reset and preset each of ten output logic macrocells. These individually programmable clocks enable asynchronous designs, taking your system performance to even higher levels.

If your design is ready for the big time, call 1-800-FASTGAL, and ask for dept. 203. We'll send you free samples and a data-book describing our entire line of high speed E²CMOS GAL devices. Fast.
Don't keep your processor in suspended animation.

The industry's first 20 ns Military and Commercial 1 Megabit SRAMs.

History is filled with examples of good architecture gone bad. Elegant designs left hanging because they didn't have the right parts.

As a system designer, you've probably experienced the same thing. Now, Paradigm Technology offers a solution. The industry's first 20 nanosecond 128K x 8 SRAMs.

Our 1 Mb SRAMs provide significantly enhanced functionality, throughput and performance. In addition to the 128K x 8 we will soon introduce our 256K x 4 and 1 Mbit x 1 architectures with similar speed grades. What's more, a very small cell size allows our chips to fit neatly into packages as small as 400-mils—all made possible by a proprietary dual-well CMOS process.

Best of all, every SRAM is fabricated right here in our own facility in San Jose, California.

Don't keep your processor in a state of suspended animation. To place an order for any of our family of very fast 1 Mb and 256K SRAMs, call Paradigm's Express Chip hotline today.
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Catch the Express™
1-800-767-4530

PARADIGM TECHNOLOGY, INC. 71 Vista Montana, San Jose, California 95134
(408) 954-0500  FAX (408) 954-8913
CIRCLE 123
THIRD COMPANY JOINS COPROCESSOR FRAY WITH 80387 REPLACEMENT

Computer-system performance can usually be improved if more hardware is used to tackle the problem at hand. Similarly, on an integrated circuit, additional transistors can be employed to do more every clock cycle. That approach is taken by newcomer ULSI Systems Technology Inc., San Jose, Calif., in its design of a floating-point math coprocessor. The coprocessor directly replaces the Intel 80387, delivering higher throughput while consuming about half the power.

Designers at ULSI estimate that their implementation of the coprocessor will run an average 20 to 30% faster than the 80387. In the first test was a wireframe drawing rotation without erasing, in which the wire frame is rotated 3 degrees at a time over the 360-degree field. The second test consisted of a Mandelbrot fractal image. And a third test was a set of benchmarks established by the PC Labs group of PC Magazine.

In the first test, the ULSI chip rotated the image 18% faster. In the second test, the chip showed a 26% speed increase. And in the third test, it delivered a 29% improvement.

The ULSI chip, which puts about twice the number of transistors to work as the 80387, employs a radix-16 multiplier that can perform a 64-bit multiplication in four cycles. That multiplier can also handle matrix computations more rapidly than the logic on Intel's chip. One key architectural improvement inside the arithmetic unit is a three-cycle adder that has hardware assists to perform format conversions. That extra hardware saves time when switching between number formats.

During the chip's design, much attention focused on the coprocessor interface and ways to reduce bus overhead so that operations can be started sooner. Unfortunately, due to software compatibility issues, just minor tweaking was possible. Internal buses are 80-bits wide to handle the full 80-bit extended double-precision numbers. In contrast, Intel's math unit uses narrower buses and requires multiple cycles to transfer full 80-bit numbers.

Though the chip from ULSI will use more transistors, it will consume less power than the 80387 according to its designers, because it's implemented with static logic. The static design lowers the standby power and enables the chip, to some extent, to perform its calculations with lower power consumption. Furthermore, designers at ULSI believe that no patent litigation issues exist on its design versus the Intel approach, and that they should be able to deliver a steady flow of math chips.

For more information, contact George Hwang, (408) 943-0562.

DAVE BURSKY

LAPTOP PC DRIVES NV/M ELECTRIC FIELDS

A Compaq battery-powered laptop PC lies at the heart of a system that simulates small V/m underwater electric fields. The system was used in a biological experiment to study the behavior of marine life, by Dr. Timothy Tricas of the Washington University School of Medicine, St. Louis, Mo., and Scott Michael, a graduate student at the University of Nebraska. The simulator includes a 12-bit multiplying digital-to-analog converter (DAC) and an isolation amplifier, both from Analog Devices, Norwood, Mass. All of the equipment was enclosed in a water-tight plastic case.

Tricas and Michael used their electric-field synthesizer to obtain information on the behavior of round male and female stingrays found in shallow waters off the Mexican Gulf coast. They recorded, and then played back bioelectric "calls" made by the stingrays. These calls are part of what researchers believe is a sixth sense possessed by sharks, stingrays, and skates (known collectively as Elasmobranchii), which enables them to perceive minute electric fields and respond.

The very weak field generated by stingrays has a mean intensity of 500 nV/m. In contrast, the mean field intensity of the earth at sea level varies between 100 and 300 V/m, and can rise to 10,000 V/m during electric storms. Mimicking the female ray's field demands that the low-level signal is accurately reproduced in sea water several meters deep, while still maintaining the field's complex spatial features.

Previously recorded calls were digitized and
Brought to you by Motorola.

CMOS Application-Specific Standard ICs bring your ideas to life.

Are you designing advanced electronics products with a handicap? You are if you don't know all about the new Application-Specific Standard ICs from Motorola. We've added 19 new products to our already vast portfolio and we've made them easy to find—by putting them all into our new data book, along with a host of application notes and design information.

10-bit A-to-D Converters.
There's three new 10-bit A-to-D Converters which offer five to eleven channels of input with on-board S/H. These are SAR-type converters with a serial interface that permits an 8, 10 or 16-bit data transfers, making them completely SPI compatible. Reference voltages down to 2.5 volts are accommodated.

New LED Display Driver.
Motorola's newest LED Display Driver is configurable to drive individual lamps, seven-segment displays or a combination of both. Each of these cascadable ICs drives five digits plus decimals. They also offer a serial interface and a variable current source to easily vary the display's brightness.

Advanced Video Circuits.
New additions to our video circuits portfolio include an Enhanced Comb Filter and Video Op Amps for video signal processing in TVs and VCRs. Our Comb Filter minimizes common comb-filter problems such as dot crawl and cross color.

As a companion to our filter, Motorola has introduced Dual Video Amplifiers. These video op amps have a guaranteed bandwidth of 10 MHz, are capable of directly driving 150 Ohm loads and have a gain of 10 dB at 5 MHz.

Dual PLLs for cordless telephones.
Motorola Dual Phase-Locked Loop frequency synthesizers designed for cordless telephones have a maximum frequency of 60 MHz with a supply range of three to five volts. They synthesize up to 15 channel pairs.

Motorola also has a new general purpose dual PLL that's designed to interface with both VHF and UHF dual modulus prescalers.

Single-chip VHF PLL Frequency Synthesizer.
Our newest PLL device takes full advantage of the latest high performance CMOS technology to achieve frequencies of 160 to 180 MHz. It has a SPI-compatible serial interface, fully-programmable reference and VCO counters. It also touts two unique, patented features: one that allows unused outputs to be shut off to limit EMI and a jam load feature that minimizes lock times.

Remote Control at your fingertips.
Built for secure remote control, our encoder/decoder pairs allow your choice of up to 13 address bits and 4 data bits or 17 address lines to allow up to 131,072 different codes. For extra security, there's even an output which signals that incorrect codes have been received.

Select the ones that are right for you.
All of these new products, along with our complete application-specific standard portfolio, are discussed in detail in our newly-revised data book (DL 130). There's also thirteen application notes offering design tips and assistance. But best of all, the book is free. To get your copy, just complete and return the coupon below or write to Motorola on your company letterhead.
stored on the PC's hard disk. For playback, the calls were fed to the multiplying DAC, and then to silver electrodes through the isolation amplifier (see the figure).

For a better understanding of the properties of the electric field that "stimulate" male stingrays, both amplitude and frequency were varied. Field intensity was varied with an Analog Devices AD7845 multiplying DAC, while frequency control was maintained by the host PC. This allowed the researcher to study the stingray's response to both strong electric fields (field-intensity control) and fast signals (frequency control).

The multiplying DAC had two variable inputs: a digital word that corresponds to the playback of the female stingray from the computer, and an analog reference that determines the output signal's magnitude. With the DAC, the researchers could control the output current to the isolation amplifier accurately in the range of 4 to 8 µA. This in turn produced field intensities near the electrodes on the order of nV/m.

The secret of the system, however, was the AD210 isolation amplifier. It galvanically isolated (to 2500 V) from input to output and input power from output power. It interrupted ground loops and leakage paths and allowed operation from the host's battery. Most importantly, the isolation amplifier rejected common-mode noise by up to 120 dB. This noise would have significantly distorted the amplifier's output to the electrodes.

FRANK GOODENOUGH

AIRBORNE EXPERIMENTS STUDY SUPERCONDUCTORS AT ZERO GRAVITY

The electrical properties of high-temperature superconducting (HTSC) materials depend on their microstructure—that is, the size and shape of the materials' crystals and how they interlock. A factor that affects the microstructure is gravity, or the lack of it, as the material is formed.

To study gravity's effects in the production of HTSC materials, researchers from Space Industries International Inc., Houston, Texas, and the Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, N.M., are using a computer-controlled furnace aboard NASA's KC-135 parabolic flight aircraft. The furnace melts the material being studied, which then solidifies as the aircraft spends about 20 seconds in near-zero-gravity.

A recently discovered class of HTSC materials are polycrystalline ceramics, according to Donald Pettit, a research scientist at Los Alamos. Because polycrystalline materials contain crystals of different densities, gravity plays a role in the materials' microstructure. "As this kind of material solidifies in gravity, crystals segregate according to their density," notes Pettit.

A zero-gravity environment may enable composite materials, such as mixtures of superconducting ceramics and silver, to be produced. In zero gravity, they can be brought to a full melt and maintain a fine dispersion of silver within the matrix of the superconducting material.

The project uses the Sheet Float Zone Furnace designed by Space Industries. It uses four movable quartz halogen lamps to focus heat on a sample up to 2.5-in. by 4-in. by 0.1-in.

Typically, a sample is preheated as the modified KC-135 performs a 2-G pull-up. During this phase, the heaters move along the material, bringing it close to melting. As the plane's nose is pushed over, establishing a near-zero-gravity environment, the heaters are brought closer together, doubling the heat at the center of the sample and establishing the melt. The heaters then move slowly apart to spread the melt along the sample's length.

As soon as the focused energy leaves an area, the material begins to resolidify. Solidification occurs between two separate melt fronts, an area called the float zone. About five seconds before gravity returns, the lamps are shut off to allow the material to completely solidify.

The process is controlled by an industrialized Macintosh IIx running LabView 2 software from National Instruments Corp. The computer sends signals to a programmable stepper-motor system that controls heater movement, and to an SCR power controller that regulates the heater.

Paul Brannon, manager of information systems at Space Industries, was the primary developer of the LabView application program. To make the system easy to use in flight, Brannon designed a graphical front panel for use with a touch screen. The large "buttons" on the virtual-instrument panel make the furnace easy to control during the airplane's maneuvers (see the figure).

To help researchers analyze the data from the experiments, Brannon added an off-the-shelf video camera and a VCR to the system. As the furnace operates, the camera's video image is displayed on the LabView 2 screen display, along with numerous processing parameters and the control switches.

JOHN NOVELLINO
PREMIER PCB
World class UNIX productivity.

Around the world, productivity is the driving force in PCB CAD design. World class UNIX® productivity for technical workstations is exactly what you get with PREMIER PCB™. Together with the proven quality that has made P-CAD the worldwide leader in PCB design.
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The V.42bis Modem Chip Set

International negotiator.

Getting your modem product accepted in the global marketplace just got a lot easier.

Our V.42bis Modem Chip Set cuts through considerable international protocol because it's compatible with error control and correction standards: V.42, MNP-5, and now, V.42bis. Automatically it senses receiving modem capabilities and “negotiates” the best possible connection.

This high-performing chip set gives you data compression with an effective throughput improvement of 4:1. It saves you the time of having to customize your own software, and the extra cost associated with other multiple chip or discrete component designs.

The V.42bis Modem Chip Set. World-class capabilities now packaged and priced like a standard. To open negotiations, contact your nearest Silicon Systems representative or distributor. Or call us for literature package CPD-4.

Silicon Systems, Inc.
14351 Myford Road, Tustin, CA 92680
Ph 1-800-624-8999, ext. 151 Fax (714) 669-8814
European Hdq. U.K. Ph (44) 79-881-2331
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A NEW ARCHITECTURE BRINGS WIDE BANDWIDTH AND LOW COST TO MULTIPLIER ICs, WHICH WITH OP AMPS DOMINATE ANALOG SIGNAL PROCESSING.

ANALOG MULTIPLIER IC WORKS FROM DC TO 200 MHz

FRANK GOODENOUGH

Along with op amps, analog multipliers represent the basic IC building blocks at the heart of analog signal processing. Though they go back to the birth of AM radio, most analog multipliers today are based on the four-quadrant, voltage-mode multiplier circuit patented by Barrie Gilbert (then of Tektronix and now of Analog Devices). Known as the Gilbert cell, it offers high accuracy but sacrifices some of that accuracy at wider bandwidths. Now, Barry Harvey of Elantec has come up with a two-quadrant, current-mode, multiplier architecture that extends bandwidth while maintaining accuracy. The new architecture debuts in Elantec's EL2082.

While earlier IC multipliers were relatively slow and expensive, the EL2082 sports a full-power bandwidth of 150 MHz and goes for under $6 each in hundreds. The multiplier also offers greater accuracy than several recent and expensive high-frequency variable-gain amplifiers. By considering all of these factors, it appears that wideband analog multiplier/variable-gain amplifier/mixer ICs are a wavelet of the future as can be seen by several recent product announcements. This trend is illustrated by the fact that at least four multiplier circuits were described in technical presentations at the past International Solid State Circuits Conference (Electronic Design, Feb. 14, p. 67).

The EL2082 is a two-quadrant multiplier that uses current steering to achieve its wide signal bandwidth. In fact, its front-end resembles that of a current-feedback amplifier (see “Current steering controls gain/attenuation,” p. 37). An input current (I\text{in}) between 0 and ±1 mA, produces a linearly related output current (I\text{out}) of 0 to ±2 mA, ±0.4% (see the figure). Just one resistor, R\text{in}, connected between a voltage signal and the current input, converts the voltage signal to a current.

Applying 0 to +2 V at the gain-control input V\text{gain} varies the current gain through the chip from zero to maximum. The result is a gain-control range of at least 50 dB with a calibrated accuracy within 5%. The complete...
gain-control range, practical in many applications, runs 80 dB. Basically, an input current of \( \pm 1 \) mA and a control voltage of 1 V produces an output current of \( \pm 1 \) mA. Raising the control voltage to 1.5 V increases the output current to \( \pm 1.5 \) mA. Two volts of control voltage creates \( \pm 2 \) mA of output current.

Because it’s a two-quadrant multiplier, zero or a negative voltage on the control pin shuts it off. Input-to-output isolation then runs 80 dB at 10 MHz. Applying a TTL signal to the shut-down pin \( \bar{E} \) provides similar isolation and creates a high impedance state at the output (so-called analog tristate).

As with its current-feedback op-amp cousin, full-power (input current of 1 mA pk-pk) and small-signal 3-dB bandwidths of the multiplier aren’t that different from each other, being 150 and 200 MHz, respectively. And small-signal response is flat—within \( \pm 0.1 \) dB—to 40 MHz. The output current’s compliance voltage is within 3 V of the positive and negative supply rails.

Since the IC runs off \( \pm 5 \) to \( \pm 15 \) V, it can push its \( \pm 2 \) mA output into a 6-k\( \Omega \) load, developing \( \pm 12 \) V. But that output swing can’t be pushed to 200 MHz because stray capacitance across the resistor severely limits bandwidth.

While a smaller resistor, say 100 \( \Omega \), should do the trick, full-scale output will be limited to just \( \pm 200 \) mV. However, this can be applied to the plus input of a fast op amp, such as Elantec’s current-feedback EL2020, EL2030, 2070, or 2071 (depending on the bandwidth needed), and gain up at least ten times (see the figure again, a). Alternatively, the multiplier’s output can drive the minus input of the op amp directly (see the figure again, b).

**WHo NEEDS ‘EM?**

The EL2082 can be considered a low-cost device that brings all but the most-precise multiplier applications to video-bandwidth signals. Differential gain and phase with 3.58-MHz NTSC test signals are typically 0.14% and 0.05°, respectively, for \( \pm 0.35 \) mA input signals. At 30 MHz, differential gain and phase rise to 0.2% and 0.12°, respectively. Due to its wide bandwidth, the chip can also be located in the feedback loop of a fast op amp, reducing distortion (improving differential gain) by a factor of 3 to 5 (\( \Theta \) to 15 \( \Theta \)), but limiting the gain-control range to about 10 \( \Theta \). However, a fader circuit can be built with two multipliers in the feedback loop of one op amp. The circuit offers the same reduced distortion while maintaining 80 \( \Theta \) dB of gain control.

Other homes for the multiplier range from manual gain control of wideband/fast-slewing signals, particularly at a point remote from the manual control itself, to changing the frequency response of active filters. Like any multiplier, the EL2082 makes for a good modulator and demodulator.

It’s a natural in AGC circuits and can take advantage of the full 80-dB gain-control range. The current inputs and outputs lend themselves to tuned circuits, such as IF amplifiers and filters.

The combination of current output and the shut-down pin adapts the IC to mixing and/or multiplexing multi-
Control of the EL2082 analog multiplier IC's input-to-output current gain occurs in the multiplier circuit's differential output stage formed by transistors Q₅ and Q₆ (see the figure). The input circuit conditions the input current by splitting it into two complementary currents.

Half of the input current briefly goes through transistor Q₄, with the other half going through transistor Q₃. The latter current, via the current mirror, is summed with current I₁. Complementary currents I₃ₙ and I₄ develop voltages across the two diodes D₁ and D₂. With input-current flow, differential voltage V₀ is developed between the two diodes. V₀, which is applied to the differential output stage, as the input signal at a frequency up to 200 MHz.

The output stage produces a pair of differential currents that are a function of the differential voltage V₀ and of the stage's transconductance. Current-mirror 2 forces the output current I₄ to be the difference between the pair of currents. In addition, the output stage's transconductance is a direct linear function of the current I_gain (a variable current source controlled by the gain-control amplifier). It can be stated as:

$$G_m = \frac{I_{\text{gain}}}{4 V_t}$$

Therefore, transistors Q₅ and Q₆ develop differential collector currents I₅ and I₆. That is, I₅ - I₆ = (G_m)(V₀) = (I_gain)(I₃ₙ)/4I₁ (which under quiescent conditions = 0).

Current-mirror 2 forces current I₄ to be the difference between currents I₅ and I₆, or current I₄ = current I₅ - current I₆.

Within the gain-control amplifier,

$$I_{\text{gain}} = (V_{\text{gain}})(4k)(I₁)$$

where k is calibrated at the time of manufacturing.

Thus

$$I_{\text{out}} = k(I₃ₙ)(V_{\text{gain}}).$$
No matter what frequencies you work, you want everything in your connectors that engineering can deliver.
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125 Wendell Ave., Toronto,
Ontario M9N 3K9
(416) 245-3324
FAX (416) 245-6505

Other specifications for the EL2082 analog multiplier IC include a maximum input offset voltage of ±20 mV, a maximum output offset current of ±100 µA, and an input resistance between 75 and 140 Ω. Under quiescent conditions, the EL2082 draws a maximum of just 17 mA from ±15-V supply rails, a current that's quite low for a device with such a wide bandwidth. The chip gets that bandwidth from a dielectrically isolated (DI) process that builds small, fast, 2-GHz-flop, npn and pnp transistors.

One interesting note is that this complementary DI process builds npn and pnp transistors with similar cutoff frequencies. Virtually all fast, complementary, junction-isolated (J1) processes either compromise the bandwidth of their npns so it matches that of the pnp, or pnp bandwidth runs 1/2 to 1/5 that of the npns. In addition, unlike J1 processes with similar bandwidths limited to 12 V (or even less) between the supply rails, this DI process runs with 32 V between them.

Price and Availability
The EL2082 comes in 8-pin plastic DIPs and SOICs, both rated to operate from –40°C to +85°C. Pricing starts at $5.95 each in quantities of 100. Small quantities will be available in 20 to 60 days.

Elantec Inc., 1996 Toreo Ct., Milpitas, CA 95035; Shelly Doyle, (408) 945-1233, ext. 234.

CIRCLE 511
One of the precise hand-held instruments that didn’t need one of our cable assemblies.

Annie never missed. Well, almost never. As long as she was ahead of second best, the room for error was there.

Not so in the critical engineering of micro-miniature cable and connector solutions at Precision Interconnect. Tolerances are getting tighter, desired sizes smaller, and development time shorter.

Working with exact electrical requirements, plus challenging mechanical parameters,

we design and produce extremely reliable, long flex-life cable, with conductors terminated to standard connectors or active devices, and with protective flex-strain reliefs. These complete interconnect systems, usually using 30 AWG and smaller conductors, provide the critical link in hand-held applications on test and measurement equipment and medical diagnostic devices.

Our expertise, increasing with each unique problem we solve, ensures that reliability is designed in, built in, and tested. So we’re right on target. Every time.

PRECISION INTERCONNECT

16640 SW 72nd Avenue, Portland, OR 97224
(503) 620-9400
Offices in San Francisco, Boston, Wilmington and Düsseldorf
WHY THE FIRST 040 VME MIGHT AS WELL BE THE LAST.

Memory modules available in 4 and 16 MB DRAM or SRAM.

DRAM memory module supports burst fill mode for 50 Mbyte/sec memory bandwidth.

On board DMA-based architecture provides maximum performance and parallel real-time operation.
First, we're delivering 040 VME single board computers today. In quantity. So you can get started while the rest of the world waits for a delivery date from other suppliers. Our new CPU-40 board is performance standards nobody else can touch. Like 30,000 dhrystones sustained at 25 MHz. And DMA transfers at a screaming 50 Mbytes per second sustained (5 microseconds on the VMEbus).

So it might just be the last 040 board you'll ever need.

That’s because we’ve fully optimized the on-board architecture. Thanks to our 281-pin gate array, DMA operations can be handled between on-board RAM, the VMEbus and on-board I/O devices. Or through our FLXi interface to other I/O drivers.

All of which means the CPU is free over 75% of the time to run your application.

Second, setting else can Developing new applications is also a snap. Choose from the broadest range of third-party software in the business, including VMEPROM™, pSOS+™, VRTX32™, OS-9™, VxWorks™, UNIFLEX™, MTOS™ and UNIX® 5.4.

Of course, we provide comprehensive support with the industry's best-rated documentation, complete systems integration support and technical assistance.

So be the first in your company to turn 040. Call 1-800-BEST-VME, ext. 40, for more information or fax a request to (408) 374-1146 for an immediate response. It’ll be to your lasting advantage.

FORCE Computers, Inc. 3165 Winchester Blvd. Campbell, CA 95008-6557
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POWER-ONE'S International Switcher Series incorporates the latest state-of-the-art switching technology while providing POWER-ONE's traditional high quality at low prices. With certification to the world's toughest safety agency requirements, the series is especially suited for products sold not only domestically, but internationally as well. • 85 models • 40 watts to 400 watts • Efficient...reliable...economical • VDE construction • Up to 5 fully regulated outputs • Full international safety and EMI approvals

POWER-ONE'S International Linear Series is the world's undisputed leader in versatile, cost-effective linear power supply products. A long-time favorite of designers and engineers worldwide, the series is the most widely purchased power supply line through distribution in the industry. The most popular voltage and current combinations are available in a wide variety of off-the-shelf standard models. • Popular industry standard packages • 77 models • 6 watts to 280 watts • ± 0.05% regulation • Up to 4 fully regulated outputs • Worldwide safety approvals

POWER-ONE'S International High Power Series is the industry's only true fully-modular high power product line. Specify a power system that meets your exact requirements from a wide selection of single, dual and triple output plug-in power modules. Virtually any combination of output voltage and current rating can be delivered from stock. • 500 watts to 1500 watts • Fully modular construction • Up to 15 fully regulated outputs • UPS battery backup option • Parallel-able outputs with current sharing

POWER-ONE offers one of the largest selections of switcher, linear, and high power standard models in the world. So, whatever your D.C. power supply requirement calls for, make POWER-ONE your first choice and be sure you're getting the best—not only in quality, but selection and value as well. Call today for our new 1990 catalogs.
EDA TOOLS EVOLVE TO SUIT MCM DESIGNERS

Multichip modules (MCMs) are fast becoming a popular way to build lighter, smaller, high-speed digital systems. Using MCM technology reduces the size of multiple-chip systems because IC dies are mounted directly on a substrate. And because interconnect lengths are shorter than on pc boards, MCM speeds are expected to go into the gigahertz range. Designing an MCM, however, isn’t an easy task. For instance, a typical MCM may have several high-speed ASIC dies with 256 pins each, all interconnected on a few square inches of substrate. Electronic-design-automation (EDA) vendors have just begun to introduce design tools to support this emerging technology.

A problem arises for EDA vendors because MCMs have characteristics of both pc boards and ICs. Consequently, they can approach the problem from several directions. Most vendors involved with MCMs have chosen to modify existing pc-board or hybrid design tools. Several companies, though, are approaching MCMs from the IC side. Others feel that the best solution is to combine elements of both pc-board and IC design tools.

Pc-board-based MCM design tools work well now because most of the early MCM technology is based on pc-board technology. In the future, however, engineers will create much denser designs and MCM technology will migrate toward IC technology (see “Semiconductor manufacturers meet MCM needs,” p. 47). IC technology yields finer line widths, better controlled geometries, and higher densities. “MCMs should be considered as a large ASIC and not as a miniature pc board,” claims Patrick Scaglia, director of research and development for the MCM program at Cadence Design Systems Inc., Santa Clara, Calif. Scaglia explains that this is because MCMs are considered as a single function, just as an ASIC. In addition, manufacturing techniques and testing problems are very close to IC technology.

There isn’t a firm definition as to what an MCM really is. Mike Bare, a product marketing manager at Intergraph Corp., Huntsville, Ala., states that “An MCM ranges from a silicon-on-silicon structure to a small, dense pc board. We must supply a design tool that’s open for about anything.”

Intergraph has a tool called MCM Engineer that covers a range of technologies falling under the MCM umbrella (see opening photo). MCM Engineer encompasses three technologies: ceramic packaging (hybrids), silicon on silicon (ASICs), and laminated technology (pc boards). What the tool will be focused on in the future will depend on how the MCM industry unfolds.

In developing MCM Engineer, Intergraph conferred with MCM designers on their particular needs. The fact that Intergraph has been in the hybrid industry for five
years helped because they got lots of feedback from hybrid designers who made the progression to MCMs.

The best way for EDA vendors to determine what's needed in MCM design tools is to work closely with MCM designers. nChip Inc., San Jose, Calif., an MCM supplier, is one of the partners working with Cadence Design Systems on the company's MCM tools program. The role of nChip is to provide direction and input to Cadence as to what the technology's requirements are, from both a designer's and manufacturer's point of view.

Cadence Design Systems is developing their MCM tools on the company's IC framework. "This was because MCM designers looked more like ASIC designers than pc-board designers," explains Phil Arana, director of marketing for Cadence. The MCM tools are being built from modifications of the Amadeus toolset. For instance, Cadence plans to create different routing algorithms for the various MCM technologies.

In another example of vendors working closely with designers, the Microelectronics and Computer Technology Corp. (MCC), Austin, Texas, has an Open Systems satellite program doing research on MCMs. According to the project's leader, Marshall Andrews, the program's goal is to "drive the domestic infrastructure to support the introduction of MCMs." MCC and the program's member companies looked at what's missing for MCM acceptance. One area found to be lacking was effective CAD tools.

The group determined which existing tools weren't adequate and why. A list of required MCM design tools was listed in order of importance, and specifications were set for the top four tools. The four tools are: a component placement tool; an interconnect routing tool; an extraction tool to take data off the design for additional simulation, enabling designers to use the simulation tool they typically use; and a timing analyzer. Tool users essentially formulated the list. MCC has contracted with Valid Logic Systems Inc., Chelmsford, Mass., to develop these tools over the next year and a half.

"The main purpose behind coming up with the requirements is to build a system in which the users don't have too many iterations," states Hector Moreno, a senior member of the technical staff at MCC. Today, most designs are placed and routed, and then run through analysis tools. This iterative process goes on until the design is right. The proposed system must work through user-defined constraints. And according to Moreno, the resultant tools should have elements of both IC and pc-board tools, because MCMs could be looked at as a miniature pc board or a large chip.

In the case of the placement tool, for instance, users should be able to specify such constraints as maximum power dissipation. Then, the placement tool should come back with a recommendation on decisions; for example, whether or not thermal vias are needed. And if thermal vias must be used, the placement tool should place them.

LOOK AHEAD

The placement tool must tell users in advance that with a certain placement and type of interconnect, the MCM ought to have a certain number of layers. Essentially, it must look ahead and not only do the placement, but it should also be aware that the components are placed with the idea that they will be connected. Consequently, the net list must be available to this tool.

The placement tool should know some of the electrical characteristics of the chips. Therefore, if groups of pins on the chips are electrically equivalent, the tool can take advantage of it. It should work with the idea that the placement is there to make the interconnection simpler. In addition, it must give a rough estimate of whether or not the thermal interconnect, and overall timing requirements will be met. That way, users won't have to route an entire MCM to find out their constraints weren't obtained.

Constraint-driven tools act together to achieve a user's goals. But many times the goals are contradictory. For instance, users don't want too much thermal dissipation on the MCM, but on the other hand they'd like to have all of the chips together for performance reasons. There will be conflicts between goals, and the placement tool must help make difficult engineering decisions. "The most important MCM constraints involve timing," says Moreno, "because the main reason that users move from a pc board to an MCM is higher speed." According to Shiv Tasker, director of pc-board marketing at Valid Logic Systems Inc., constraint-driven tools should arrive within the next two years.

Silvar-Lisco, Sunnyvale, Calif., is an EDA company that's had years of experience with IC layout and routing. After carefully studying the MCM market, Marc Swinnen, a product marketing manager at the company, concludes that in the long run, the IC approach is much better than the pc-board approach. Swinnen points out that one big difference in the two approaches is placement and routing. IC place-and-route tools work with much finer geometries, and design-rule violations are stricter and more complex. Furthermore, the number of IC layers is much smaller: a pc board can have up to 22 layers while an IC router must typically work within three routing layers. These features, Swinnen points out, more closely match the needs of MCM technology than do pc-board tool features. Silvar-Lisco is currently working with several companies to determine specifications for MCM tools that will meet their needs.

According to the MCC project, an important routing-tool feature is its restartability. Different users have different requirements for MCM interconnections. For instance, in some technologies, they may want to route certain pins, or may want to control the length of the stubs the router creates. They may even have their own algorithms for these requirements. Other users, however, may have a different idea for an interconnect. In that case, it may be necessary to invoke a different algorithm. What users need are various tools that can be called interchangeably. There must be the ability to
SEMICONDUCTOR MANUFACTURERS MEET MCM NEEDS

As the multichip-module (MCM) industry matures, it will be faced with demands for increased component density and higher clocks. Semiconductor manufacturers will be best suited to meet these demands with their IC-based MCM technology.

Semiconductor manufacturers have the know-how that’s needed to fabricate multilayer MCM substrates. These substrates are often built up on a silicon-wafer base to eliminate the differential thermal expansion between the substrate and the mounted die. It’s even possible to integrate peripheral passive or active components directly on the silicon substrate.

The basic process of layer deposition and photolithographic patterning is identical to IC processing. Other steps in MCM manufacturing, from die testing through bonding and packaging, are already part of a typical semiconductor production flow.

Semiconductor technology can achieve the necessary high densities and fine tolerances. Component packing densities will be limited by the achievable routing density, as is already the case with VLSI chips. To control the characteristic impedance of long, high-speed lines in a multilayer environment, it’s necessary to create precise, 3D geometries (strip lines for example).

There are a number of aspects that differentiate MCM from IC manufacturing: thermal analysis and transmission-line qualification add more constraints to MCMs. In addition, MCM multi-part assembly and final system testing will be quite different from the standard IC processing flow. There may be changes in the materials used, possibly substituting copper for aluminum and adding layers of insulation other than SiO₂. Also, some features’ dimensions, such as oxide thickness, may be an order-of-magnitude larger on MCMs.

These technological issues will need considerable research and development work to be resolved. Nevertheless, they’re mostly evolutionary progressions from current IC techniques.

In addition, consider that IC dies will require special treatment by the semiconductor vendor before mounting on an MCM (bumping of I/O pads, ruggedizing, TAB leadframe), and it becomes clear that MCM manufacturing is a natural extension to today’s semiconductor business. Already, some of the major, vertically integrated semiconductor manufacturers in the United States, Japan, and Europe are gearing up to compete in this rapidly growing market segment.

Finally, it’s important to note that semiconductor houses have long experience with the IC-based software tools that will be essential for the automatic placement and routing of increasingly complex and timing-critical MCM designs. Typical designs being completed today seldom have more than 100 placeable objects, and routing resources seem to be adequate. This will change in time, however, and users will demand more competent tools as they did in the PCB and IC markets.

Contributed by Marc Swinnen, product marketing manager at Silvar-Lisco, Sunnyvale, Calif. He has a MSEE and a master’s degree in industrial management from the Catholic University of Leuven, Belgium.
1. PARTITIONING IS A KEY STEP in the MCM design flow because it lets engineers break systems into MCMs and ASICs. Linking the MCM floor planner with ASIC design, partitioning, and MCM modeling helps designers choose between various design alternatives. The layout is based on the constraints generated at the floor-planning stages.

The width that the router uses should be a function of which net it's for-testability tool needs to be developed because a critical area in MCM produced dimensions. An MCM design is how to test it. For example, engineers break systems into MCMs and ASICS. Linking the MCM floor planner with ASIC design, partitioning, and MCM modeling helps designers choose between various design alternatives. The layout is based on the constraints generated at the floor-planning stages.

Testing MCMs will be difficult, so users should design with testability in mind. In Moreno’s opinion, the testing problem is closer to pc-board testing problems, but has very reduced dimensions. An MCM design for-testability tool needs to be developed because a critical area in MCM design is how to test it. For example, should it be tested one layer at a time, and should engineers use IC production testers? Right now, designers don’t know the best mechanism for MCM testing.

A partitioning and/or floor-planning tool is also needed. Users should have the ability to map their system to a module or a few modules (Fig. 1). After sections of logic are mapped into particular parts, users still must decide what technology to use. Tools should help partition according to the technology available and the goals that have been set. The floor-planning tools should be coupled with analysis tools, such as thermal analysis. That way, users can explore trade-offs and possibly back-annotate that information to the schematics.

“Important MCM design-tool features are hierarchy and partitioning,” according to Marc Swinnen at Silvar-Lisco. If a tool has no hierarchy, it can lose the distinction between what's on the chip and what's between the chips. Designers need tools that can recognize and reorganize the hierarchy. MCM tools must take one large design and spread it among two or three chips, then place and route those chips individually, and finally place and route the whole MCM with those chips.

In addition, flexibility of the tool will be needed. The design rules and the detailed methodologies used on the chips will undoubtedly be different than they will be on the MCM. Possibly, the chips may be of different technologies: a CMOS processor with several bipolar chips around it for drive, for example. The problem is, if the tool is going to handle that in any unified way, it must manage these different technologies and must see the hierarchy and change its design rules.

The MCM tool suite must combine a number of areas. In addition to the physical-layout tools, such as place and route, MCM design will require extensive analysis software. “The physical layout packages are really only a small portion of solving the problems,” says Shiv Tasker of Valid Logic Systems. “Analysis and simulation are an integral part of the MCM design process.” For instance, with many ICs crammed onto a few square inches of substrate, thermal analysis becomes a necessity. Many of the analysis tools that are needed are available today, but not as an integrated MCM package. Today, it’s up to the user to integrate the appropriate tools.

EDA vendors must decide if they will modify existing tools to suit MCM design, or whether they will create the MCM tools from scratch. Don DiMatteo, product marketing manager for Valid Logic Systems, points out that the current solution is expanding the capabilities of the existing tools to conform to the new materials used by MCMs. For example, a tool vendor may use a database to expand an existing tool’s capabilities. Not all existing tools, however, have architectures that are flexible enough for this expansion.

Valid’s MCM tool, called Allegro-MCM, was created by modifying the company’s existing Allegro pc-board software (Fig. 2). All math functions were changed from integer to double-precision floating-point arithmetic to obtain the accuracy that MCMs require. In addition, the company had to remove all pc-board types of assumptions for such things as vias. Valid maintained Allegro’s user interface and editing capabilities. Allegro-MCM, introduced last June, has three major components: a set of design tools to place and route MCMs, analysis tools, and the interface to manufacturing.

The three major ingredients for MCM CAD tools, according to Jacob Ben-Meir, product marketing manager for Mentor Graphics Corp.’s pc-board division, Beaverton, Ore., are place and route, physical analysis,
When you’re the first and fastest, what do you do for an encore?

Whatever it is, it better be good.
After all, our EL 3200 was the first 68020/030 development system with 33 MHz speed.

So, while others were just getting into the act, Applied Microsystems upped the ante.

We made the EL 3200 a more powerful performer. So you get an advanced event system for easier tracing and debugging of complex 32-bit designs. Support for the memory management unit, floating point, cache burst and synchronous cycles. And a graphical interface to set breakpoints more quickly and a powerful macro language to simplify lengthy routines. All this comes with full Ethernet network support to maximize your investment in workstations and PCs. Plus installation, training and application assistance to help you finish your designs faster.

For a free demonstration, call Telemarketing at 1-800-343-3659 (in WA, 206-882-2000).

Because folks, it’s show time.
and thermal analysis. Ben-Meir states that today's tools are designed to solve constraints within the chip itself. Tool vendors must expand those constraints to handle multiple chips interconnected on one substrate. A big concern is how to blend physical analysis tools with router technology to meet the requirements up front.

Many good analysis tools are available today. For instance, Quad Design Technology Inc., Camarillo, Calif.; Quantic Labs Inc., Winnipeg, Canada; and Swiftlogic Ltd., Glasgow, Scotland; all have pc-board analysis tools that work well in analyzing crosstalk and transmission-line effects in MCMs.

nChip chose to go with the Cadence IC-oriented tool mainly because there's a much stronger suite of verification tools with chip design than with pc-board tools. The company has done well using those verification tools (they have a 100% success rate). Dick Lang of nChip considers verification to be the most essential, but not the most difficult, aspect of MCM design. He feels that IC tools do an adequate job of verification, except in electrical verification. With MCMs, electrical verification requires analyzing nets, including information about the drivers and loads on those nets. The company uses pc-board analysis tools for electrical verification.

Thermal-analysis tools are available today. Thermal analysis is important because many MCMs are heavily populated with surface-mounted parts. The surface-mounted parts sit much closer to each other so the heat dissipation is greater. Designers need to decide whether to use air or liquid cooling. The thermal tools should perform power calculation for the individual chips and for the entire system. The tools must ensure thermal stability by understanding whether or not the cooling method will work based on the placed-and-routed design.

Crosstalk and transmission-line effects, like overshoot and undershoot, run rampant in MCMs. The analysis tools must determine whether or not the design meets the allocated noise margin. In addition, it should help determine how much of the noise margin will be used up by each type of transmission-line effect, such as ringing and reflection. The analysis results should be back-annotated into static-timing verification and simulation tools for post-route verification.

MCM tools will need strong links between the analysis and layout tools to achieve this back-annotation. Users will need to simulate on the actual physical layout vs. simulating on just the schematic. High-speed circuitry dictates that the tools simulate timing associated with trace lengths, and the tools must feed trace capacitance and delays back into the simulator to make sure the circuit is going to actually work.

Overall integration is also important, because the necessary tools don’t all come from the same vendor. No one vendor has all of these analysis capabilities. Interfaces are needed to keep the designer within one framework. One framework is essential because the typical system designer is working between chips, MCMs, boards, and backplanes, and needs to have the flexibility to partition between those elements. Dick Lang at nChip asserts that floor-planning tools that help predict cost and performance at a reasonably high level of abstraction are important, especially when designing chips specifically for MCMs.

Don DiMatteo at Valid thinks the future will see IC tools and MCM tools becoming more tightly integrated. Engineers designing their own ASICs will want to change them on-the-fly to improve the routing on the MCM. In most of today's systems, it takes two different tools and two different processes to do this. For example, most IC designers aren’t concerned with the pinouts on the IC and the I/O pad locations. Those can be critical on an MCM. Moving a pad from one side of the chip to the other may help an engineer bring components closer together, and that in turn will improve MCM routing. The future MCM design environment will have constant updates from the ASIC or IC layout. The ability to go back and forth and back-annotate that data is going to be critical. A closer-knit environment, says DiMatteo, can be achieved with a good framework.

How Valuable?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HIGHLY</th>
<th>MODERATELY</th>
<th>SLIGHTLY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>532</td>
<td>533</td>
<td>534</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. THIS MCM IS CREATED using Valid's Allegro-MCM tools. It consists of a two-signal-layer pc board that has ultrafine lines and embedded power and ground planes.
Here's where the barricades start to come down in the mixed signal revolution.

### North American Locations & Dates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cedar Rapids, IA</td>
<td>March 18</td>
<td>Saddlebrook, NJ</td>
<td>April 2</td>
<td>Woodland Hills, CA</td>
<td>April 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland, OH</td>
<td>March 19</td>
<td>Westchester, NY</td>
<td>April 3</td>
<td>San Diego, CA</td>
<td>April 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pittsburgh, PA</td>
<td>March 20</td>
<td>Smithtown, NY</td>
<td>April 4</td>
<td>McLean, VA</td>
<td>May 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlanta, GA</td>
<td>March 25</td>
<td>Cromwell, CT</td>
<td>April 5</td>
<td>Baltimore, MD</td>
<td>May 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clearwater, FL</td>
<td>March 26</td>
<td>Santa Clara, CA</td>
<td>April 8</td>
<td>Cherry Hill, NJ</td>
<td>May 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orlando, FL</td>
<td>March 27</td>
<td>Costa Mesa, CA</td>
<td>April 9</td>
<td>Fort Washington, PA</td>
<td>May 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huntsville, AL</td>
<td>March 28</td>
<td>Los Angeles, CA</td>
<td>April 10</td>
<td>Raleigh, NC</td>
<td>May 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waltham, MA</td>
<td>April 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Also at 24 locations in Europe and the Far East.

With the revolution in mixed signal technology, digital designers now need to know about analog. And the analog guys can no longer turn their backs on digital.

Mixed signal technology is the only way to smash the barriers to higher levels of system integration, better performance, and faster time to market. And it accomplishes these difficult tasks by combining both signals on a single chip.

Which is why designers from both camps should attend our Mixed Signal Design Seminar. A comprehensive full-day tutorial that covers everything from digital signal processing and sampled data systems to sigma delta converters, techniques for building a better board, and much more.

The mixed signal revolution has started, so make sure nothing stops you from attending this seminar. To reserve your space, return the coupon. For more information or to charge your ticket, call (617) 937-1430 or (800) 262-5643.
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Additions to the VXIbus standard will enhance operating performance

The consortium that created card-modular VXIbus instrumentation is still hard at work.

BY JOHN NOVELLINO

Although the VXIbus standard is more than three-and-a-half years old, the work of the VXIbus consortium is far from over. Though no big changes are emerging, several minor additions to the standard aim at ensuring interoperability and enhancing performance. Moreover, members continue to test actual products for their interoperability, as well as the standard’s robustness.

The current version of the document, 1.3, defines certain items more vigorously to eliminate interpretations that caused some initial interoperability problems. These problems primarily dealt with the VXIbus resource manager in identifying, at power-up, all of the devices in the system and what specific features they support. The added language leaves less room for module manufacturers to interpret the standard differently, therefore ensuring compatibility between devices.

But consortium members have done extensive testing and believe the basic standard will now hold up in its current form. Product testing continues, however, both to increase confidence in the specification’s robustness and to monitor how manufacturers are reading and understanding the document. Makers of VXI devices needn’t submit their products for interoperability testing, but most of the major players feel such testing is in their best interests. To accommodate the testing, the consortium holds interoperability meetings every three months, or as needed.

One area that has caused some debate in the past year is the original standard’s shared-memory protocol. The shared-memory option aimed at speeding up data transfers and allowing modules to communicate outside of the typical commander-servant relationship. But testing to ensure the protocol’s completeness devoured more time than originally thought. So shared memory was dropped from revision 1.3 and is now included in a separate, rather thick document that probably will be added as an appendix.

In practice, that appendix may never be used by most engineers implementing VXIbus test systems. Other simpler ways of greatly boosting data transfer rates—the primary goal of users interested in shared memory—are available. The consortium is codifying these methods in a document that should be approved very shortly.

According to John Graff, VXI product manager at National Instruments, Austin, Texas, “The problem was that the shared-memory protocol being developed by the consortium was a very high-level transport protocol. It was very detailed and very elaborate, but not
something the typical user could grasp easily." More likely, module manufacturers would use the protocol to allow their devices to communicate together, he said.

Because most users only need a faster way to transfer large blocks of acquired data, the consortium separated that goal from the desire to break down the commander-servant relationship, says Larry DesJardin, VXIbus technical program manager at Hewlett-Packard's Loveland Instrument Div., Colo. In fact, because VXI uses high-level commands, the time it takes to interpret those commands is more of a bottleneck than the time needed to handshake those commands across the bus.

The result is what the consortium is calling the block data format. "What we decided to do is describe where and how you put block binary data into memory and then agree on a few number formats," says DesJardin. These formats include 8-, 16-, and 32-bit integer and 32- and 64-bit real formats, all IEEE standards.

"We just put some byte-ordering conventions on where the different bytes go," says DesJardin. "All we did was document standard practices."

The plan is to have every device reading or writing data in the user's chosen format, whether the devices are message- or register-based, or even if they're VME cards. Ideally, the format will be the same as that used by the computer controlling the VXI system. Then as the computer receives the data, it will be ready for immediate processing without the need for any additional conversion.

The result is that the VXIbus system's theoretical bandwidth should be the same as that of the VMEbus, or 40 Mbytes/s. The system can run as fast as the VMEbus drivers without being slowed down by a handshake protocol.

The next revision of the VXI-bus specification will also contain several relatively minor additions that will make the standard more useful and easier to implement. One is the definition of extended register-based devices. The added registers can hold module serial numbers and other information. Another is the inclusion of some new word-serial commands oriented around device identification. And some common ASCII resource-manager commands will enable users to ask a manager what devices are in a system. All managers will respond in the same format.

Many candidates for VXI-bus don't realize that they don't have to change their whole existing system to take advantage of the standard.

The consortium is also adding some standard mnemonics to speed up the use of common VXI resources. Users will have to know only one set of these codes for all manufacturers' modules. The VXI consortium will submit these mnemonics to the consortium working on the standard commands for programmable instruments (SCPI). The VXI group is working on the VXIbus-specific portion of the SCPI standard.

Also close to approval is a mainframe extender specification for multi-mainframe systems. On the VXIbus side of the extender cable, the consortium agreed to use the National Instruments MXIbus implementation for multi-mainframe systems. The cable side of the interface will be left open so that users can employ any medium they desire, even fiber-optic hardware for long runs between mainframes.

A major trend in VXIbus is the move to higher-performance modules. To get the industry off to a fast start, many manufacturers initially introduced VXI modules leveraged off the companies' discrete instruments. Although these products fulfilled VXI's promise of downsized systems and interoperability, their performance was basically the same as their discrete counterparts, a fact that did not go unnoticed by many prospective VXI users.

But that uninspired performance is starting to change. One example is the VX4240 waveform digitizer/analyser from Tektronix/Colorado Data Systems, Englewood, Colo. The C-size module uses a 12-bit 10-MHz analog-to-digital converter (ADC) and a RISC transputer to capture waveforms to 5 MHz and perform extensive analysis and signal conditioning on them.

Another high-performance unit is the 2351-EMD time-interval analyzer from Racal-Dana Instruments, Irvine, Calif. The instrument, which fits into a double-wide C-size module, contains a 68020 processor and a math coprocessor for near-real-time signal analysis. Measurement resolution is 8 ps.

Another point of contention with users is VXIbus cost, according to Lou Klahn of Tektronix/CDS. His company's answer includes two full-function Slot 0 controllers priced under $2000. But Klahn also notes that many candidates for VXI-bus don't realize that they don't have to change their whole existing system to take advantage of the standard. Engineers upgrading their test setup can replace a portion of it with VXIbus instruments that will work with the remaining discrete units.

According to Klahn, that realization is part of a larger education problem manufacturers face. Furthermore, they must show potential users that VXI means more than downsizing. "What you're really dealing with is a predictable, closed environment for instrumentation that allows you to get your arms around a lot of traditional system-type problems that nobody could get their arms around before," says Klahn.

A prime example is in the calibration of large, multi-instrument systems. In such setups, Klahn notes, tolerance build-up
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VXIbus Performance Enhanced

Can cause the system as a whole to be out of calibration, even though each individual instrument is within limits. On the other hand, a properly integrated VXIbus test setup can be in calibration even with individual instruments slightly out of calibration. As Klahn puts it, telling that to most engineers who operate test systems would make their hair turn white.

One area in which customer feedback seems to indicate a misunderstanding of the standard is software, according to Malcolm Levy, product marketing manager at Racal-Dana Instruments, Irvine, Calif. Although the consortium defined a set of codes for controlling VXIbus devices, some users want the group to go further and come up with standard software that will help with applications programming.

That task is beyond the scope of the VXIbus consortium, remarks Levy. "It's not really for us to do that," he says. "Software is many things to many people. We feel that the first step is to make sure that we can all communicate with each other and not to have some sort of test-software architecture fully defined. That would take the whole thing into another realm."

Levy also says that engineers should be aware that VXI is not just for low-frequency applications, a misconception some still believe. He notes that Racal-Dana introduced a microwave VXI chassis and prototyping cards. Also EIP Microwave Inc., Milpitas, Calif., has introduced a microwave frequency counter in a three-slot-wide C-size module.

HOW VALUABLE?
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Configuring your first VXIbus test setup

A step-by-step process eases the novice user's way to a successful system.

BY LARRY DESJARDIN
Hewlett-Packard Co., Loveland Instrument Div., P.O. Box 301, Loveland, CO 80539; (303) 679-3207.

The extremely wide range of possible applications and the multiple-manufacturer intent of the VXIbus architecture preclude products from arriving precisely preconfigured for every application. Users, therefore, must determine the final system configuration before operation. First, the proper instrument modules should be selected. Next come any additional system modules and, finally, the mainframe. Users can then determine the system configuration and install the modules. Once this point is reached, application programming can begin (Fig. 1).

To configure any test system, VXIbus or otherwise, test engineers must first detail the system's measurement requirements, typically in terms of source, sensor, and switching functionality. They can then scan catalogs and data sheets from various manufacturers to find the optimum module set for these measurement needs.

To facilitate this search, the VXIbus standard requires every manufacturer to specify the system attributes of its VXI products. For instrument modules, this includes module size, number of slots, power and cooling requirements, and the module's intelligence (whether it's message or register based). Typically, manufacturers will also describe VXIbus subsystem requirements (10-MHz or 100-MHz clock, SYNC100 or STARXY triggering, P2/P3 connectors, etc.), as well as any other modules needed for a practical system. Users must note this information for each instrument module before selecting the system modules and mainframe.

Documentation is typically noted on a VXIbus product's data sheet. Table 1 shows an example. The module is a 2-slot B-size unit. It requires at least a P1 connector on the mainframe, but also accesses a P2 connector if provided. At 6 W per slot, the module dissipates 12 W. The data sheet also provides a detailed air-cooling specification for precise mainframe matching.

The dc-peak current, \(I_{pm}\), consumed by the module will be used to determine the current capacity required of the mainframe.

Dynamic current, \(I_{dm}\), specifies an equivalent ripple current for the module. This figure ensures that the power-supply ripple voltage is within the specified VXIbus ripple limits.

The next step is selecting system modules, which in this discussion are any modules needed in addition to those delivering the instrumentation. System modules may be required by the specific instrument modules chosen or because of the features desired by users. Examples include the VXIbus Slot 0 module, interfaces to the host computer (for example, IEEE-488 or RS-232), command interpreters, extenders, internal computers, and so forth.

The VXIbus standard defines the Slot 0 module. This card delivers the 10-MHz clock on the CLK10 VXIbus lines and accesses the module identification pins of the other modules. In the largest D-size systems, the Slot 0 module may also include the 100-MHz clock as well as the precision trigger features of SYNC100 and STARXY.

Users should check the instrument modules to determine what Slot 0 functions are required. They must also note any other required specifications, such as clock accuracy or jitter. From this information, users can verify that a particular Slot 0 module meets all system requirements. Typically, instrument module manufacturers will list particular Slot 0 modules that meet their products' requirements. At least one of these units should do the job for all of the selected instrument modules.

Because the Slot 0 module plays a unique role in a VXIbus system by being a common system-resource module, many of these cards include other functions that can be used by other system components. For instance, typical Slot 0 modules include an IEEE-488 interface,
Once the interface type is known, the user may select the corresponding VXIbus interface module, or save a slot position by choosing a Slot 0 module with an interface. Documentation that's typically found on a data sheet for an IEEE-488 VXIbus interface module is shown in table form (Table 2).

The specification defines two types of modules that will be common implementations for instruments: register-based devices and message-based devices. Command interpreters are needed to communicate in high-level instrument language to the simpler of the two basic types of VXIbus modules.

Typically, register-based devices will be simple modules that respond to binary register reads and writes over the backplane. These modules tend to be small, inexpensive, and because of the direct binary register access, extremely fast. Examples of likely register-based devices include switches, digital I/O cards, and simple ADCs and DACs.

On the other hand, message-based devices follow the VXIbus word-serial communication protocol. They're typically intelligent devices with embedded microprocessors that receive and execute ASCII commands. Most sophisticated instrument modules will be message-based devices, although they may also contain register access for applications in which throughput is important.

To program a register-based module with a high-level ASCII command language—for instance, the Standard Commands for Programmable Instruments (SCPI)—a message-based module is needed. The message-based device will serve as the register-based unit's command interpreter and transparently translate the high-level command language into register reads and writes. Manufacturers of register-based devices will specify message-based modules that can perform this task.

The translator module may stand alone, or it may be combined within a command module. Often a manufacturer will specify a message-based module that can translate for all of the company's register-based instruments, making them appear from any host to be message-based. This makes it possible for users to choose between convenience (ASCII English-like commands such as SCPI) and performance (direct binary register access).

To maximize system speed, users may want to communicate with a register-based device at its register level. If so, the interface module must have the register access capability needed to do this. This simple capability is included on nearly all interface modules.

After the instrument and system modules are selected, users can choose a mainframe. Considerations include module size (A, B, C, or D), number of slots, power dissipation for each supply voltage, cooling capability, and VXIbus backplane implementation (P1, P2, and/or P3).

The size of the largest module will determine the mainframe size required. If smaller cards are to be inserted into a larger mainframe, users should acquire the proper adapter fixtures. These will typically be bus extenders or carriers. Larger systems with many modules will need multiple mainframes. These can be configured by employing backplane extenders or by placing an interface module to the host computer in each mainframe.

Modules that will be coupled to each other using the trigger or

---

**TABLE 2: TYPICAL INTERFACE MODULE DOCUMENTATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IEEE-488-TO-VXIbus DATA SHEET</th>
<th>Power Dissipation for Each Supply Voltage, Cooling Capability, and VXIbus Backplane Implementation (P1, P2, and/or P3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Voltage</td>
<td>Dc-peak (Ip) mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+5 V</td>
<td>2.0 A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+12 V</td>
<td>20 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+15 V</td>
<td>20 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-12 V</td>
<td>20 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-15 V</td>
<td>20 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-4 V</td>
<td>20 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2.5 V</td>
<td>50 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+5 V stby</td>
<td>20 mA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**INTELLIGENCE:**
- Device type: Message-based commander, resource manager, Slot 0
- Memory required: 64 kbyte, A24
- Commander: of Acme 100 series register-based instruments
suitable for many applications is against the mainframe's abbre-

The mainframe's power supply must be able to handle the total of the modules' individual dc-peak currents and the total of the dynamic currents.

Next, users must ensure that the mainframe's cooling capacity is sufficient. A quick check suitable for many applications is to compare the worst-case power dissipation of any module against the mainframe's abbreviated cooling specification. This specification will typically be in units of watts/slot.

Different manufacturers, however, use different assumptions when specifying mainframe cooling capabilities in units of watts/slot. Consequently, this figure should be used to verify compatibility only when the mainframe manufacturer's abbreviated cooling specification exceeds that of the highest power-density module by at least a factor of two.

For more precise verification, mainframes and modules must specify cooling in terms of airflow rate versus back pressure (Fig. 2). This more detailed check is recommended whenever the module power dissipation is within 50% of the mainframe's cooling capacity.

A- or B-size modules, however, are only half as deep as their larger counterparts. Consequently, in a C- or D-size mainframe, an A- or B-size module will receive only half the airflow of C- or D-size modules. To ensure compatibility, users should convert a smaller module's specifications to equivalent C- or D-mainframe values. That's done by doubling the module's watts/slot and airflow volume figures (but not the back-pressure specification).

For instance, if a B-size module specifies:

- watts/slot: 15
- airflow/slot: 0.1 liter/second at 0.05 mm H₂O for a 10°C rise,
then an equivalent specification for a C- or D-size mainframe would be:

- watts/slot: 30
- airflow/slot: 0.2 liter/second at 0.05 mm H₂O for a 10°C rise.

Sometimes a test system can tolerate larger temperature rises. For example, if the test station's ambient intake air temperature is low, a larger rise may be allowed.

If a larger temperature rise is permitted, users can determine cooling requirements by multiplying the module's airflow/slot volume and back pressure values by the ratio of the module's specified temperature rise to the revised temperature rise. For instance, if airflow/slot = 0.5 liter/second at 0.2-mm H₂O for a 10°C rise, then airflow/slot = 0.25 liter/second at 0.1-mm H₂O for a 20°C rise.

For mainframes with temperature-controlled variable-speed fans, users can compare the largest airflow curve (highest temperature) against the module's nominal 10°C rise specification. The mainframe manufacturer already takes temperature rise into account for the lower-temperature fan speeds.

Finally, users must specify whether the system needs the P1, P2, or complete P3 backplane. Most mainframes will offer the maximally configured backplane for the module size.

The mainframe selection process can be easily codified into a step-by-step procedure (Table 3). In reality, the procedure can be further simplified. The process can usually start with the mainframe recommended by the manufacturer of the largest number and highest power-density modules. And if users prefer a particular mainframe, they may opt for smaller and less power-consuming modules. This is particularly common if the preferred mainframe is only marginally underpowered, or if one large module originally forced the need for a larger mainframe.

Once the modules and mainframes are selected and delivered, users can configure the system. The primary task at this point is to set the proper logical addresses for each module. VX1bus devices will have logical addresses ranging from 0 to 255, which are typically set by switches on the module.

Logical address 0, which is reserved for the resource manager (typically the Slot 0 card), should be set first. Address selection for the remaining modules is left to the user, and is constrained only by commander-servant relationships and a requirement for uniqueness. A commander is a module that controls one or more other modules, called servants. The commander may be a message-based device that translates for register-based devices, or an IEEE-488 interface module that controls the internal instruments. Embedded controllers are also commanders.

The VX1bus specification describes a simple algorithm that unambiguously defines which
modules, based on their logical addresses, will be servants to a particular commander. Essentially, each commander has a servant pointer switch that's set by the user. The switch defines the maximum number of servants a commander may have, starting with the next logical address. For instance, if a commander at address 10 has a servant pointer of 5, the commander may control devices at addresses 11 through 15.

If another commander lies within this "servant space," the first commander can control the second commander as well. But modules in the second commander's servant space can be controlled only the by the second commander.

In other words, a commander may be a servant to another commander in a hierarchical system. Likewise, if a module is in the servant space of more than one commander, that module will only be the servant to the commander with the greatest logical address.

One way to assign logical addresses for a system is to list all servant-only modules vertically on a piece of paper, grouped by common commanders. Then users can insert the commander for each group above its block of servants. Any higher layers of commanders can go just above the commanders they control. The resource manager heads the list. Users then number each module consecutively, starting with zero for the resource manager. These numbers correspond to the modules' logical addresses.

To allow for system growth, users can occasionally skip a number, or number by twos or threes. Most commonly, the interface module being used will define an address-mapping scheme that will naturally spread the logical addresses. For instance, instrument logical addresses are typically configured to a multiple of eight, because most command modules map the five most significant bits of the logical address into the GPIB secondary address, while the three least significant bits are set to zero.

To determine the servant-pointer value for each commander, users locate the servant module with the highest logical address (lowest on the page) that belongs to each commander. Subtracting the logical address of the commander module from that of the servant module yields the value of the servant pointer. The modules' logical addresses and servant pointers can now be set.

With the commander-servant hierarchy decided, the last configuration task is to determine the system's interrupt structure. Interrupts are an optional way for a servant to communicate to its commander. The VXI backplane has seven interrupt lines, and a commander will typically monitor one particular line for all of the commander's servants. The commander then is called an "interrupt handler," and each of its servants may be an "interrupter."

Interrupt capability is optional; many devices don't have it. Message-based devices using the signal register don't need interrupt capability at all, eliminating this part of the configuration process. However, if there are interrupters, the system must be configured so that there's only one interrupt handler per line, and servants must only interrupt on their own commander's interrupt line.

As in the case of the commander-servant hierarchy, a simple configuration algorithm exists. First, list all commanders that have a servant interrupter. Then sequentially assign an interrupt-line number to each listed commander, from 1 to a maximum of 7. This list sets the proper interrupter level on the servant modules, and the proper interrupt handler level on the commander modules.

If any of the modules support programmable interrupter or handler levels instead of having module switches, the resource manager will program the proper levels. The user, however, must report the interrupt line of each interrupt handler to the resource manager. Typically, this is done through a command or a nonvolatile memory. The procedure will be described in the resource manager's manual.

The configuration's design is now complete. The user can set the logical address of each module and the servant pointer on each commander, as well as the interrupter and handler levels.

At this point, the modules are ready to be inserted into the mainframe. Slot 0 modules should be placed into their positions, and the remainder of the modules placed in adjacent slots starting at Slot 1.

Placing modules in adjacent slots maintains the five daisy-chain signals of the VMEbus backplane. If modules aren't placed in adjacent slots, the VMEbus daisy chains must be maintained using jumpers on the backplane, or jumper modules inserted from the front.

Recently introduced mainframes (such as the HP E1400B) include self-jumpering connectors that configure the backplane automatically, eliminating this one configuration task completely. As a final step, some
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mainframes may require face-
plate modules to be inserted into
any unused slot position to guar-
antee adequate airflow. Main-
frames using pressurized air ple-
umens often don't require the
faceplates to be installed.

The VXIbus system is now
ready to program. Most pro-
gramming and operating con-
siderations will depend on the
particular instrument modules
and the system's application.
Because the logical addresses,
not slot numbers, determine the
module addressing, modules
may change slot positions with-
out any software changes.

If the test setup uses a GPIB
interface, users must check how
it maps addresses to the internal
instrument modules. Typically,
GPIB secondary addressing will
be used. This scheme maps the
five most significant bits of the
logical address to GPIB second-
ary addresses. Multiple primary
addresses, as well as textual ad-
dressing embedded in a message,
are also allowed.

Specific testing applications
may require other system topol-
gies. But they're essentially
variations of the above configu-
ration process expanded to ad-
dress some unique feature or ca-
pability.
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ation of the VXIbus standard.
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To make ASIC design verification fast and affordable, we came to a family decision.
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The 73A-155 RM/488 interface module is a high-performance Slot 0 device with advanced triggering, comprehensive resource management capabilities, and an IEEE-488 interface. The module permits external or internal trigger generation, trigger fan-out, trigger protocol translation, and automatic time/pacer functions. Slot 0 functions include a 10-MHz differential ECL clock driver for the fan-out, trigger protocol translation, and IEEE-488 interface. The module is a high-performance Slot 0 backplane and transceivers for the VXIbus MODID lines. Built-in test equipment executes a self test at power-up, on direction of a VXIbus hard reset, or on command. The 73A-155 costs $2800. Delivery is within 6 weeks from receipt of an order.

**Tektro/Coraloro Data Systems Inc.**

3301 W. Hampden Englewood, CO 80110

(303) 762-1640
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**2-SLOT MODULE CAPTURES SIGNAL NONLINEARITIES**

Frequency nonlinearities on swept and CW signals can be measured with the 2351-EMD. The 2-slot, C-size VXI module incorporates a 68020 processor and a math coprocessor that do the digital signal processing on board. The basic 2351 is a time-interval analyzer with 8-ps resolution. The instrument captures events at up to 5 MHz on 250-MHz signals. The EMD option uses the module’s DSP capability to extract modulation from carriers by isolating and digitally filtering the signal’s CW or swept elements. The 2351-EMD costs $16,995, with delivery in 8 to 12 weeks.

**Racial-Dana Instruments Inc.**

4 Goodyear St.

Irvine, CA 92718-2002

(714) 859-8999

► CIRCLE 351
Improving Driver Works With Additional Systems

Version 2.0 of the NI-VXI software driver for VXIbus systems runs under OS/2, Windows, and SunOS operating systems in addition to DOS, SCO XENIX, SCO Unix, ISC 386/ix, AIX, and Macintosh OS. The driver includes functionality for various multitasking and nonmultitasking software environments. Functions are now structure so that multitasking and nonmultitasking implementations have the same function-level interface. Newly added functions make it possible for the system computer to operate as a servant. The NI-VXI software is packaged with National Instruments’ embedded controllers and interface kits. Prices range from $3800 to $16,860, depending on host platform and operating system.

National Instruments
6504 Bridge Point Pkwy.
Austin, TX 78730-5039
(800) 433-3488 or (512) 794-8411
▶ CIRCLE 352

Scope Module Offers Four 500-MHz Channels

Taking up just two C-size slots, the HP 1426A digitizing oscilloscope offers four 500-MHz channels. The maximum sampling rate of 20 Msamples/second allows a one-shot bandwidth of 2 MHz. Using random repetitive sampling, the full 500-MHz bandwidth can be used for repetitive signals. Vertical resolution is 8 bits in one-shot mode and 10 bits with averaging in repetitive mode. Waveform record length is 1024 points. Advanced logic triggering, automated measurements, and limit testing add to the scope’s flexibility. The scope costs $6990, with delivery 6 to 8 weeks after receipt of an order.

Heelett-Packard Co.
Loveland Instrument Div.
P.O. Box 301
Loveland, CO 80539-0301
(800) 752-0900 or (303) 679-5000
▶ CIRCLE 353

Software Creates VXI Programs Automatically

With WaveTest/VXI (WaveTest Version 2.6), test-system programmers can generate VXI and GPIB test programs automatically using flowcharts or modules. The icon-based programming environment is syntax-free and runs under Microsoft Windows. The software makes the VXI or GPIB interface transparent, allowing direct control of the instruments through computer-generated front panels. After initial configuration setup, WaveTest/VXI handles all communication protocols and details. VXI and GPIB instruments can be supported in one system using one controller. WaveTest/VXI includes an instrument database library and instrument library generator to characterize new VXI or GPIB instruments or to customize libraries. WaveTest/VXI costs $1995 and is available from stock.

WaveTech Corp.
9145 Balboa Ave.
San Diego, CA 92123
(619) 450-9971
▶ CIRCLE 354

Memory, Disk Options Enhance Controllers

A 16-Mbyte system memory and two disk options enhance the performance of the EPC-2 and EPC-2e C-size embedded controllers. The two 386-based computers come with 40-Mbyte hard disks, but can now be ordered with 100- or 200-Mbyte options. The larger drives have average access times of 15 ms and are compatible with all standard PC programs, including Unix software. The 16-Mbyte RAM option is available on both the 16- and 20-MHz versions of the controllers. In addition, the EPC-2e Ethernet-compatible controller now works with standard Unix, TCP/IP, and DECnet software. The 100- and 200-Mbyte disk options cost $800 and $1600, respectively. The 16-Mbyte RAM goes for $4060. All are available immediately. The price of the standard 16-MHz EPC-2 was recently dropped to $5995.

RadiSys Corp.
19545 NW Von Neumann Dr.
Beaverton, OR 97006
(503) 690-1229
▶ CIRCLE 355

VXIbus System Integrators

Allied Signal Co.
Bendix Test Systems Div.
Rt. 46
Teterboro, NJ 07608
(201) 393-3614
CIRCLE 337

GEC Avionics Ltd.
Support Equipment Systems
Airport Works
Rochester, Kent
ME1 3XX
England
44 634 816677
CIRCLE 338

GEC Marconi Test Systems
Dominie Industrial Park
Dunfermline
KY11 JEF
Scotland
(0383) 822131
CIRCLE 339

Giordano Associates Inc.
44 Rt. 46
Pine Brook, NJ 07058
(201) 808-8500
CIRCLE 340

Grumman Aerospace Corp.
MS A05-106
Bethpage, NY 11714
(516) 753-5604
CIRCLE 341

Harris GSSD
6801 Jericho Tpke.
Syracuse, NY 13219
(516) 677-2000
CIRCLE 342

Honeywell Inc.
1265 Zarban Ave.
MN15-2300
St. Louis Park, MN 55416
(612) 542-5300
CIRCLE 343

ITT Avionics
390 Washington Ave.
Nutley, NJ 07110
(201) 284-2030
CIRCLE 344

Lockheed/Sanders
95 Canal St.
CS 2004, NCA 1-6218
Nashua, NH 03061
(603) 885-8350
CIRCLE 345

Martin Marietta ES
P.O. Box 55837
Pine Brook, NJ 07058
(516) 753-5604
CIRCLE 341

Morse Electric Co.
1010 S. 5th Ave.
Columbus, OH 43206
(614) 293-3361
CIRCLE 346

Radiant Systems Corp.
2218 Wilshire Blvd.
Santa Monica, CA 90404
(213) 678-7595
CIRCLE 347

Racal-Dana Instruments Inc.
4040 Armstrong Rd.
Irvine, CA 92718
(714) 859-8999
CIRCLE 348

Wexcel Instruments Inc.
6801 Jericho Tpke.
Syracuse, NY 13219
(516) 677-2000
CIRCLE 349

Westinghouse Electric Corp.
Integrated Logistics Support Div.
111 Shilling Rd.
Hunt Valley, MD 21030
(301) 584-5700
CIRCLE 350

Worldwide Service Center
14400 Via Cascade
San Diego, CA 92129
(619) 450-9971
CIRCLE 351

Worldwide Sales Center
19545 NW Von Neumann Dr.
Beaverton, OR 97006
(503) 690-1229
CIRCLE 355

Worldwide Sales Center
19545 NW Von Neumann Dr.
Beaverton, OR 97006
(503) 690-1229
CIRCLE 355

For more information about products and services featured in this issue, fill out coupon at end of magazine and return with completed postcard.
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**VXIbus Products**

**VXIbus Counters Work to 170 GHz**
The EIP 1230A pulse/CW microwave frequency counter covers 100 Hz to 26.5 GHz, with optional extensions to 170 GHz. The 3-slot-wide, C-size module measures pulse widths down to 50 ns and pulse periods as short as 250 ns, as well as carrier frequency. Frequency extension is achieved using remote sensors that eliminate the disadvantages associated with high-frequency cabling. A companion product, the 1231A, covers up to 20 GHz. The counters use digital averaging. The 1230A and 1231A cost $17,000 and $12,700, respectively, with delivery 12 weeks after receipt of an order.

EIP Microwave Inc.
1589 Centre Pointe Dr.
Milpitas, CA 95035
(800) 232-5471 or (408) 945-1477
➤ CIRCLE 376

**Functional Tester Uses Advanced Pin Cards**
The VXI 2000 performs core analog and digital functional testing using two specially developed pin electronics cards and artificial-intelligent system software. The Universal Pin Electronics card supplies four channels of analog and digital stimulus and response capability to 25 MHz without switching. The channels are reconfigurable under software control and are actually virtual instruments. The Digital Pin Electronics card is a 96-channel word generator/receiver that supplies TTL apply, expect, and mask signals at rates to 5 MHz. Controlling the hardware is the Diagnostic Workbench package, which transfers diagnostic information on the unit under test directly from the CAD environment to the test environment. System prices range from $50,000 to $80,000.

Giordano Associates Inc.
44 Rt. 46
Pine Brook, NJ 07058
(201) 808-8500
➤ CIRCLE 377

**B-Size Card Collects Fast 16-Bit Data**
With its 16-bit resolution and 400,000-conversions/s speed, the DVX 2503 is suitable for real-time data acquisition in both VXI and VME systems. The B-size (6U VME card) module offers 8 differential analog input channels that are multiplexed to an instrumentation amplifier followed by a programmable-gain amplifier. Amplifier gain is selected dynamically on a channel-by-channel basis without degrading the system's accuracy or measurement rate. Common-mode rejection ratio is better than 100 dB at 60 Hz. A 1000-word FIFO memory stores the collected data temporarily, guaranteeing continuity despite transfer gaps caused by processor and DMA latencies. The DVX 2503 costs $4500 and is available 8 to 10-weeks after receipt of an order. Quantity prices are available.

Analogic Corp.
8 Centennial Dr.
Centennial Industrial Park
Peabody, MA 01961
(508) 977-3000
➤ CIRCLE 378

**Interface System Makes Tight Connections**
An interface system for VXI bus mainframes offers a single, highly reliable connection between the mainframe and the unit under test. Two major components make up the system: an Interconnect Adapter and an Interlocking Receiver. The adapter connects the VXI card to two connector modules so that the entire module—including the card, the adapter with wiring, and the connector modules—can be easily inserted and removed from the mainframe. Connections are completed with signal paths as short as 4 in. The receiver hinges downward for easy access to the VXI modules in the mainframe. When closed, the receiver positions the connector modules automatically. The module is priced at $2800, with delivery within 6 weeks from receipt of an order.

Virginia Panel Corp.
1400 New Hope Rd.
Waynesboro, VA 22980
(703) 949-8376
➤ CIRCLE 379

**32-Relay Matrix Card Can Be Split or Combined**
Designed for either VXIbus or CDSbus systems, the 53A-365 matrix relay card contains 32 independently controlled DPDT relays that can be configured as either a 2- or a 4-wire matrix in various combinations. Users can open or close the relays randomly by transmitting ASCII characters from the system controller. A split-matrix switch enables the card to be configured as either one matrix or as two independent matrices of equal size. Using the card's front-edge D-connectors, modules can be chained together to create larger matrices. The 53A-365 sells for $750 and is available within 6 weeks of ordering.

Tektronix/Colorado Data Systems Inc.
3301 W. Hampden Englewood, CO 80110
(800) 237-2831 or (303) 762-1640
➤ CIRCLE 380

**Multichannel Counter Has 2-ns Resolution**
In a single-width C-size card, the HP E1420A universal counter supplies two 200-MHz channels and an optional 1.3-GHz channel. The unit boasts a 2-ns time interval resolution (200 ps with averaging) and rise/fall time measurements down to 15 ns. Besides the typical universal counter measurements of frequency, period, time interval, totalize, and ratio, the module automatically measures rise and fall times, pulse width, and ac/dc voltage. Up to 40 measurements/s are possible for a sequence of different measurements. A single type of measurement can be made 60 times a second. The HP E1420A costs $3450 and is available within 6 to 8 weeks.

Hewlett-Packard Co.
Loveland Instrument Div.
P.O. Box 301
Loveland, CO 80539-0301
(800) 752-0900 or (303) 679-5000
➤ CIRCLE 381
BUD...The best in metal enclosures.

Now...The new leader in plastics, too!

Now you can meet all of your plastic enclosure needs from the same source you're used to buying metal enclosures. Bud offers the most complete line of plastic enclosures in the industry along with custom fabrication services to meet your specific needs.
**VXIbus Products**

**▼ Kit Turns Sparcstation into a VXI Controller**

With the VXI-SB2020 interface kit, users can control VXIbus systems from any Sun Sparcstation employing an SBus slot. The kit gives the Sparcstation the equivalent capability of an embedded VXI controller that plugs directly into a VXIbus slot. The VXI-SB2020 comes with the integrated NI-VXI software, which includes intuitive tools to control VXI devices, driver software for VXI programming, and support for multiple mainframe systems. Hardware includes a 32-bit board that plugs into one SBus slot, a C-size Slot 0 module, and a 2-m cable. The kit costs $3700, with delivery in 30 days.

National Instruments
6504 Bridge Point Pkwy.
Austin, TX 78730-5039
(800) 433-3488 or (512) 794-8411
▶ CIRCLE 382

**▼ Shielded Mainframe Handles RF Applications**

Special shielding features and a low-noise power supply make the Model 1261E C-size VXI chassis ideal for RF and microwave applications. The mainframe incorporates double-skin construction and an easily removable shielded door for excellent attenuation of external signals. Cables enter the chassis through front and rear escutcheon plates, both of which are fully gasketed. A low-noise, low-ripple power supply ensures that measurements are unaffected by power-line noise. The chassis can handle 35 W/slot, thanks to a high-capacity cooling system with variable-speed fans that automatically provide the needed cooling with minimum noise.

Racal-Dana Instruments Inc.
4 Goodyear St.
Irvine, CA 92718-2002
(714) 859-8999
▶ CIRCLE 383

**▼ B-Size Chassis Boasts Full VXI Compatibility**

The VXI-B series consists of a portable 12-slot chassis, a VXI Slot 0 controller, and a 386SX- or 386-based PC-compatible embedded computer. Included with the system are MS-DOS and Windows/386, as well as the RadiSys EPConnect/VXI software, which contains the VXI resource manager, the bus probe, and the bus monitor. The chassis and software accommodate both VXI and VME modules. The systems offer full dynamic-configuration capability and a complete VXI backplane, including trigger lines, local bus, MODID lines, and an ECL clock. The VXI-B1, with a 16-MHz 386SX computer, costs $9995. The VXI-B2, which has a 25-MHz 386-based computer, goes for $12,285.

RadiSys Corp.
1954 NW Von Neumann Dr.
Beaverton, OR 97006
(503) 690-1229
▶ CIRCLE 384

**▼ Boards Help Introduce Designers to VXIbus**

Designers new to the VXIbus can use the Quick-Start program to speed up the design of original VXI modules and the reconfiguration of existing instruments. The package includes the VXI-5500 prototyping card, a C-size board that handles all VXI byte and word protocols. Two-thirds of the board is blank with insertion holes on 0.1-in. centers for easy component mounting. The VXI-5523 interface card contains the same circuitry on a card one-third the height of a C-size module. The card can be mated by a right-angle DIN connector to a user’s existing circuit. A companion hardware kit is a VXI-standard capsule designed for component cooling and RFI/EMI control. The VXI-5500 costs $975; the VXI-5523, $700; and the hardware kit, $200. Delivery is in two weeks.

ICS Electronics Corp.
2155 Old Oakland Rd.
San Jose, CA 95131
(305) 432-9009
▶ CIRCLE 385

**▼ Synchro/Resolver Has Broad Frequency Range**

The VXI 5388 combines synchro/resolver, angle-position indicator, and simulator functions in a one-slot C-size module. The simulator port of the card has a resolution of 0.001° with an accuracy of ±0.003°. Operating frequency ranges are 47 Hz to 2 kHz and 360 Hz to 10 kHz, and the line-to-line output range is 2 to 90 V rms. The card can simulate a transducer rotating at up to 1000°/second and can drive a load of up to 6 VA at 400 Hz. The card’s indicator function accepts stator line-to-line inputs from 20 to 90 V over a range of 47 Hz to 10 kHz. The VXI 5388 costs $6795 and is available 10 to 12 weeks after receipt of an order.

North Atlantic Industries Inc.
60 Plant Ave.
Hauppauge, NY 11788-3890
(516) 583-6060
▶ CIRCLE 386

**▼ VXI Modules Customize Functional Tester**

The Testar System 5000 (TS5000) is a mixed-signal, functional, automatic-test-equipment system using VXIbus B- and C-size modules running under the proprietary Testar Test Executive (TSEXEC). In addition to VXIbus instruments, the TS5000 supports a wide range of VME and IEEE-488 instruments. TSEXEC, a software kernal, offers an interactive and comprehensive set of application development tools and screens. The software acts as an interface between applications programs and the operating system. Functional diagnostics to the component level are provided. The company offers application engineering services, including maintenance support and applications programming. Prices start at less than $100,000.

Proteus Corp.
5827 S. Rapp St.
Littleton, CO 80120
(303) 795-5944
▶ CIRCLE 387
The BUS-65519 was designed to make life simpler for engineers tasked with testing MIL-STD-1553 Remote Terminals. This turnkey system allows an engineer to completely test a 1553 RT, in accordance with the SAE RT Production Test Plan (protocol tests), in less than 20 seconds!

The BUS-65519 comes complete with menu driven software. The user simply answers a series of questions regarding the operation of the Unit-Under-Test (UUT). The BUS-65519 automatically generates the executable code required to implement the test. The user does not need to write a single line of code!

In addition, when not being used for production test, the BUS-65519 can be used as a general purpose MIL-STD-1553B tester/simulator!

The test software generated by the BUS-65519 is not limited to use on the factory floor. The use of the SAE Production Test Plan insures that the 1553 RT correctly handles MIL-STD-1553 messages. This keeps the UUT's time to a minimum.

The characteristics of the particular UUT are saved to disk. Once the user selects "RUN" from the Main Menu, the BUS-65519 issues the required 1553 messages and evaluates the response from the RT. A report is automatically generated indicating whether the RT passed or failed.

If the unit fails, the report will indicate the specific tests to which the RT did not respond correctly. The user can rerun just those tests, in order to debug the problem.

An optional 16 bit I/O card allows the user to further automate the test procedure. This allows the BUS-65519 to automatically control discrete inputs to the UUT—such as RT address, status bits, and Power-On Reset—simplifying the user's test fixture.

BONUS—GENERAL PURPOSE TESTER CAPABILITIES!

When not being used for RT Production Testing, the BUS-65519 can be used as a general purpose 1553 tester. It has all the capabilities of the popular BUS-65517II card.

This includes simultaneous simulation of BC, multiple RT's, and intelligent Bus Monitor. Error injection capabilities include word count, bit count, zero crossing, gap, and RT response errors.

Whether your needs are for Incoming Test, Design Verification, or Production Test—the BUS-65519 provides an inexpensive, easy-to-use solution.

Order yours today! For additional product or application information, contact Fabio Stanzini, Applications Engineer, at 1-800-DDC-1772, x206.
THE WORLD'S LARGEST SELECTION
OF ELECTRONIC DESIGN TOOLS.
IF WE DON'T HAVE IT, WE'LL FIND IT FOR YOU!

Product Evaluation Engineers Are At Your Service
To Help You Choose Products That Are Right For You

A complete low cost PCB design system from schematic to Gerber plot. Available as an integrated system or flexible individual modules. Full compatibility with industry standard input and output interfaces.

EZ-ROUTE
A remarkably low cost and completely integrated PCB CAD system which includes the PC-Pro layout module as well as schematic capture, and automatic routing. Create, edit, and print schematics with the built-in schematic utilities. Generate a layout then use the autoroute utility to drastically speed up trace layout. Provide the necessary design documentation with the built-in text editor. This package helps you create all supporting documentation such as parts list, bill of materials, etc.

EZ-ROUTE PLUS
A substantial enhancement to the EZ-Route system. This integrated upgrade allows you to use all the features of EZ-Route and will further improve design quality by including a design rule checker which will find and correct errors.EZ-Route Plus also contains Plotview, which allows you to view your completed artwork. Zoom into critical layout areas and see the details of your design. Reduce your production cost with the panelization feature of Plotview which allows you to use all the features of EZ-ROUTE and will further improve design quality by including a design rule checker which will find and correct errors. EZ-Route Plus also contains Plotview, which allows you to view your completed artwork.

PC-PRO
Now get a low cost PCB layout package that will augment your current schematic capture program or use it for design work on a stand alone basis. PC-PRO is the PCB layout module that comes with EZ-Route integrated packages. It interfaces with Schematics, Oram, ProCAD, FutureNet and many others. It is a full performance PCB layout package that gives you the power to quickly place parts, route traces and annotate and edit board layouts. Select from a variety of standard footprints including surface mount devices, traces and pads. PC-Pro will generate all parts list and netlist when the layout is complete. Output your PCB layout to Gerber plot format for use with numerous industry standard plotters.

DOS and MAC Products

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PCB LAYOUT</th>
<th>DOS</th>
<th>MAC</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Autotrax</td>
<td>$99</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto PCB-1</td>
<td>$99</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto PCB-2</td>
<td>$99</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEDesigner III</td>
<td>$99</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEDesigner III/Ext.</td>
<td>$99</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDS-1</td>
<td>$99</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easytrax II</td>
<td>$99</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIWIRE II</td>
<td>$99</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAY3</td>
<td>$99</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCAD PCB-1</td>
<td>$99</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacEasytrax 2</td>
<td>$99</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC-Check</td>
<td>$99</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC-Pro</td>
<td>$99</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schema Autoplace</td>
<td>$99</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schema-PCB</td>
<td>$99</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>smARTWORK</td>
<td>$99</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traxstar</td>
<td>$99</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EZ Route</td>
<td>$99</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIWIRE II AR</td>
<td>$99</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCAD Tracker</td>
<td>$99</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROUTERS</th>
<th>DOS</th>
<th>MAC</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PC-Route</td>
<td>$99</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHEMATIC CAPTURE</td>
<td>$99</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AutoSchema</td>
<td>$99</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell</td>
<td>$99</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCAD Schematics</td>
<td>$99</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCH3</td>
<td>$99</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schema III</td>
<td>$99</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHEMATIC</td>
<td>$99</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EzSketch</td>
<td>$99</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EzSketch /286</td>
<td>$99</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EzSketch /865</td>
<td>$99</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DIGITAL &amp; ANALOG SIMULATION</th>
<th>DOS</th>
<th>MAC</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AutoCAD-1</td>
<td>$99</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Works</td>
<td>$99</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECA-2</td>
<td>$99</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICAP-286</td>
<td>$99</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICAP-2X</td>
<td>$99</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intascope 2.11</td>
<td>$99</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intascope 2.1</td>
<td>$99</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IsSpice /286</td>
<td>$99</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IsSpice /865</td>
<td>$99</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCA-1</td>
<td>$99</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>THERMAL ANALYSIS</th>
<th>DOS</th>
<th>MAC</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sauna</td>
<td>$99</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THERM3</td>
<td>$99</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MATH PACKAGES</th>
<th>DOS</th>
<th>MAC</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Derive 2</td>
<td>$99</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical Eng. Apps</td>
<td>$99</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MathCAD 2.0</td>
<td>$99</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MathCAD 2.5</td>
<td>$99</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matrixx</td>
<td>$99</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GRAPHICS PROGRAMS</th>
<th>DOS</th>
<th>MAC</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AutoSketch 3.0</td>
<td>$99</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AutoCAM</td>
<td>$99</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DesignCAD 3.1.2D</td>
<td>$99</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DesignCAD 4.1.2D</td>
<td>$99</td>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Call Toll-Free 1-800-743-7074 To Order Or To Receive Our NEW FREE CATALOG

For Design Engineers and Technical Professionals Only...
With fast-Fourier-transform capability, the 11403A digitizing oscilloscope can convert time-domain acquisitions into the frequency domain for spectral analysis. Users can select from six FFT windowing functions: rectangular, triangular, Hamming, Hanning, Blackman, and Blackman-Harris. Other waveform processing capabilities include pass/fail testing and simultaneous measurements on multiple waveforms. The modular scope can accommodate up to 12 acquisition channels that have dual independent time bases and vertical resolution of 14 bits, with averaging. The 11403A costs $18,950, with delivery 4 weeks after receipt of an order.

Tektronix Inc.
P.O. Box 19638
Portland, OR 97219-0638
(800) 426-2200
▶ CIRCLE 388

4-CHANNEL DIGITAL SCOPE HAS 100-MHZ BANDWIDTH

The DL1200A 4-channel digital oscilloscope features a 100-MHz analog bandwidth. Maximum sampling rate is 100 Msamples/s on one channel and 20 Msamples/s on four channels. Vertical resolution is 8 bits, and record length is 128 ksamples (32 ksamples/channel on 4-channel operation). Features include automatic setup, go/no-go decision making, automatic waveform measurements, and a dynamic accumulate mode. Users can capture four signals with long time intervals using one trigger event. Prices start at less than $5000, with delivery in 8 weeks.

Yokogawa Corporation of America
2 Dart Rd.
Newnan, GA 30265-1094
(404) 253-7000
▶ CIRCLE 390

I960CA EMULATOR WORKS TO 33 MHZ IN REAL TIME

With an operating speed of 33 MHz, the Express Plus offers nonintrusive, real-time in-circuit emulation for Intel's i960CA. To eliminate potential interference from high-speed signals traveling along cable connections, the target processor remains in the circuit. Then, while the system executes code, the Express Plus passively monitors all i960CA bus activity and records it in trace memory. The emulator reconstructs programs executing from the processor's cache by using all of the control information supplied by the processor and special emulator software. The Express Plus costs $28,750, with delivery 4 weeks after receipt of an order.

Hewlett-Packard Co.
Lake Stevens Instrument Div.
8600 Soper Hill Rd.
Everett, WA 98205-1298
(800) 752-0900
▶ CIRCLE 389

EMULATORS ADD 68332 SUPPORT

The HMI-200 series emulators have added support for the Motorola 68332 microprocessor. The instrument offers real-time emulation, four complex break and trigger points, and two 4-kword-by-104-bit trace buffers, including 16 external trace bits and 32 bits of time-tag information. Standard emulation memory is 256 kbytes, with 1, 2, or 4 Mbytes optional. The 200-series emulators are integrated with SourceGate, a window-driven high-level language debugger that supports C, Pascal, PL/M, and Ada compilers. The 68332 version of the HMI-200 sells for $16,000. SourceGate for the IBM PC family is $1500.

Huntsville Microsystems Inc.
4040 S. Memorial Pkwy.
Huntsville, AL 35802
(205) 881-6005
▶ CIRCLE 392

PROGRAMMING SOFTWARE AUTOMATES SCOPE TESTS

Software for the 400-series digital oscilloscopes makes it possible for users to write customized programs for automating analysis and test tasks. The Tact software consists of a learn function, a Basic language subset, and an editor. Custom menus and operator prompts can be created for automated testing, without the need for an external computer or an interface. Using an AT-style keyboard and the software's full-screen editor, users can create or modify Tact programs on the scope. Conditional testing, branching, variable storage, and disk and printer output are available, as well as extensive waveform analysis. The programs are stored on a floppy disk, hard disk, or 44-Mbyte disk cartridges.

Nicolet Test Instruments
5225 Verona Rd.
Madison, WI 53711
(800) 356-3090 or (608) 273-5008
▶ CIRCLE 393
From LaserJets® to fighter jets, our high-performance FACT QS and FCTA set the pace in logic.

Delivering high performance to a broader range of applications.

Whether it's a printer churning out 8 PPM or an F-18 scorching the sky at Mach 2+, your application requires advanced logic solutions that deliver low power. Which is exactly what you get with our low-noise FACT Quiet Series and high-speed FACT FCTA families.

Together, these devices provide innovative solutions to the distinctly different needs of a broad spectrum of high-performance applications.

Needs that range from the ultra-low power of battery-operated systems to the searing speeds dictated by RISC processing. To guaranteed 50-ohm dynamic drive for low-impedance bus environments (something that reduced-output swing ACMOS technologies and BCT can't do). To the 64mA low-level static drive required of VME-type termination schemes.

Silencing noise with advanced circuitry.

Beyond speed, power, and drive there's the issue of noise. Our USC® (Under-Shoot Corrector) and patented GTO™ (Graduated Turn-On Output) circuits enable our devices to offer the lowest ground bounce of any ACMOS family. And their split-ground bus results in the best dynamic noise margins of *any* logic technology.

Plus, with controlled output edges and negligible ringing, FACT QS generates lower spectral content than BCT and non-standard-pin-out ACL families.*

Producing a complete family of ACMOS logic.

With our high-performance FACT QS and FACT FCTA devices, we've enhanced our multi-functional, broad-based line of ACMOS logic devices, which already includes standard FACT and FCT. What's more, FACT is available with Standard Military Drawings, JAN 38510 level B, and S-level processing. So regardless of your application, we have the solution.

Keep pace with the leaders in logic.

For more information, including datasheets and samples, on our ACMOS families, call or write us today.

We'll get you up to speed in no time at all.

1-800-NAT-SEMI, Ext. 111
National Semiconductor Corp.
P.O. Box 7643
Mt. Prospect, IL 60056-7643

© 1991 National Semiconductor Corporation. USC and GTO are trademarks of National Semiconductor Corporation.
LaserJet is a registered trademark of Hewlett-Packard Company.

*From a 1990 study conducted by Washington Labs Inc., a subsidiary of Violette Engineering Corporation.
Control any IEEE-488 (HP-IB, GP-IB) device with our cards, cables, and software for the PC/AT/386, EISA, MicroChannel, and NuBus.

**AUTOHANDLER PROGRAMS, TESTS, MARKS ICS**
The Quality Automation Autolaser 3100 is a standalone handler system that programs, tests, and marks ICs in one operation. The permanent marking, which is performed by a built-in laser, is unaffected by solvents or high temperatures used in board manufacturing. The system supports plastic leadless chip carriers, dual in-line packages, and small-outline packages. Print densities are available in eight pitches with proportional spacing. The pick-and-place technology used by the Autolaser 3100 is designed to prevent lead damage to surface-mounted devices. The chips move gently down a track of air and are transported through the system by hydraulically operated vacuum cups under microprocessor control.

**SYSTEM EVALUATES, TESTS, DEVELOPS ADC CIRCUITS**
Designers can test, evaluate, and develop applications for Burr-Brown's very high-performance analog-to-digital converters using the DSPlab SYS604. The system, which is PC-based, was specifically designed for the ADC604 ADC. Included with the system is a single or dual analog-input system and one or two 64-kword input buffer boards. The input system uses the ADC604, which is a 12-bit, 5-MHz sampling converter with an 83-dB spurious-free dynamic range. Software included is the ZPA1000 digital signal-analysis test software and DSPlab XL development software. The system comes with a 50-MHz digital-signal-processing board that uses the AT&T WE DSP32C processor. Single-quantity price is $13,100 for one channel and $17,200 for two channels. Delivery is from stock to 6 weeks.

**PC/AT CARD CHASSIS HAS 200-W POWER SUPPLY**
A 10-in. portable PCXI chassis has six slots for PC/AT-based function cards. The PX1020 chassis comes with the PX1570, a 200-W switching power supply. In addition, the chassis has six 16-bit PC/AT bus connectors on the backplane. Cooling is accomplished by positive-pressure airflow from a 72-cfm positive-pressure fan. Termination resistors are provided on clock, address, and data lines. The PX1020 chassis costs $995.

**POD EMULATES XXC528-SERIES MICROCONTROLLERS**
The POD-C528 allows the EMUL51-PC in-circuit emulator to support the Philips Components-Signetics 80C528, 83C528, and 87C528 microcontrollers. The unit accommodates all of the microcontrollers' features, including their extended RAM and power-control modes at all speeds. The EMUL51-PC employs a flexible modular architecture consisting of a PC plug-in emulator board and an optional plug-in trace board. The POD-C528 costs $885 and the EMUL51-PC goes for $2390.

**DMM INCLUDES BRIGHT LED DISPLAY**
A 0.5-in. bright LED display makes the Model 2831A digital multimeter (DMM) easy to read in all lighting conditions. The 3-1/2-digit DMM features 0.1% dc voltage accuracy and ac voltage response to 40 kHz. The meter measures current to 20 A, voltage to 1200 V dc or 1000 V ac, and resistance to 20 MΩ. It also has a diode test capability. All functions are overload protected. The Model 2831A is priced at $295.

**FREE: INFORMATIVE CATALOG**
Free: Informative catalog 800-234-4232
Applications help (617) 234-1818

**TEST & MEASUREMENT**
Our new ML2261 8-bit A/D converter takes speed and accuracy to an entirely new level: 670ns.

Latch onto Micro Linear's new ML2261. Without question, the fastest, most accurate microprocessor-compatible 8-bit A/D converter on the market. With performance features that'll leave most microprocessors in a no-wait state.

By utilizing half-flash techniques, the ML2261 achieves A/D conversion times of 670ns over temperature and Vcc. It quickly converts an analog 0V to 5V sine wave at 500 kHz to its digital representation with 48 dB signal-to-noise ratio. Digital error correction is used to achieve a total unadjusted error of better than ±¼ LSB. (Total unadjusted error includes the sum of linearity, zero scale and full scale errors).

It's also easier to use, because the ML2261's differential architecture provides superior power supply rejection. The analog input is 0V to 5V with a 5V power supply. And because inputs can withstand at least 25 mA, you can achieve better latch-up immunity on analog inputs. The digital interface is also designed to keep up with the fastest microprocessors and appears as a memory location or I/O port to the microprocessor. In addition, no external clock is required and power dissipation is a mere 75 mW. All parameters are guaranteed over the supply tolerance and temperature range.

Combined, the ML2261 gives you the fastest, most accurate, easiest to use 8-bit converter for a wide range of applications including disk drives, medical instrumentation and signal processing. With a price/performance ratio that's significantly lower than comparable converters.

Devices are now available in standard 20-pin DIP or surface-mount PCC packages, with 100-unit prices beginning under $9.00.

For more information.

To find out more about how you can quickly convert your new product design to the ML2261, just call (408) 433-5200. Or write to: Micro Linear, Dept. TFA, 2092 Concourse Drive, San Jose, CA 95131. We'll send you all the specs. In a flash.

The ML2261 maintains ideal signal-to-noise ratios independent of increasing analog input frequencies to 500kHz.
ASICs, PROGRAMMABLE ICs KEEP SURGING

Sales of application-specific ICs and programmable chips are flourishing. Revenues from ASICs and programmable devices will grow from $7.3 billion last year to $12.6 billion in 1995. But as costs skyrocket, more specialized ICs are being fabricated in CMOS, according to predictions from Electronic Trend Publications.

The Saratoga, Calif., market researcher tracks the ASIC market by gate arrays, standard cells, and full custom ICs. Programmable ICs comprise programmable logic devices, erasable programmable logic devices, and field-programmable gate arrays. Sales of full custom devices are expected to drop off by 25% by 1995 as users opt for gate arrays and FPGAs, which have lower development costs. ASICs are expected to grow 10% a year until 1995, propelled by their use in portable cellular phones and other compact equipment.

Programmable ICs should see an 11% increase overall by 1995. EPLDs and FPGAs are expected to double their market share, to 6% by mid-decade. About 80% of these chips will be built in CMOS through 1995, says Electronic Trends. Still, use of gallium arsenide and biCMOS is expected to grow at least 10% as users seek greater speed.

Bleak outlook: The U.S. share of the worldwide market for computers—mainframes, minicomputers, workstations, and PCs—is steadily dropping. Meanwhile, Japanese market share is gaining, with Japan expected to overtake the U.S. as market leader by 1993. So forecasts the Semiconductor Industry Association. Japan's semiconductor sales eclipsed those of the U.S. in 1986. Also eroding is U.S. market share vs. Japan in semiconductor equipment and ICs, including DRAMs, microprocessors, microcontrollers, peripheral logic, and ASICs.
7:05 am: Breakfast
Suddenly, between bites, the answer to that new system design jumps right into your brain. But how to make it work in silicon? Use an Actel field programmable gate array!

8:50 am: Design
You warm up the design program on your 386 and put in the final touches. Then a quick rule check and 25 MHz system simulation with the Action Logic System software.

11:00 am: Place & Route
You watch the system place and route all 1700 gates (out of 2000 available) in under 40 minutes. 100% automatically! A final timing check. Then think of something to do until lunch.

12:00 pm: Lunch
Remember lunch? Normal people actually stop working and have a nice meal—right in the middle of the day! With Actel's logic solution, this could become a habit.

Actel Field Programmable Gate Array Systems.
They're a feast for your imagination.

Actel's ACT™ 1 arrays bring you a completely new approach to logic integration. Not just another brand of EPLD, PAL® or LCA™ chips. But true, high density, desktop configurable, channeled gate arrays.

They're the core of the Action Logic System, Actel's comprehensive design and production solution for creating your own ASICs. Right at your desk. On a 386 PC or workstation. With familiar design tools like Viewlogic™, OrCAD®, and Mentor.” And do it in hours instead of weeks. Even between meals.

How? With features like 85% gate utilization. Guaranteed. Plus 100% automatic placement and routing. Guaranteed. So you finish fast, and never get stuck doing the most

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actel FPGA Product Family</th>
<th>1010A</th>
<th>1020A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent Gates</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gate Array</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLD/LCA</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>6000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User I/O</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Clock (MHz)</td>
<td>20-40</td>
<td>20-40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability</td>
<td>NOW</td>
<td>NOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology (micron)</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Breakfast And
n By Dinner.

1:15 pm: Program
You load the Activator™
programming module with a
2000-gate ACT 1020 chip and
hit "configure." Take a very
quick coffee break while your
design becomes a reality.

1:25 pm: Test
You do a complete,
real-time performance check,
with built-in test circuits that
provide 100% observability of
all on-chip functions. Without
generating any test vectors.

4:00 pm: Production
Your pride and joy is
designed, created, tested, and
off to the boys in Production.
And you're finished way ahead
of schedule! Better think of
something to do until 5:00.

6:00 pm: Dinner
Remember dinner? Normal
people actually go home and
eat with their families. On your
way, start thinking about how
Actel's logic solution can help
you be brilliant tomorrow.

tedious part of the job by hand.
Design verification is quick
and easy with our Actionprobe™
diagnostic tools, for 100% observa-
bility of internal logic signals.
Guaranteed. So you don't have to give
up testability for convenience.

In fact, the only thing you'll
give up is the NRE you pay with full
masked arrays. You can get started
with an entry level Action Logic
System for under $5000. Guaranteed.
And Actel FPGAs are even
883 mil-spec compliant.
You can be brilliant right now
with 1200- and 2000-gate devices,
and a whole new family of 8000-,
4000- and 2500-gate parts are on the
way. Call 1-800-227-1817, ext 60
today for a free demo disk and full
details about the Action Logic System.

It could make your whole day.

Actel
Risk-Free Logic Integration

© 1990 Actel Corporation, 955 E. Arques Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94086. ACT, Action Logic, Activator and
Actionprobe are trademarks of Actel Corporation. All other products or brand names mentioned are trade-
marks or registered trademarks of their respective holders.

CIRCLE 139
What do you think about the education that young engineers receive these days?

Engineering education really begins in elementary school with the teaching of math and science. Although technical material is important, engineers do need other skills such as writing, speaking, and managerial know-how.

Someone once suggested that (at the college level) engineers take managerial courses and that management students take engineering courses. The foreign-language idea presented by Alain Beaulieu, Ottawa, Ontario, is very timely [Oct. 25, 1990, p. 86]. Everybody (engineer or otherwise) should be schooled in a second language. The economy is becoming increasingly global and to prepare young people for the competitive marketplace, we must teach them technical, managerial, and communication skills. Robin A. Schwartz, Huntington, N. Y.

The burden of educating young engineers in subject areas outside of engineering should be shared by the students themselves and the industry that is employing them. As a young engineer (25) who graduated from college three and a half years ago, I have a fairly up-to-date perspective on the issue. I completed my BSE in computer systems engineering in five years, attending school full time for the first three and part-time (while working as a full-time engineer) the second two. In order to complete the curriculum in four years, an engineering student is expected to take course loads of 18 hours a semester.

Before curriculum changes will have any effect, engineering students will have to realize the benefits of using the humanities courses in a productive manner instead of taking the known courses for the easy A. Sadly, the emphasis is too much on keeping abreast of the most up-to-date technology; the job market is competitive and employers are concerned more with what computer languages a student knows or what types of digital design courses he or she has taken. Until employers start placing a value on a well-rounded education, the average engineering student will not bother pursuing it. Mark Fogle, Chandler, Ariz.

What's your opinion on the education of today's young engineers? Fax your opinion to (201) 392-0637 or mail to Electronic Design, Reader Opinions, 611 Route 46 West, Hasbrouck Heights, NJ 07604.
A n optical encoder design guide is free from BEI Motion Systems Co. The 16-page booklet gives information on absolute and incremental encoder operations. It explains the use of tachometer and quadrature outputs and describes various count multiplication techniques. There is also a section of selecting encoders for industrial environments and a glossary.

Contact the company's Industrial Encoder Division, 7230 Hollister Ave., Goleta, CA 93117-2891; (805) 968-0782; fax (805) 968-3154.

E ngineers can tour an IC manufacturing facility without leaving their chairs. Sand to Circuit, a videotape from Texas Instruments, shows how raw silicon becomes packaged circuits. The VHS tape covers silicon crystal growth, wafer fab, and quality control. The 40-minute tape, at $90, is available from TI's Semiconductor Group (SC-9105), P. O. Box 88066, Dallas, TX 75380-9066; (800) 356-5236, ext. 700; (214) 242-0864.

W HAT ARE THE PRIMARY APPLICATIONS FOR YOUR 32-BIT DESIGNS?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Military/aerospace</td>
<td>32.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAE/CAD workstations</td>
<td>17.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication systems/equipment</td>
<td>16.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal computers</td>
<td>16.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peripheral controllers/drivers</td>
<td>14.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General-purpose/multibit computers</td>
<td>14.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphics</td>
<td>13.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scientific laboratory control</td>
<td>10.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test &amp; measurement equipment/s</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial/manufacturing control</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robotics</td>
<td>5.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automotive</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: a survey of Electronic Design readers conducted by the Adams Co., Palo Alto, Calif.

T IPS ON INVESTING

The following checklist suggests some ways that engineers can prepare for investing in the 1990s.

- Reassess future needs and goals. Milestones such as marriage, children, and retirement may signal a need to change investment strategies.
- Adjust portfolio to changes in the market. Just as investment goals can change fundamentally over time, so can the long-term prospects of individual investments be affected by war in the Middle East and recession, for example.
- Maintain a long-term perspective. Long-term investing tends to smooth out the short-term fluctuations of the financial markets. Long-term investors are likely to profit from long-term trends, which have always been positive for stocks, bonds, and many other investments.
- Monitor investments regularly. Investing for the long-term does not mean buying an investment and forgetting about it.
- Take advantage of global opportunities. One significant investment trend of the 1990s is globalization—the emergence of worldwide financial markets.
- Understand the effect of changes in the tax laws. In 1990, Congress enacted legislation that will raise federal taxes and curtail deductions for many Americans. Many states are considering similar increases.
- Look for quality in long-term investments. Quality is the hallmark of the long-term investment. Many fixed-income investments are assessed for quality by independent rating firms such as Moody's and Standard & Poor's.
- Fighting inflation over the long term. Preserving capital doesn't mean just holding onto assets, it means preserving a lifestyle. Even the most conservative, income-oriented investor needs to include a growth component in his or her portfolio to compensate for the effects of inflation over the long term. This is particularly true for mature investors who rely on retirement income.
- Protect your capital from catastrophe. An engineering investor must be prepared for financial emergencies that may arise because of poor health, especially for older investors.
- Leave a financial legacy for children, grandchildren, or other heirs. Ensuring that an estate is left for heirs is another critical component of an engineer's financial plan.

Henry Wiesel is a financial consultant with Shearson Lehman Brothers Inc. and a qualified pension coordinator with the Private Client Group. Wiesel invites questions and comments, which should be addressed to him at Shearson, 1040 Broad St., Shrewsbury, NJ 07702, (800) 631-2221; (800) 221-0073 in N.J.; (908) 389-8300 outside the U.S.
### TOAT - R512 TOAT -124

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accuracy (dB)</th>
<th>(+/-dB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TOAT-3610 TOAT-51020

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accuracy (dB)</th>
<th>(+/-dB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Precision TTL-Controlled Attenuators**

Now... precision TTL-controlled attenuators accurate over 10 to 1000MHz and -55 to +100°C.

Four models are available in the new TOAT-series, each with 3 discrete attenuators switchable to provide 7 discrete and accurate attenuation levels (see chart). Cascade all four models for up to 64.5dB control in 0.5dB steps. Custom values available on request.

The 50-ohm TOAT-series performs with <1µsec switching speed and can handle power levels up to 0dBm. Units are housed in a rugged hermetically-sealed TO-8 package to withstand the shock, vibration, and temperature stresses of MIL-STD-883. Connector versions are available.

Take advantage of the $59.95 (1-9 qty) price breakthrough to stimulate new applications as you implement present designs and plan future systems.
CIRCLE 521 MEASURE DUTY CYCLE TO 0.5% ACCURACY

M.S. NAGARAJ
ISRO Satellite Centre, Digital Systems Div., Airport Rd., Viminapura P.O., Bangalore 560017 India.

THIS CIRCUIT MEASURES DUTY CYCLE to 0.5% accuracy and then displays the percentage. The input pulse is converted to a constant height by the AND gates. The voltage divider, consisting of R₁, P₁, and R₂, scales down the input to V_REF and sends it to the In-HI of the ADC. Then, Vᵢᵢ is divided by V_REF to get the duty cycle.

Pulse-width modulators are commonly used in switched-mode power supplies and dc motor-speed controllers. To test the modulators, the pulse trains' duty cycles at their outputs need to be measured. To find the duty cycle (η), the pulse width (t) and the pulse period (T) should be measured using a high-frequency clock. Then the ratio of \( \eta = t/T \) can be computed.

By adding two CMOS gates to a standard display circuit configured around an Intersil 7107 3-1/2-digit analog-to-digital converter (ADC), the pulse train's duty-cycle percentage can be exhibited (see the figure). The circuit can compute, with reasonable accuracy, the duty cycle of a train with a pulse rate as low as 100 pulses/s. However, accuracy increases to better than 0.5% for a pulse rate ranging from 1 to 250 kHz.

The CMOS gates convert the incoming pulse train into pulses of constant height (Vₘ = 5 V). Note that for CMOS parts, the output voltage swing closely approaches V_DD - V_SS. Difference voltages V_DD - V_OH and V_OL - V_SS have maximum values of 10 mV according to the specifications, but are usually close to 1 mV.

The voltage divider formed by R₃ and R₄ supplies a reference voltage (V_REF) of about 1 V at the ADC's Ref-HI input. The height of the pulse train is also scaled down to V_REF by the voltage divider formed by R₁, P₁, and R₂, which is then fed to the ADC's In-HI input. The pulse train's mean average value = \( \eta \times V_{REF} \).

The 7107 chip displays the ratio of the voltages at its In-HI and Ref-HI inputs. The display reading = Vᵢᵢ/V_REF = \( (\eta \times V_{REF})/V_{REF} \) = duty cycle. The right decimal point in the tens position is turned on so that the display reads the duty cycle as a percentage.

Send in Your Ideas for Design

CIRCLE 522 CONVERT BCD 56 TIMES FASTER

STEVEN B. LEELAND
Fairchild Data Corp., 350 N. Hayden Rd., Scottsdale, AZ 85257; (602) 949-1155.

A highly interactive interpreted language, such as Quick Basic, offers a nearly ideal environment for PC-based test equipment. However, due to the massive amounts of data conversion that might be required, even Quick Basic's performance can be limiting. An assembly-language function that can be called from within Quick Basic improves BCD-to-binary conversions by a factor of 56 (Fig. 1).

Four-digit binary-coded decimal (BCD) values can be collected directly from test-equipment hardware or from a general-purpose instrumentation bus, such as the GPIB or IEEE-488. When an application requires massive amounts of conversions of this data, user delays can be lengthy. Using the assembly-lan-
At the mains input as quickly as possible to the mains. This can turn a power-fail interrupt. In most cases, the system is floating with respect to the mains. This can turn fault sensing into a cumbersome task, especially because transformers can behave erratically during power-down conditions. Sense circuitry at the mains side must be powered from a high voltage with a high power loss. Moreover, timing is difficult to manage concerning load variations.

This circuit, which has a low part count and no isolation problems, offers an easy solution for some cases (see the figure). All pulse-width-modulator regulating principles adjust the circuit’s duty cycle as the ratio from the input to the output voltage. During typical execution, the output voltage stays relatively constant so that the duty cycle is directly proportional to the input voltage. The duty cycle can easily be sensed at either side of the transformer as well as from the pulse-width modulator itself.

For an early warning in case of a power-fail condition, the absolute value of the voltage is of no importance. However, the increasing duty

---
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**CIRCUIT SENSES POWER-DOWN**

ROBERT SPREITZHOFER

Alcatel Austria AG, Dep. GTC, Scheydgasse 41 A1210, Vienna, Austria.

---

**1. THIS ASSEMBLY-LANGUAGE FUNCTION**

performs BCD-to-binary conversions. One place that requires these conversions is in test equipment, where massive amounts of data are collected. The function can be called from Quick Basic.

---

**2. THIS PROGRAM INVOKES** the assembly-language function that performs the conversions. The program uses Quick Basic’s built-in timer function to measure the conversions’ execution time with or without the assembly-language function.

---

**DECLARE SUB BCDBIN% (BYVAL bcdval%)**

**NAME BCDBIN**

**PUBLIC BCDBIN**

**BCDVAL EQU WORD PTR [BP + 6]**

**BC _ TEXT SEGMENT WORD PUBLIC 'CODE''**

**ASSUME CS,BC _ TEXT**

**BCDBIN PROC FAR**

**PUSH BP**

**MOV BP, SP**

**MOV AX, BCDVAL ; AX = 4d digit BCD number (e.g.,ABCD)**

**MOV CL, AL ; CL = CD**

**MOV AL, AH ; AL = AB**

**CALL BCDBYT ; AL = 10A + B**

**MOV BH, AL**

**MOV AX, 0 ; AX = 10A + B**

**MOV BL, AH ; BX = 2560A + 256B**

**ADD AX, AX ; AX = 2A + 2B**

**ADD AX, AX ; AX = 40A + 4B**

**SHR BX, 1 ; BX = 1280A + 128B**

**ADD AX, BX ; AX = 640A + 64B**

**SHR BX, 1 ; BX = 320A + 32B**

**ADD AX, BX ; AX = 1000A + 100B**

**MOV AL, CL ; AL = CD**

**CALL BCDBYT ; AL = 10C + D**

**MOV AH, 0 ; AX = 10C + D**

**ADD AX, BX ; AX = 1000A + 100B + 10C + D**

**MOV AL, CL ; AL = CD**

**CALL BCDBYT ; AL = 10D + D**

**MOV AX, 0 ; AX = 10D + D**

**ADD AX, BX ; AX = 1000A + 100B + 10C + D**

**MOV SP, BP**

**POP BP**

**RET 2**

**BCDBIN ENDP**

**BCDBYT PROC NEAR**

**MOV AH, AL ; AH = AL = 2 digit BCD number (e.g., AB)**

**AND AX, 0F00FH ; AH = 16A, AL = B**

**SHR AH, 1 ; AH = 8A**

**ADD AL, AH ; AL = 8A + B**

**SHR AH, 1 ; AH = 4A**

**SHR AH, 1 ; AH = 2A**

**ADD AL, AH ; AL = 10A + B**

**RET ; result returned in AL**

**BCDBYT ENDP**

**BC _ TEXT ENDS**

**END**

---

**DECLARE FUNCTION BCDBIN% (BYCAL Value%)**

**CLS**

**Test% = &H9999**

**Loops% = 30000**

**For % = 1 To Loops%**

**NEXT Empty = TIMER - Start**

**Start = TIMER**

**Measure empty loop time**

**Result% = VAL (HEX$ (Test%))**

**Loops% = 30000**

**For % = 1 To Loops%**

**NEXT**

**Start = TIMER - Start**

**Measure BASIC performance**

**Result% = VAL (HEX$ (Test%))**

**NEXT**

**Start = TIMER**

**Measure BCDBIN performance**

**Result% = BCHBIN% (BYCAL Value%)**

**PRINT "BCDBIN test case = " ; Result%; " Execution performance = " ; BCDTime**

**BCDTime = TIMER - Start - Empty**

**NEXT**

**Start = TIMER**

**Measure empty loop time**

**Result% = VAL (HEX$ (Test%))**

**NEXT**

**Start = TIMER**

**Measure BASIC performance**

**Result% = VAL (HEX$ (Test%))**

**NEXT**

**Start = TIMER**

**Measure BCDBIN performance**

**Result% = BCHBIN% (BYCAL Value%)**

**PRINT "Performance improvement factor = " ; BCDTime / BCDTime**

**PRINT **

**PRINT **

**PRINT **

**PRINT **

**PRINT **

**PRINT **

**PRINT **
That Was Then...

...This Is Now!

Remember last May when 33-MHz seemed incredibly fast? That’s when Quality delivered 12ns 16Kx4 SRAMs for ultra-fast cache designs.

Today the real action starts at 40-MHz, and you’ll be glad to know we’re not just talking about 10ns devices—but shipping in production quantities right now!

Choose the QS8886 with output enable in 24-pin PDIP SOJ, or space-saving ZIP. Or the QS8888 with common I/O in 22-pin PDIP or 24-pin SOJ. Both give you legitimate 10ns specs for consistent 10ns performance, cycle after cycle.

Our 1-micron QCMOS process means low power and high density, and our 6-T cell design eliminates static hold and adds reliability over 4-T and BiCMOS designs.

And because you need more than fast cache to complete your system, ask about our 15ns FIFO memories and QSFCT™ logic family in FCT/A/B/C speeds.

To order 10 or 12ns SRAMS, call 408-986-1700.

Ask about our latest High-Performance CMOS data book with logic, cache and specialty memories designed to help you keep pace in the megahertz race. After all, that was then...this is now!

QUALITY SEMICONDUCTOR
2946 Scott Boulevard, Santa Clara, CA 95054
Phone: (408) 986-1700 FAX: (408) 496-0773

Article shown was published in Electronic Buyers News, May 7, 1990
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The circuit indicates a duty cycle with more than 90%, leaving some room for increase before the real power-down occurs. The circuit switches to a backup battery with very little delay when the 90% duty cycle is reached, regardless of the reason for the increase. Also, the loss of regulation capability is seen as a power-down condition.

This circuit generates an early power-fail indication by sensing when a pulse-width-modulated regulator's duty cycle reaches 90%. The HC132 quad NAND gate's output will be high for an off-time of less than 1 µs and low for an off-time of greater than 1 µs.

To Electronic Design:
I am writing to express my concern about an Idea for Design that appeared in the Dec. 27, 1990 issue of Electronic Design titled “Detect Earth-Line Leakage Current.” The circuit does indeed detect earth-line leakage current. It does not, however, protect against shock hazard as the text states.

The schematic shows a connection to a 220-V ac circuit consisting of line, neutral, and safety ground. Typically, utility companies don't provide this type of service, so I'll address the more common 277/480, 120/240, and 120/208-V services. The following remarks also apply to the type of service specified in the article, should it be available somewhere.

The problem arises because the service's neutral conductor is grounded. That is, it's connected to a copper rod that's driven into the earth. For this reason, the National Electric Code requires that certain circuits or receptacle outlets be equipped with ground-fault protection to prevent a circuit fault from occurring. The fault current returns to the source through a high-impedance ground path rather than the neutral conductor or the safety-ground wire. An example of such a high-impedance path is a building's cold-water pipe, which is in immediate contact with the earth outside the building.

Should such a high-impedance ground fault occur in equipment using the circuit described in the article, the fault current would return to the source by a path other than the safety-ground wire. The circuit can't detect the condition, nor can it protect against a shock hazard.

The circuit in the article detects a current in the safety-ground wire caused by, for example, shorting the hot conductor of a single-phase 120-V circuit to a machine frame or some type of electronic apparatus. It'll then trip the breaker, opening the neutral conductor. This won't de-energize the circuit. The hot conductor is still energized with a return path through the safety-ground wire. The circuit would only de-energize by an upstream fuse or by a circuit breaker tripping due to overcurrent in the hot conductor. Anyone using the circuit described in the article for protection against shock hazard is likely to incur substantial product liability for improper design leading to injury or death.

A ground-fault circuit interrupter typically senses the difference between the currents in the hot and neutral conductors. If this current isn't zero, a current must return to the source through a path other than the neutral conductor, and the ground-fault protection should be activated. Usually, a fault current in the safety-ground wire is large enough to trip the branch-circuit protection. If not, the ground-fault protection detects this, opening the circuit, eliminating the hazard.

The circuit described in the article won't protect against a high- or low-impedance fault and shouldn't replace UL-recognized ground-fault circuit protection.

Sincerely,
Thomas H. Hoover, P.E.
Sampling ADCs With Zero Power Dissipation Plus 100% Tested Dynamic Performance.

Anybody can guarantee the dynamic performance of a Sampling ADC. Like most other ADC suppliers, Sipex understands what dynamic performance means to the final image, and ultimate success of your system. That's why we run all-codes and full dynamic production testing on 100% of our Sampling ADCs — to give you guaranteed dc and SNR, THD and SINAD ac dynamic performance.

But, Sipex's 100% tested performance comes with one very important difference — the lowest power dissipation in the industry. *While we can't give you these high performance SADCs with no power dissipation, one look at "their" power dissipation specs will show you ours are almost zero by comparison. Think what that will mean to system reliability.

Of course, the high-level of integration, with single-package ADC, Sample-and-Hold and reference gets you an easier design-in, and less pc board space.

When you're ready to design your next medical imaging, radar or other high performance system with the lowest-power SADCs available, let us know. We'll get you a data sheet and application note on either of these two high performance Sampling ADCs, and a unit to evaluate.

Which will get you convinced. 100%.

12-BIT/10MHZ (SP9560)
(25°C at Nyquist)
* 72dB Spurious-Free Range
* 70dB SNR
* 64dB SINAD
* 3.0 Watts

16-Bit/1MHz (SP9490)
(25°C @ 1MHz Sampling Rate)
* 90dB Spurious-Free Range
* 87dB SNR
* 85dB SINAD
* 2.7 Watts
If you've been needing a high speed driver for DRAM address and control, ECL to TTL level translation, dual source SRAM address or high speed quad registered ECL to TTL multiplexing, you should learn more about our new 10G014 High Speed DRAM and SRAM Driver/Translator.

Guaranteed for clock rates to 100 MHz, the 10G014 boasts a 3.5 ns (typical) propagation delay and a 90 mA output current capability for driving large memory arrays. Three devices can address 16M word bank of memory. Built-in clocked addresses and controls provide pipelining with no external components so you can quickly address multiple banks of memory. Provisions for additional expansion are included.

Combine high output drive with a low propagation delay. Increase system memory speed or decrease RAM costs. For more information on the 10G014 and the rest of the PicoLogic line of high-performance ICs, call us today.

United States and Canada (805) 499-0610, FAX (805) 499-2751
Europe GIGA, +45 4343 1588, FAX +45 4343 5967
Japan Nippon Imex, (81) 3-321-4415, FAX (81) 3-325-0021
Korea Sam Jin Hi-Tech, (82) 2-722-2179, FAX (82) 2-734-0085

---

5 ns max propagation delay DRAM Driver/ECL to TTL translator.
GaAs up your DRAM.
Once upon a time, I was down at Lewis' Restaurant in Norwood, Mass., waiting in line to order a Lewisburger, which was a fantastic hamburger with blue-cheese dressing and potato salad and ham. A voice came booming across the noisy restaurant, "Hi Bob." I replied, "Hello Maurice, what's new?" Maurice wandered over and said, "How come you are still using the wrong formula, the old formula, for Factory Cost?" Old formula? I never heard of a new formula. You mean the formula of Parts Cost + 450% of Labor Cost is obsolete? Maurice said, "Oh, that's old formula, that was what the bean counters used to trim the output to high accuracy. But I did know that I could not do my job if nobody would tell me the rules, and if the rules kept changing to contradict themselves. One set of rules told me that it was wise to add jumpers instead of plated through holes. And a second set of rules told me that was foolish and costly, and I should do it the other way. And if no one could tell me which rules were valid—hey, that's a problem. I needed to solve that problem, but nobody could help me resolve it. So I voted with my feet and left that company, and I haven't worried about that kind of problem. Until recently.

Of late, I was collaborating on a small regulator chip where we wanted to trim the output to high accuracy. That would take about 10 Zener-trims. And those would tend to take up lots of die area—probably a 50% increase over the circuit area. Conversely, if we put in laser trimmers, that would keep the die size small, but the cost for trimming each die would rise considerably. How much would it rise? We did not have the cost data. And when we got the cost data, it was kind of outdated, and we did not entirely believe it. But the time for trimming with 10 laser cuts would basically take an extra second, due to the need to get the laser aligned with the die. And the cost of testing on a tester with a laser is about double—about 4 cents/second—versus 2 cents/second on a tester without a laser.

That is true, even for the tests when you're not using the laser. This is because the whole machine must be paid for, even if you're not utilizing all of the tester. So, 3 seconds X 4 cents/second is noticeably different than 2 seconds X 2 cents/second. For an 8-cent difference, you can pay for a much bigger die area!! So that convinced us there was probably a cost advantage if we could avoid laser trimming.

But those considerations were overruled by a more important con-
L Owens 0.5" ht., up to 55 Watts

**PICO**

**AC-DC Power Supplies**

- Input Voltage 90 to 130 VAC (47/440Hz)
- Single, Dual, Triple Outputs
- 1200V Rms Isolation
- Low Isolation Capacity Available
- Continuous Short Circuit Protection
- High Efficiency
- Fully Regulated Voltage Outputs
- Operating Temperature -25°C to +70°C with No Heat Sink or Electrical Derating Required
- Expanded Operating Temperature Available (-55°C to +85°C ambient)
- Optional Environmental Screening Available

PICO manufactures complete lines of Transformers, Inductors, DC-DC Converters and AC-DC Power Supplies

Delivery—stock to one week

**PICO Electronics, Inc.**

453 N. MacQuesten Pkwy, Mt. Vernon, N.Y. 10552

Call Toll Free **800-431-1064**

IN NEW YORK CALL **914-699-5514**
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Consideration: The need to fit the die in a small package. There were some small plastic packages that the larger (cheaper) die would not fit into. Still, we realized that in the future, we will be sharpening up our pencils more often. What is the right way to keep the costs low? What are the rules in our business? We’re not sure, but we’re trying to get some of these rules nailed down. Then when it is important, we will have the rules available—and believable. And that’s not a trivial statement.

What are the rules in your business? Do you know what they are? Do you believe them? Are they ever subjected to thoughtful scrutiny, or are they so old and dusty that you know darned well that nobody has thought about them for many years? Do people change them without understanding all of the ramifications and repercussions? Maybe it’s time for a sanity check.

All for now. / Comments invited! / RAP / Robert A. Pease / Engineer

**ADDRESS:**

Mail Stop C2500A
National Semiconductor
P.O. Box 58090
Santa Clara, CA 95052-8090

**LETTER TO BOB**

**Dear Bob:**

The most disturbing thing to me about Spice is that many companies have adopted a philosophy of going directly from Spice to board design. You know, and I know, that analog design has too many subtle traps—breadboards must also be built.

I’ve seen too many simulations where the problem wasn’t lack of convergence, getting error messages, weird results, or weird waveforms; but rather something even more disturbing: Getting good simulation results on circuits that I knew, or that breadboarding later showed, did not and could not work worth a darn.

**JERRY STEELE,**

Applications Engineer
Apex Microtechnology Corp.
Tucson, AZ

---

American dance is more popular than ever, and one of the reasons is The New York Public Library’s Dance Collection.

Choreographer Eliot Feld says the Library at Lincoln Center is “as vital a workroom as my studio.” Agnes de Mille says, “the revival of any work is dependent on access to the Library’s Dance Collection.”

And they’re not the only ones. For dancers and choreographers everywhere, over 37,000 volumes, 250,000 photographs, and an enormous film archive have been essential elements in the renaissance of American dance.

That’s just one way The New York Public Library’s resources serve us. The Library offers plays and puppet shows for children, programs for the elderly and disabled, extensive foreign language and ethnic collections, and scientific journals vital to the business community.

Again and again, the Library enriches our lives.

**Thanks to the Library, American dance has taken great leaps forward.**

American dance is more popular than ever, and one of the reasons is The New York Public Library’s Dance Collection.

Choreographer Eliot Feld says the Library at Lincoln Center is “as vital a workroom as my studio.” Agnes de Mille says, “the revival of any work is dependent on access to the Library’s Dance Collection.”

And they’re not the only ones. For dancers and choreographers everywhere, over 37,000 volumes, 250,000 photographs, and an enormous film archive have been essential elements in the renaissance of American dance.

That’s just one way The New York Public Library’s resources serve us. The Library offers plays and puppet shows for children, programs for the elderly and disabled, extensive foreign language and ethnic collections, and scientific journals vital to the business community.

Again and again, the Library enriches our lives.
Our 3-and-3 Process Could Write The Declaration Of Independence On A Matchbook.

If you're having problems fitting eloquent concepts into small packages, come to Praegitzer Industries. We are one of the few manufacturers offering production levels of 3-and-3 and 5-and-5 printed circuit boards. Our fine-line processes mean smaller interconnects.

Fewer layers. Denser boards. Better products. And fine lines are just part of our design, fabrication, and assembly services. To get you started, we will even rebate your prototype, NRE and tooling costs!

Call 1-800-875-2522 to learn more.

Praegitzer Industries
The Fine Line in Printed Circuits

1270 Monmouth Cut-Off, Dallas, Oregon 97338-9532
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Embedded control challenge of the 90s:
Applications are increasingly burdened with the overhead of friendliness. Even so, users expect everything to happen immediately, if not sooner.

As a result, applications with embedded microprocessors need more computing power than ever. Our CY7C611 SPARC® RISC controller gives you the power to create, at a price that fits your application.

It performs. At 25 MHz, our CY7C611 delivers 18 sustained MIPS.
It handles interrupts brilliantly. Asynchronous and synchronous traps let you jump to trap routines with 200 ns worst case response. 16 prioritized interrupt levels let you tailor your application. You get 136 32-bit registers that you can divide into register banks for fast context switching.
It has hooks. Connect our CY7C602 concurrent floating point unit for 5 MFLOPS. Use our CY7C157 Cache SRAM for a zero wait state memory system.

Use our CY7C289 512K PROM for glueless, virtually waitless program storage.
It is extendable. You get a large address space, and support for multitasking and multiprocessing.
It is affordable. We’re talking a few dollars per MIPS. And it is SPARC. You can choose from a multitude of SPARC platforms to operate as native development platforms. You work with the world’s most popular RISC architecture. You can expect faster evolutions, to keep your design current well after it is designed.
The whole story – from data sheet to User’s Guide – is yours for a fast, free phone call.

Free SPARC RISC User’s Guide.
Hotline: 1-800-952-6300*
Ask for Dept. C3K.
The second generation of logic-synthesis technology has arrived with the addition of enhanced synthesis capabilities to Cadence Design Systems' toolset for the design of ICs, ASICs, and PLDs. The introduction of the Improvisor and Optivisor synthesis tools spotlights the first commercially available design-synthesis technology developed specifically as an integral part of framework-based electronic-design-automation (EDA) systems. The synthesis technology is integrated into Cadence's Amadeus System Design Series and Opus IC Design Series operating under the Design Framework II.

The two new synthesis products have capabilities unavailable with previous synthesis products. These abilities include the synthesis of designs over 20k gates; one library for all simulation, verification, and analysis functions; timing-driven constraints throughout the entire design cycle;
The year's most important event for ASIC & EDA users.

Explore and analyze every major ASIC & EDA company.

Learn and interact with the industry's most experienced users.

Today's issues and solutions.

Keynote

Scott McNealy
CEO, Sun Microsystems

Free Exhibits,
Interactive Theater,
Product Showcases and Panels.

15% Pre-Registration Discount

50 Technical and Management Training Sessions and Seminars.

Register Now!

1·800·848·IDEA

1·800·848·4332
and the leverage of Cadence's ASIC vendor relationships.

The Cadence synthesis technology creates gate-level circuits from hardware-description-language (HDL) files. Initial releases will support 100% of the Verilog HDL. VHDL versions of the synthesis products are planned for release in the second half of this year. In addition, future releases will support testability, FPGAs, and ECL technology.

One major benefit of the Cadence synthesis technology is its tight integration with a proven design environment. This includes existing libraries, mixed-level design entry, simulation documentation, and physical-layout and verification tools. These familiar tools furnish consistency across all stages of the hardware-design process. In addition, the tight integration means that users have a common technology data source for the entire design cycle.

Tracking timing constraints through various abstraction levels and between design tasks has traditionally been a manual process. Cadence's common delay-calculation function, however, automates this function. Timing constraints are transferred through levels of abstraction and between design tasks.

Another benefit of the synthesis tools' integration with the Cadence environment is the access to the full suite of the company's physical-layout tools. This access permits forward and backward transfer of data between logic and physical design. Consequently, designers can be re-synthesized if errors or constraints are discovered at the back-end of the design cycle.

The same language format is used for simulation and synthesis. A unified library is employed for all analysis tasks. Using one library ensures consistent results across all analyses within a design, and provides access to Cadence's entire suite of certified ASIC libraries.

Improvisor generates gate-level descriptions from mixed-level HDL inputs. It can explore design alternatives early in the design process: The Improvisor draws a trade-off curve to display multiple results based on a range of timing or area goals (see the figure). Users aren't forced to commit to specific ASIC libraries or even a specific ASIC technology until an optimal result is achieved. Once a desired format is decided upon, results can be directed to optimization and mapping capabilities for implementation as custom ICs, ASICs, or PLDs.

Optivisor is a synthesis technology that optimizes the gate-level circuits generated by the Improvisor. Therefore, it requires at least one Improvisor as a prerequisite. Optivisor has optimization and mapping capabilities for automating much of the traditional manual processes involved in producing fully optimized results. It accepts gate-level descriptions and automates low-level design decisions by finding an optimal implementation in a given library based on users' constraints.

The tool's timing-optimization algorithms were developed to handle large designs without sacrificing in speed. The tool uses partitioning techniques that preserve optimization opportunities based on recognized relationships between circuit elements. These relationships include complex operators such as adders and subtracters. A proximity-driven technique explores timing-optimization alternatives. Intelligent-mapping algorithms produce circuits that are mapped to models and ready for layout. The proximity-driven technique combined with intelligent-mapping algorithms results in an optimization capability that can handle larger designs (bigger than 20k gates).

**PRICE AND AVAILABILITY**

Pricing for the Improvisor and Optivisor starts at $15,000 and $35,000, respectively. The synthesis products, which run on Unix-based workstations, will be available next month.

Cadence Design Systems Inc., 555 River Oaks Pkwy., San Jose, CA 95134; (408) 943-1234.
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**PICO ELECTRONICS, INC.**

453 N. MacQuesten Pkwy., Mt. Vernon, N.Y. 10552

Call Toll Free 800-431-1064

IN NEW YORK CALL 914-699-5514

Send for PICO's new catalog featuring Ultra Miniature Transformers/Inductors/DC-DC Converters
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Introducing the Vendor Master Directory on CD-ROM

The power behind your drive for success!

When you’re searching for product information, you can spin your wheels leafing through pages of catalogs. Or you can take the fast track and find exactly what you need in a few quick keystrokes.

The Vendor Master Directory on CD-ROM allows you to easily search over 25,000 vendors representing millions of products used throughout industry:

• Aerospace/Ordnance Equipment
• Building Materials & Equipment
• CAD/CAM/CAE/CAI
• Coatings, Sealants, Adhesives
• Communications Equipment
• Computer Systems/Peripherals Software/Graphics
• Construction/Landscape Equipment
• Electrical/Electronic Components
• Lighting/Electrical Wiring
• Manufacturing Machinery/Tools
• Mechanical Components
• Transportation/Vehicle Equipment

... and much more!

Fast track to catalog information.

• Pinpoint products and vendor locations to save time and money.
• Easily compare alternative vendor offerings and prices.
• Locate unique vendors, quality products and services—in seconds.

Superior software and in-depth indexing instantly drive you to the data you need. Search the way you need to:

Vendor name—over 25,000 worldwide
City and state
Product/subject terms—more than 110,000
Brand/trade names—155,000 and growing
Or any combination of the above!

Take the Vendor Master Directory for a test drive. Mail this coupon, or call:

800-241-7824

We’ll send you a FREE floppy disk demo. Just pop it into any high-density drive. You’ll see just how easy it is to locate the vendor data you need.

Name ____________________________
Title ____________________________
Organization _______________________
Address __________________________
City _______ State _______ Zip _______
Telephone (_____) ____________

Dept. 59 • 15 Inverness Way East • Englewood, CO 80130
303-799-0600 ext. 59 (outside USA): 800-241-7824 (USA):
Fax: 303-799-4085 (USA): 303-799-4097 (outside USA)
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CHIP SUITS TELECOM, DATA COM CONTROL
MULTIPROTOKOL CONTROLLER IMPLEMENTS SERIAL INTERFACES IN VARIOUS APPLICATIONS BY USING ONE CHIP AND UNIFORM SOFTWARE.

JOHN GOSCH

Communications-system designers are often faced with the job of implementing different interfaces in the same piece of equipment. These may be serial interfaces to wide-area networks, as well as serial interfaces of a more local nature, such as for asynchronous terminals, printers, modems, and other peripherals. However, within that single piece of equipment, all of these interfaces must operate side-by-side, placing a great demand on choosing a suitable serial communications controller that's both flexible and is relatively inexpensive.

Until now, this demand has fallen short of expectations because no available controllers offer the needed versatility. To be sure, there are low-cost controllers, but these can be used only for asynchronous data transfers. Others are dedicated solely to telecommunications uses and are ill-suited for local data-communications applications. Still others are too slow for many of today's exacting demands. Moreover, because the controllers come from different manufacturers, they're not mutually software compatible.

This is where a new serial multiprotocol communications controller from Germany's Siemens AG steps in. The SAB 82532 finally lets designers implement all serial interfaces for both data and telecommunications applications by using a single controller: type and uniform software. The device offers two independent full-duplex serial channels and can control synchronous and asynchronous data transfers at rates up to 10 and 2 Mbits/s, respectively.

Made from Siemens' 1-µm CMOS process, the controller features 64-byte transmit and receive first-in, first-out (FIFO) buffers per channel. Furthermore, it has an 8-/16-bit microprocessor interface for Motorola and Intel bus architectures (see the figure). Power consumption is only 50 mW at 2 Mbits/s.

The new controller's two full-duplex serial channels are independent of each other. This independence facilitates the task of software design. Either of the device's two channels supports various data-communications protocols. These protocols include asynchronous data transfers (for instance, through the RS-232 or V.24 interfaces), as well as synchronous character- or byte-oriented transfers. They also include diverse bit-oriented HDLC (high-level data-link control)-based data-transfer protocols.

The device offers special functions, such as back-to-back, or shared-flag, transmission, which is necessary for high-speed data communications. It can be programmed for four different operating modes: auto, non-auto, transparent, and extended-transparent. The extent of protocol support in each case depends on the operating mode that's selected.

Where applicable, some of the functions supported in the auto mode reduce the amount of protocol software.
required considerably. These include protocol handshaking, programmable timeout, or retransmission
functions.

Further reduction of protocol software is possible thanks to the 82532's checking of maximum packet size, and its maskable address-recognition feature with HDLC transfers. Savings in device-supporting software are achieved by cyclically transmitting the multiprotocol controller's FIFO contents, which is possible in the extended-transparent mode.

For maximum versatility when linking to different transmission media, the 82532 multiprotocol controller IC supports all common data-encoding and decoding schemes. Among these schemes are nonreturn-to-zero (NRZ), NRZ-I (inverted), biphase space and biphase mark, and Manchester techniques.

Either channel of the multiprotocol controller device has a fast digital phase-locked loop circuit to recover the synchronous bit clock from the incoming data streams at a data rate up to 4 Mbits/s, without the need for any separate sync information on auxiliary lines. Clock recovery can also be supported with an optional one-bit insertion. Because of fast clock recovery, the controller chip can also be employed in optical data-transmission systems.

For synchronization, the 82532 sends a programmable preamble with a selectable number of repetitions (up to eight times). It also performs functions like interrupt-request generation at transmit-frame end or time-slot assignment, functions which until now could be realized only with the use of complementary glue logic.

The device's 16-bit data bus has a direct access to all FIFO buffers and registers. Because there's no recovery time necessary between two consecutive CPU accesses to the 82532 multiprotocol controller IC, both 8- and 16-bit accesses are possible. The microprocessor interface is extremely fast and permits excellent data throughput to occur on the system side.

The throughput can be increased further by data exchange in the direct-memory-access (DMA) or interrupt modes. This, together with the large 64-byte FIFO buffer for each channel as well as transfer direction, decouples the 82532 from the CPU. The CPU is thus relieved from critical reaction times and from any excessive loading by the serial interface side.

The Siemens 82532 multiprotocol communications controller IC supports fast interrupt handling with relatively simple software. That's because aside from non vectored interrupts, it also uses vectored interrupts with on-chip vector generation. Interrupt cascading is possible in both the daisy-chain and slave configurations. This capability considerably simplifies the necessary interrupt hardware.

DMA transfers to and from the 82532 communications controller are supported by a four-channel DMA interface with one request line for each transmitter and receiver of both serial channels. Furthermore, the device offers a programmable, bidirectional 8-bit parallel input/output port for optional use. In many applications, this parallel I/O facility cuts hardware costs.

**AN APPLICATIONS MIX**

The 82532 is well-suited for various datacom and telecommunications tasks. Datacomm applications include office computers, workstations with the X.25 interface, and synchronous terminal clusters. In large systems, the controller can be used for internal communications between subsystems. Other datacom applications include multiprotocol communication cards for general networking, primary-rate interface cards, bridges and gateways, telemetry systems, terminal multiplexers and servers, and various master configurations.

In the telecommunications sector, the 82532 performs such functions as data-packet assembly/disassembly and central signaling in public switched networks. It also handles many tasks in private networks using time-slotted packet transfer. In primary-rate interfaces, it can transfer signaling data or implement serial data channels. It can also be used in integrated-services digital-net-
Now you don't have to compromise the performance of your 16 MHz and 20 MHz systems. Now you can create true zero wait-state 16 MHz and 20 MHz systems. Not close to zero; but true zero wait-state designs. Eliminate "patchwork" solutions requiring complex, expensive interleaving, page mode designs, or costly cache schemes.

Upgrade your systems to direct memory access — and get the benefits of higher performance and lower cost. The perfect mid-life "kicker" for your current designs; stake out a strong competitive position for new designs.
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HELP AS MUCH AS YOU CAN SEND MONEY

A disaster isn't over when the emergency teams leave for the night. Families struck by disaster need food, clothing, and shelter. Tomorrow they'll start rebuilding their lives. And that takes months.

The good news is that the Red Cross will help these families every step of the way. No matter how long it takes. If you ever need the Red Cross, you can bet we'll be there.
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MULTIPROTocol COMMUNICATIONS CONTROLLER

work (ISDN) terminals as well as in base stations for digital mobile radio.

To facilitate the 82532's system integration, Siemens offers an inexpensive design tool, the Easy532 evaluation kit. The Easy532 consists of a PC/AT add-on card with an 80186 processor, the 82532 itself, 128 kbytes each for RAM and EPROM, 2 kbytes of dual-port RAM, a fast 8-bit AT/XT bus interface, and a serial peripheral interface to connect diverse driver modules. The necessary software on diskettes and the associated hardware and software manuals are part of the kit.

The software contains, among other things, a menu utility that introduces the programming of initialization routines and data transfer, and protocol handling. The user software can be designed on a PC and then downloaded to the add-on card by way of download routines. These routines are part of the Easy532 software. Furthermore, the software also includes a macro library for C language and a local-area-network analysis program.

In addition to the two-channel 82532, Siemens will have the software-compatible 8-channel version, the SAB 82528. It integrates four SAB 82532s on one chip. The device cuts board space and minimizes power consumption to only 120 mW for eight channels.

PRICE AND AVAILABILITY

Housed in a compact 68-pin plastic-leaded chip carrier for surface mounting, the SAB 82532 is now available as engineering samples. Large quantities can be had by early summer this year. By 1992, the 3-Mbit/s version will sell for $13 each and the 10-Mbit/s type for $19.50 each in 10,000-unit lots. The Easy Evaluation Kit, already available, costs $750. As for the 8-channel SAB 82538, engineering samples will be offered in the fall of 1991. For the 3-Mbit/s version, the expected price in 1992 will be around $70 each in 1000-unit lots.

Siemens AG, Semiconductor Div., P.O. Box 801709, D-8000 Munich 83, Germany; (089) 4144-3728. Siemens Components Inc., 2191 Laurelwood Rd., Santa Clara, Calif. 95054; (800) 456-9229.
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“To ensure our investment in quality products, Equipto Electronics invests in a quality publication: Electronic Design.”

“Increasingly difficult standards keep confronting today’s design engineers. That’s why Equipto Electronics keeps designing tougher enclosures. And we prove our engineering superiority through independent testing on both our standard product line and our EMI/RFI shielded products through TEMPEST. For example, our cabinets meet the demanding shock and vibration tests specified in MIL-STD 810D and 901. And recently one line of enclosures went through seismic testing and is approved for applications through Zone 4.

“Naturally, we want this engineering story to reach the key design engineers who must meet these tough standards. We know from the quality of responses we pull that Electronic Design is read by these important people. That’s why advertising in Electronic Design is a dominant part of our marketing program.”

Equipto Electronics Corporation
351 Woodlawn Avenue
Aurora, IL 60506-9988
Phone (708) 897-4691
FAX (708) 897-5314
YOU ALREADY HAVE
32 GOOD REASONS TO ADVERTISE
IN PENTON PUBLICATIONS.

NOW YOU HAVE 6 MORE.
These electronics magazines are now Penton Publications. We give them strength, stability, and quality. They give you a great way to reach your customers.

Penton Publications
1100 Superior Avenue, Cleveland, OH 44114
A family of interface chips, the 90X0 series, has been designed to simplify implementing bus-master cards for the IBM Micro Channel and AT (ISA) buses, as well as the extended ISA (EISA) bus. The chips, developed by PLX Technology, come in a “generic” option and in versions designed to tie into specific peripheral chips—various company’s network controllers. The first application-specific versions of the 90X0 family will tie directly into popular local-area network support chips from Intel (the 82596), National Semiconductor (the DP83932), and Texas Instruments (the TMS380C16/4). They will considerably reduce the complexity and cost of a bus-master network card by eliminating many of the simpler chips that clutter the card.

Generic versions of the 90X0 series of interface chips—the 9000—are available for either the ISA, EISA, or Micro Channel buses. Included on the bus-master interface chip are various handshake control signals for the logic on the bus-master card, various control and arbitration circuits for the host-bus interface, system configuration logic, and slave and buffer control circuits.

The 128-lead bus-master interface chip puts all of the necessary control functions as well as some optional bus logic onto one chip. With the architecture selected by PLX, the local-area network controllers can use their own FIFO buffers and DMA controllers, while also implementing a complete bus-master interface, including the EISA burst mode and the Micro Channel streaming data mode. In contrast, bus-master chips offered by other companies typically include their own DMA controllers, which force designers to bypass the DMA blocks and FIFO buffers that are on the network controllers, such as what Intel and National Semiconductor offer in bus-master chips. That, in turn, would lower overall system throughput.

All of the bus versions of the 90X0 chips have identical sets of configuration registers. As a result, Node ID software, BIOS software, and features like chip-select addresses can all be reused, with minor changes, as the core of multiple driver programs—each written for a specific platform. Similarly, most of the board’s physical design can be reused as well. Configuration registers can be employed with either static or dynamic programming of board ID information, four interrupt request levels, number of wait states, address device levels, port selection information, and four user-definable programmable configuration bits.

The generic version of the controller, the AT 9000, ties directly to an AT bus and provides all of the local control for the on-board function as well as the AT bus control signals. Similar versions of the generic chip are available for the Micro Channel and EISA buses. The more application-specific versions are the AT 9010, MC 9010, and EISA 9010, all for the National DP83932 local-area network controller; the AT, MC, and EISA 9020 for the Intel 82596 local-area network controller; and the AT, MC, and EISA 9030 for the TI TMS380C16. The MC series parts can perform 40 Mbyte/s transfers by using the streaming state mode, while the EISA chips will transfer 33 Mbytes/s. AT-bus versions support single-cycle adapter-to-memory transfers.

Samples of most of the 90X0 series of bus-master chips are immediately available, with all the chips expected to be ready in the second quarter. Prices in 10,000-unit lots start at $12.50 each for the AT version and go up to about $17 each for the MC or EISA versions.

PLX Technology Inc., 625 Clyde Ave, Mountain View, CA 94043. Gaylord Galiher, (415) 960-0448. CIRCLE 361
A family of floating-point processors—the W4X64 family—achieves peak throughputs of 100 MFLOPS, the highest yet for a CMOS processor. It achieves this performance by integrating all of the major functions required for the implementation of double-precision floating-point computations.

The functions integrated on the chip include the register file, independent floating-point ALU and multiplier/divider blocks, and the control logic. The Weitek processors run at a maximum clock rate of 50 MHz, and because the ALU and multiplier blocks are independent, two floating-point operations can occur simultaneously. As a result, the chip has a computation throughput of twice the clock rate.

Furthermore, because the chips are implemented in a 0.8-µm CMOS process, they won’t require any special cooling arrangements. All versions of the chip consume between 2 and 3 W of power.

In addition to the four basic floating-point math functions, each chip also performs 32-bit integer, square-root, reciprocal, and reciprocal square-root operations. All of the chip’s floating-point math operations are IEEE-754 compatible, ensuring that the results will match those obtained on large computers that are IEEE compatible.

A key aspect of the math chips is an on-chip multiported 32-word-by-64-bit register file that supplies operands and holds results for both the ALU and the multiplier/divider block. The W4164 has an eight-ported register file, while the 4364’s file requires nine ports. The multiple ports permit simultaneous loading and storing so that both the ALU and multiplier/divider blocks can run independently.

There are two versions of the math chip. The 4164, which has one 64-bit I/O port, is suited for coprocessor applications at the moderate-to-high performance levels needed by the lower tier of scientific and technical desktop systems. The 4364, which has three 64-bit ports, delivers a much higher throughput, making the chip well suited for vector-processing operations.

The math and ALU blocks do a full computation every clock cycle. However, the chips have a three-cycle register-to-register latency for all operations. Samples of the 207-lead pin-grid-array housed single-port chip will be available next quarter, while the 447-lead PGA-housed triple-port version will be sampled in September. In 1000-unit quantities, the W4164 sells for $575 each, while the 4364 goes for $625 each.

Weitek Corp., 1060 E. Arques Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94086; (408) 739-4374.

---

**Digitizing Oscilloscopes**

From the opening shots of an abacus, slide rule, and other measurement tools that time has passed by, the premise of this video is clear: digitizing oscilloscopes have made their analog brethren obsolete. The 12-minute presentation illustrates many of the benefits that the company’s state-of-the-art family of HP-54500 digitizing oscilloscopes provide, such as self-test capabilities, high accuracy, advanced display modes, and full computer compatibility. The video concludes with a brief look at the characteristics of the three current members of the 54500 series, each offering different price/performance combinations.

**Free Video.**

Hewlett-Packard Co.

---

**PENTON’S VIDEO LIBRARY**

**PENTON’S VIDEO LIBRARY (PVL) . . .**

. . . carefully reviews videos from sponsor organizations to assure you of their significant content and professional production.

- Experts in your field prepare unbiased reviews.
- PVL offerings, from time to time, may be:
  - LENDING LIBRARY VIDEOS:
    - Return in 15 days (no penalty if not returned)
  - FREE VIDEO:
    - No return expected
  - VIDEO FOR SALE:
    - The organization offering the video will contact you for purchase order.

- PVL prefers to distribute videos via United Parcel Service, so please include a street address.
- PVL may be unable to fulfill every request for Lending Library and Free Videos.
DC-DC CONVERTER IN SIP
MOVES 750 mW FROM TIGHT SPOTS

By jamming a self-contained 750-mW dc-dc converter into a SIP, Burr-Brown Corp. has solved a plethora of problems for designers who need to fit a complete power source into a very tight space. The HPR1XX dc-dc converters rescue designers from the dilemmas of having to sacrifice pc-board space or design around ICs to get power into their boards.

The converter's SIP housing measures 0.25 by 0.78 by 0.41 in., which translates into less than 0.2 in.² of pcb-board area. It requires no external components. The small size means a power-output density of 10 W/in.³.

Unlike small-outline-IC (SOIC) alternatives, the HPR1XX converters can supply their full rated power over their specified temperature range of -25 to +85°C. The SIP alternative overcomes two limitations of SOICs. For one, the SOIC itself has an inherently higher thermal resistance than the SIP, forcing the SOIC to be derated at about +50°C. For another, the on resistance of the MOSPOWER FET within the SOIC can handle a limited amount of current before its IR drop causes the device's junction temperature to rise.

Other specifications for the HPR1XX series include high continuous isolation of 750 V and efficiency up to 80%. Output ripple and noise is 45 mV pk-pk. Applications include elimination of ground loops, charge pumps, and switching regulators; transducer isolation; motor and SCR control; and PC-based data acquisition.

Single- and dual-output versions of the converter cost $5.55 and $8.25, respectively, in lots of 100. Delivery is from stock.

Burr-Brown Corp., P.O. Box 11400, Tucson, AZ 85775-3403; (800) 548-6132.

IC CONTROLS SAFE
ONE-HOUR NiCAD
BATTERY CHARGING

The rapidly-growing array of handheld and portable equipment operating from nickel-cadmium batteries demands fast-safe battery chargers. If you charge them too fast, they explode. Meeting the need to charge batteries for products ranging from portable computers and cellular telephones to power hand and garden tools are the TSC675 and TSC676 CMOS ICs in 14-pin DIPs or 16-pin SOICs, which are dubbed fast NiCAD battery chargers. Battery charge controllers would be a better word.

The chips are designed for use in most common NiCAD battery-charger circuits using SCRs and current-limited transformers. The charge cycle begins when the ICs detect the presence of batteries connected for recharge. It ends after 90 minutes, or if the battery's temperature, as sensed by an external thermistor, rises above a critical value. This indicates a full charge.

In addition to automatic battery-sense and dual-mode charge termination, the controllers supply an LED output to visually check charge-cycle status. Automatic trickle charge is featured with a timer-override pin on the TSC676 and a trickle-charge select pin on the TSC675. An extra pin selects full or half charge rate on both. The controllers are thus suitable for microprocessor-controlled charging systems.

Commercial, industrial, and military temperature range devices are available. The chips, which are in production, come in a plastic DIP and go for $2.00 each in OEM quantities.

Teledyne Components, 1300 Terra Bella Ave., P.O. Box 7267, Mountain View, CA 94039-7267; Ted Dabrey, (415) 968-9241.

Correct A/D Errors With Anti-Aliasing Filters

How to Avoid an A/D Sampling Disaster!

Anti-aliasing filters are the only protection to prevent unwanted high-frequency waveforms from appearing as low frequency signals. Give yourself the best protection with R.C. Electronics' instrumentation quality RC-AAF programmable low pass filters for 12 and 16 bit data acquisition systems. Compatible with any data acquisition or PC-based system.

- 8-pole Cauer elliptical, Bessel, & Butterworth filters
- Frequency range 1 Hz to 100 KHz
- Frequency step resolution .001 Hz to 10 Hz
- Roll-off >82 dB / octave
- Stopband attenuation >94 dB
- Pre-amplifier gain to 100
- 16 channels per card
- Up to 128 channels per system
- OEM pricing available

R.C. Electronics Inc.
8464 Hollister • Goleta, CA 93117
(805) 685-1770 • FAX: (805) 685-5953
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Prototype Bus-Specific Boards Up To 100 MHz

Designers can get help developing Eurocard and bus-specific circuit boards with the Vectorbord 50 prototyping-board family. The family, available from Vector Electronic Co., works with the latest high-speed CMOS, ECL, RISC, and Sparse-based microprocessors. The operating frequencies of the prototype boards can range from 50 to 100 MHz. Using the Vectorbord 50, applications for test equipment, graphics, communications, or advanced DSP can be prototyped at actual operating frequencies. The prototyped boards can either be shipped as a final product or the design can easily be converted to full-production boards. The initial release is an EISA product; all popular buses will be supported later.

The boards take advantage of the company's Vectorwire technology. Vectorwire uses embedded-polyimide insulated discrete wires and plated through-holes for circuit interconnection. The round wires supply high-quality signal transmission-line properties, and the insulation lets them cross without shorting. This feature eliminates the need for vias, providing high density with just two levels of wire. And routing is simplified because of the independence of each wire and the elimination of the vias.

The EISA products come with an Intel bus-master interface chip and glue logic installed and connected. This gives designers the ability to incorporate their application according to the EISA bus standard with a guaranteed compatibility. The board is available now. Prices depend on configuration. Vector Electronic Co., 510 Broad- hollard Rd., Melville, NY 11747; (516) 293-6300.

Richard Nazz

40-MHz Military Board Pushes 3.6 MIPS

Designed for the military market, the PaceRunner/1750AE VMEbus board comes in 20-, 30-, and 40-MHz versions. The single-board computer offers a sustained throughput of 3.6 MIPS. The board is based on Performance Semiconductor's Pacel750AE chip set and microprocessor. The 16-bit processor is designed for floating-point and integer arithmetic with real-time support. It supplies 13 addressing modes, including direct, indirect, indexed, and based, and it can access 4 Mbytes of segmented memory space. The board comes with 256 kwords of high-speed static RAM, an on-board monitor program, and a built-in system test program. Connection to the board is done through two serial ports, a VMEbus interface and a development system port. All three boards are available immediately. The 30- and 40-MHz versions cost $13,120 and $16,400, respectively.

Performance Semiconductor Corp., 610 E. Weddell Dr., Sunnyvale, CA 94089; (408) 734-8200.

Richard Nazz

386 At Computer Fits on Compact Eurocard

Built around a 16- or 20-MHz 80386SX microprocessor and an 80387SX math coprocessor, the GESMPU-38 PC/AT board from Gespac fits on a single height 160- by 100-mm Eurocard. The board includes the functionality of page-address registers, a timer, interrupt control, a real-time clock with battery-backed RAM, and a keyboard controller.

It also comes with two serial ports, a bidirectional parallel printer port, a floppy-disk controller, and a hard-disk bus interface. The GESMPU-38 is expandable through a bus interface to any of over 400 1/O modules from Gespac and other third-party vendors. The board can run MS-DOS, Unix, OS 9000, and other operating systems for applications needing real-time or multitasking environments. The GESMPU-38 is available now for $2195 with 1 Mbyte of onboard RAM.

Gespac Inc., 50 W. Hoover Ave., Mesa, AZ 85210; (602) 962-5559.

Richard Nazz

Capture Images On A PC

Designed as a video-image capture system for IBM XT/AT and compatible PCs, the Supervision/8 board consists of a frame-grabber board and its accompanying image-capture software. The board allows images to be captured from any RS-170 source, including a camera, a video tape, or even a live broadcast.

The image is captured with a resolution of 256 pixels, using 256 shades of gray. The resulting picture can be displayed on any standard PC-type monitor that supports Hercules monochrome, CGA, EGA, or VGA graphics standards. The image can also be adjusted, then stored or printed on a dot-matrix or a laser printer.

The board is available from stock in single quantities at a price of $269.95 each. Large-quantity discounts are also available.

IDEC Inc., 1195 Doylestown Pike, Quakertown, PA 18951; (215) 538-2606.

New!

SUSIE 6.0 verifies operation of your PLDs, PGAs, etc. at chip and p.c. board level in REAL-TIME!

• Simple and easy to use
• Works directly with your present tools
• Automatically reports design errors (with 10 picosecond resolution)

SUSIE 6.0 simulator emulates real hardware: you can toggle switches, move jumpers, replace HEX and JEDEC, change IC timing parameters, add new test vectors, etc., all without compilations.

SUSIE 6.0 verifies
chip and p.c. board
level in REAL-TIME!

Put Reliability Into Your Design!

... by using automated design verification tools such as SUSIE which automatically checks every pin of every IC during each clock cycle and reports any timing violations, bus conflicts, etc.

Call for a FREE SUSIE Working Model
(805) 499-6867 • FAX (805) 498-7945
Order Desk (800) 48-SUSIE

SUSIE is resold by most CAE vendors, distributors and dealers. Call the dealer nearest you for information.

ALDEC CO., INC.
3525 Old Conejo Rd. #111
Newbury Park, CA 91320
MODULAR DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM INCLUDES POWERFUL SOFTWARE

The Megadac 3000 series data acquisition systems feature a 16-bit analog-to-digital converter, 25,000-sample/s speed, and a 128-kbyte memory (expandable to 2 Mbytes). Included is Optim's Test Control Software (TCS), which speeds system setup and operation.

The basic mainframe, the 3008AC, comes with the ADC and an 8-channel analog input module, leaving eight empty slots. Users can choose from a large selection of analog, digital, and thermocouple input modules and signal conditioners. The 3008 works on 120-V ac or, optionally, 12-Vdc power, making it suitable for mobile use. An IEEE-488 interface is included. The 0016AC expansion chassis adds 15 slots for larger or more complex applications.

TCS is driven by an index-card-style menu. The software boasts real-time graphics plotting and monitoring that helps users collect, convert, analyze, and plot measured data. TCS controls the filter, amplifier gain, calibration, and digital balance. Every screen includes help facilities. In addition to RS-232-C, TCS supports SCSI, Ethernet, and IEEE-488 direct memory access transfers between the 3008 and the host computer.

An entry level 3008 system, including the ADC and TCS software costs $7995 and is available on a 6-to-8-week delivery schedule.

Optim Electronics Corp., Middlebrook Technical Park, 12401 Middlebrook Rd., Germantown, MD 20874; (301) 428-7200.

- JOHN NOVELLINO

ADVANCED SOFTWARE EASES TEST PROGRAMMING

Because it uses the Rational Systems Inc. DOS/16M DOX-extender and virtual memory manager, LabWindows 2.0 offers many features previously not possible. One, the User Interface Library makes it easy to create graphical interfaces and integrate them into applications programs. Users can make full-color panels with elaborate graphs, strip charts, and input and output controls. Also, the software development system can now dynamically load external libraries and objects written in C into the Interactive Program. As a result, programmers can use their own external libraries and C code as if they were standard LabWindows libraries.

The package requires an 80286-, 386-, or 486-based PC running MS-DOS 3.0 or later, and 2 Mbytes of RAM. LabWindows costs $495 and an Advanced Analysis Library sells for $895. Together, the packages sell for $1295.

National Instruments Inc., 6504 Bridge Point Pkwy., Austin, TX 78730-5038; (800) 433-3488 or (512) 794-0100.

- JOHN NOVELLINO

EMBEDDED CPUS GET DEVELOPMENT TOOLS

Adding to its extensive line of microprocessor development tools, Hewlett-Packard has released emulation and analysis tools for the Series 32000 embedded processors from National Semiconductor Corp. The new tools will support the 32FX16, 32CG160, 32CG16, 32GX320, and 32GX32 imaging processors, as well as the 32525 general-purpose microprocessor. The tools are part of the HP 64700 family of development tools and provide real-time, nonintrusive emulation with analysis of the processor's address, data, and status buses. The software permits symbolic debugging and code-coverage testing. Optionally available is a 25-MHz state or 100-MHz timing analyzer. Prices start at $23,000 and delivery is in 4 weeks.

Hewlett-Packard Co., 19310 Prune Ridge Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014; (408) 732-0900.

- JOHN NOVELLINO
The Management Collection

Order your review copies now!

MANUFACTURING

R72 Strategic Manufacturing

This complete series of twenty-four articles analyzes some of the key issues management must face in developing effective strategies for the years ahead. The articles discuss "how to link manufacturing with all of the functional departaments of an organization so they work with a broad, corporate view of their goals. Articles include . . . Ten Ways to Minimize Technology: Learning From Foreign Strategies: CIM . . . Walking Through Fire: Challenging Tradition: and much more.

94 pages . . . softbound . . . . $19.50

R18 How to be a Better Leader

Frederick Herzberg, Daniel Yankelovich, Charles Day, Perry Cascarella and others in classic articles about the changing expectations of today's workforce and how to deal with them. Included are: Selecting Your Manager; Delegating Without Losing Control; and many more.

57 pages . . . softbound . . . . $15.00

R89 Future Focus: Advancement and Leadership Strategies

Should you plan your career — or just let it happen? Are you using strategies that will build success or deter advancement? These are a few of the topics you'll find discussed in a series of articles ranging from career planning to executive management skills.

117 pages . . . softbound . . . . $18.00

FINANCE & ACCOUNTING

X38 Managerial Accounting for Non-Financial Managers

You'll work as a company controller in this programmed learning course. You'll learn to properly record all the company's business transactions . . . sales, inventory purchases, operating expenses, depreciation, equity changes, disposal of assets. When the company's fiscal year ends, you'll prepare the annual report, balance sheet, income statement, and the statement of source and application of funds. When you've finished the course, you'll understand better the role of accounting and how to use the information accounting gives you to be a more effective manager.

Two volumes — course book and workbook . . . . . . . $27.50

X29 How To Read a Financial Report

Written in programmed learning format, this book will reviel the accounting process, tracing the steps from the actual sale to the appearance of the transaction on the financial statements. Then you'll learn how to assess financial position and performance of your company through the use of ratio analysis—analyzing liquidity, activity, profitability, and coverage ratios.

140 pages . . . spiral bound . . . . $19.50

BUSINESS STRATEGY

R70 Strategic Management

Getting a fix on your competitive position. Establishing a clear purpose for the corporation. Meshing the corporate purpose with the individual goals of your people, and getting their commitment. This collection of ten articles will help show you ways to foster greater vision of your corporate purpose and techniques for combining the human and technological factors needed for good decision-making.

34 pages . . . softbound . . . . . . $7.00

To order these books, just fill out the coupon below and mail to:

Penton Education Division
1100 Superior Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio 44114

Please send the books indicated. I understand that I can review them for 15 days and, if not satisfied, return them for full refund or credit.

Orders under $15.00 must be prepaid.

Charge my ☐ Mastercard ☐ Visa ☐ American Express Card

Exp. Date

Name ____________________________ 

Company ____________________________ 

Address (not P.O. Box) _____________________ 

City ____________________________ State _____ Zip __

Signature ____________________________ 

Penton Education Division
1100 Superior Avenue • Cleveland, Ohio 44114
**NEW PRODUCTS**

**100-KHZ PGA OFFERS 0.5-DB GAIN STEPS FROM 0 TO 20 DB**

Programmable gain amplifiers (PGAs), both software controlled and pin-strapped, typically offer gains of 1, 2, 4, and 8, or 1, 10, 100, and 1000. If finer control is needed, it basically comes down to a "do-it-yourself" process. However, a new family of wideband software-controlled PGAs from Frequency Devices gives you additional options. Called the 830PGA Series, its three members—the 830PGA-20, 830PGA-40, and 830PGA-60—offer programmable gains of 0 to 20, 0 to 40, and 0 to 60 dB, respectively. Also, their gain-steps run 0.5 dB, 1.0 dB, and 2.0 dB, respectively. This fine-resolution gain control is combined with high-impedance (1-MΩ) differential inputs, a full-power bandwidth of 100 kHz for a ±10-V output across 1000 Ω, and dc response.

Aimed at a wide range of applications, the amplifiers enhance a system's dynamic range. A multichannel data-acquisition system, which must bring all channels close to full-scale prior to digitization, represents a typical job. Test systems are a natural. By changing gains, a host computer brings the input signal (or signals) up to a reference level for analysis and, in the process, determines its precise amplitude. The gain tolerance of each amplifier is ±0.02 dB, and gain and phase match between devices of 0.04 dB and 0.5°, respectively (from 1 Hz to 100 kHz), support such applications. Total harmonic distortion runs just 0.005% at 1 kHz and 0.02% at 90 kHz, while common-mode rejection is more than 60 dB from 10 Hz to 100 kHz. In quantities of 100, the amplifier modules cost $140 each. Differential outputs that simplify driving balanced lines, such as shielded twisted pair, are a no-charge option.

*Frequency Devices Inc., 25 Locust St., Haverhill, MA 01832; Frank DeGio, (308) 874-0761.*

**DUAL DAC GIVES 8-BIT ACCURACY AT 15 MHZ**

The standard 7528, dual digital-to-analog converter (DAC) was never intended for video applications. However, improved versions of the 7528—the MP7429A/B from Micro Power Systems—are at home with video. Their required write-pulse is just 30 ns and their output current settles to 8-bit accuracy in similar time. These specifications are half and about 1/6, respectively, of that of available devices. A and B versions of these multiplying current-output DACs operate respectively from 15- and 5-V rails. Applications range from audio mixers to pixel correction in video digitizers. Total harmonic distortion runs 95 dB (15 bits). A proprietary bit-decoding technique reduces the maximum binary-weighted current developed by resistors and switches. It aids the DACs' speed and low glitch-impulse, which is just 10 nV-s (nanovolt-seconds) an order of magnitude below that of the 7528. Three accuracy grades offer best-case differential nonlinearity and gain error of ±1 LSB and a relative accuracy of ±1 LSB (the latter was until now unavailable). In their 14-pin plastic DIPs, pricing starts at $4.34 each in 100s.

*Micro Power Systems, 3151 Jay St., Santa Clara, CA 95054; (408) 727-5550.*
INDUSTRIAL TRACKBALL CONTROLS

Complete line of precision trackballs for OEM's.
Compact low profile designs with optional features to suit most requirements.
- Low cost
- High rel. non-contacting optical encoders
- Desk-top and panel mount models
- Industry standard output protocols
- Custom features and designs available

CH PRODUCTS
970 Park Center Drive, Vista, Ca. 92083
(619) 598-2518 Fax: (619) 598-2524

CH PRODUCTS CIRCLE 261

68HC11

PC-based emulator for 68HC11

SEE EEM 90/91
PAGES D 1320-1323

- PC plug-in or RS-232 box
- Pull-down menus with full window support, combined with
command-driven User Interface
- Up to 16 MHz real time emulation.
- No intrusions to the 68HC11's resources.
- All bit-wide 100 deep trace. All functions usable without
disturbing emulation. Time stamping, Two level triggers
- Symbolic and C Source Level Debugging, including in-line
assembler and disassembler
- Supports A, E, D and F ports

Prices: 64K Emulator and pod $2590. 6K Trace $1995*

CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE DEMO DISK!

THOMAS HARPER
NOHAU CORPORATION
51 E. Campbell Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95014

NOHAU CORP. CIRCLE 264

ARE YOUR PRODUCTS RELIABLE?
The ReCalc 2 Software Package predicts the reliability of your system using the part stress procedure of MIL-HDBK-217E, and runs on the IBM PC and full compatible. Say goodbye to tedious, time consuming, and error prone manual methods! ReCalc 2 is very easy to use, and features menu windows, library functions, global editing for what-if? trails, and clear report formats. Try our Demo Package for $25.

T-CUBED SYSTEMS, 31220 La Baya Drive #110, Westlake Village, CA 91362 • (818) 991-3057 • FAX: (818) 991-1281
T-CUBED SYSTEMS CIRCLE 258

IEEE 488.2

Hardware for IBM PC/AT, Micro Channel, Sun, Macintosh, DEC, and NeXT.
Software for DOS, UNIX, VMS, menu-driven and icon-driven environments.

Call for your free IEEE catalog

IOtech, Inc. • 25971 Cannon Road
Cleveland, Ohio 44146 • (216) 439-4091
IOtech CIRCLE 267
"Tango-PCB PLUS is the most intuitive CAD program I've ever used."

Tango's feature-rich circuit board layout and autoroute packages offer high performance and ease of use. Their affordable prices include great documentation and tech support, and a money-back guarantee.

See for yourself. Call today to order your free PCB/Route evaluation package.

800-488-0680
619-554-1000 • FAX: 619-554-1019
ACCEL Technologies, Inc.
6825 Flanders Drive • San Diego, CA • 92123 • USA
Contact us for the representative nearest you.

---

**Analog Circuit Simulation**

Completely Integrated CAE from $95

From Schematic Entry through 
SPICE Simulation to Post Processing

InSence $95, the complete SInce program, runs on all PCs.

SInceNet $295, a schematic editor for any SInce simulator. Generates a complete SInce netlist.

InSence $250, a graphics post processor that performs all the functions of a digital oscilloscope.

PreSpect $200, extensive model libraries, Monte Carlo analysis, and parameter sweeping.

---

**FCC VDE**

EMI Noise Sensor

FVC-777

---

**Advantech**

PC-Based Universal Device Programmer

PC UPROG $895

- Programs most PLDs and memories up to 40 pins
- Menu driven device selection by P/N and manufacturer
- Full screen editor for fuse maps and memory buffers
- JEDEC standard vector test functions
- New device can be easily added by yourself
- Self test and diagnosis for high programming yield
- One year warranty and free device update

408-293-6786

---

**Inusoft**

WE'RE BENDING THE RULES FOR CIRCUIT DESIGNERS

BEND/FLEX™, the bendable circuit board material that's flexible enough to bend into any multi-plane shape. Eliminates stiffeners, flexible hardboard connectors, and may reduce the cost of two - and three - plane interconnection systems by as much as 30%!

ROGERS CORP.
COMPOSITE MATERIALS DIVISION
One Technology Drive, Rogers, CT 06063

BEND/FLEX™

---

**Intusoft**

EASY-PC

$195

New even faster and with Laser Printer Output.

- Runs on PC/XT/AT/286/386 with CGA/EGA or VGA.
- Provides Surface Mount support.
- Standard output includes But Matrix/Laser/Plotter Printer, Pan Plotter, and Video Printer.
- Award winning EASY-PC is in use in over 7000 installations in 90 countries worldwide.
- SUPERBLY EASY TO LEARN AND USE.
- No Copy Protected.
- Dealers Wanted.

FAST Professional Quality Output at an Affordable Price

---

**Intusoft**

POST PROCESSING

Complete circuit simulation to finished board layout.

Intusoft has a comprehensive simulator, a schematic editor, a layout editor, and full post processing.

---

**Noise Laboratory**

PCB and SCHEMATIC C.A.D.

EASY-PC

$195

---

**Electronics Design**

DIRECT CONNECTION ADS

1991 SCHEDULE

Issue Date: Ad Close
Jan. 10 Dec. 14
Jan. 31 Jan. 4
Feb. 14 Jan. 18
Feb. 28 Feb. 1
March 14 Feb. 15
March 28 March 1

To Advertise, Call JEANIE GRIFFIN At 201/393-6080
IEEE-488, (GP-IB, HP-IB) CABLES
- Reliable gold plated contacts.
- Durable metal connectors.
- High strength strain reliefs.
- Two shields for high noise immunity.
- Custom lengths at low prices.

Capital Equipment Corp.
Burlington, MA 01803
Informative catalog 800-234-4232
Applications help (617) 273-1818

ADVIS SYSTEMS INC.
1050 E. Duane Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94086

8 Channel 12 bit D/A [PCL726] $495
- Programs EEPROM, GALs, EPROMs, Micros, Bipolar, CMOS.
- 12 bit resolution, 14 bit resolution; 8 bit register output.
- Conversion speed: 50,000 samples/second (3MHz), 100,000 samples/second (6MHz).
- delivers output range: +5V, +10V, +20V, -5V, -10V, -20V (50 Ohm, 120Ohm).
- Custom Engineering Services available.

B & C MICROSYSTEMS INC.
758 N. Pasloria Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94086 USA
Tel: (408) 730-5511 Fax: (408) 730-5521

EMULATION TECHNOLOGY, INC.
2368-B Walsh Ave. Santa Clara, CA 95051
Phone: 408-982-0660 FAX: 408-982-0664

Easy Emulator Pods & Adapters
- Plug your PLCC and LCC packages into your PC board in minutes, with these easy-to-use adapters.
- Emulator/logic analyzer users: Adapt-al-Pod converts one package type to another (LCC, PLCC, PGA, and DIPs).
- Emulator pods and adapters are available in all standard pin counts, with ribbon or ribbon cable headers.
- Custom engineering services and do-it-yourself emulator pod converters.

EMULATION TECHNOLOGY

Instant Microcontroller
Instant C Programming
Don't use a microprocessor, use a SmartBlock™ microcontroller module to build your custom controller. Our low cost Dynamic C™ makes programming a snap. 3.5 x 2.5 inch module includes microprocessor, memory, time/date clock, exprom, watchdog, serial ports and more. As low as $59. The efficiency of a custom design without the headaches.

Z-World Engineering
1340 E. Covell Blvd., Davis, CA 95616
Tel: (916) 753-3722
Fax: (916) 753-5141

Telecom Solutions from Teltonne
Integrated CMOS DTMF Receiver
M-8870 is a full DTMF receiver that integrates bandsplit filter and digital decoder on one 18-pin CMOS DIP.
- Low power consumption (35 mW max.)
- On-chip differential amplifier, clock generator, and latched 3-state bus
- 5 volt power, 3.58 MHz TV crystal
- Low cost

Teltonne Corporation, 2212-20th Avenue SE, Bothell, WA 98021

LOW COST Data Acquisition Cards for PC/XT/AT
- Compatible with all 12-bit PC interface cards, including Adaptec, Intel, and National cards.
- 12-bit resolution (14-bit resolution when used with some cards).
- Conversion time less than 1.5 ms per channel, depending on data rate.
- Dual input range: ±10V, ±5V, ±1V, ±10V.

Fast 12 B H/D & D/A [PCL7178] $795
- 12-bit resolution, 16 digital output channels; 15 bit resolution; Programmable gain, both in-parallel and D/A output circuits.
- Conversion speed: 50K samples/second (3MHz), 100K samples/second (6MHz).
- Delivers output range: ±10V, ±5V, ±1V, ±10V. (12-bit resolution).
- Digital output (D/A) output: programmable Guaranteed (824).
- D/A and interrupt capability. Utility software and sample program in BASIC.

B & C MICROSYSTEMS INC.
758 N. Pasloria Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94086 USA
Tel: (408) 730-5511 Fax: (408) 730-5521

B & C MICROSYSTEMS CIRCLE 275

MC / VISA / AMEX

Call today for details!

Z-World Engineering CIRCLE 269

MC / VISA / AMEX

Call today for details!
Truly incredible... a superfast 3nsec GaAs SPDT reflective switch with a built-in driver for only $19.95. So why bother designing and building a driver interface to further complicate your subsystem and take added space when you can specify Mini-Circuits' YSW-2-50DR?

Check the outstanding performance specs of the rugged device, housed in a tiny plastic case, over a -55°C to +85°C span. Unit-to-unit repeatability for insertion loss is 3-sigma guaranteed, which means less than 15 of a 10,000-unit production run will come close to the spec limit. Available for immediate delivery in tape-and-reel format for automatic placement equipment.

**SPECIFICATIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YSW-2-50DR</th>
<th>dc-500MHz</th>
<th>500-2000MHz</th>
<th>2000-5000MHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Insertion loss, typ (dB)</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isolation, typ(dB)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1dB compression, typ (dBm @ in port)</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF input, max dBm (no damage)</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSWR (on), typ</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video breakthrough to RF, typ (mV p-p)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rise/Fall time, typ (nsec)</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*typ isolation at 5MHz is 80dB and decreases 5dB/octave from 5-1000 MHz

**Mini-Circuits**

P.O. Box 350166, Brooklyn, New York 11235-0003 (718) 934-4500 Fax (718) 332-4661 Telexes: 6852844 or 620156

CIRCLE 108
Talk about easy. Linear’s new LT1074 is a simple, elegant solution for your stepdown and inverting switching regulator applications. It’s a 5 amp monolithic bipolar regulator with up to 200kHz switching frequency and internal adjustable current limiting. Power switch, oscillator and control circuitry and output monitor are also on the chip. It’s a positive “buck” (stepdown) converter with several LTC innovations that also allow the device to be used as a positive to negative converter, a negative boost converter, and a flyback or forward converter.

As a stepdown converter, the LT1074 input voltage range is 8V to 60V. The switch output can swing 40V below the ground, a feature that permits the regulator to perform positive to negative conversion with inputs down to 4.5V. It also allows the use of a tapped inductor for output currents up to 10A with no external switching transistor. A true analog multiplier in the feedback loop lets it respond quickly to input voltage fluctuations. The LT1074 is available in either a 5-lead TO-220 package or an 11-lead single-in-line package at $5.25 and $6.45, respectively, in 100-up quantities. For a data sheet and applications note contact: Linear Technology Corporation, 1630 McCarthy Blvd., Milpitas, CA 95035 or call 800-637-5545.